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EVAIZJATEON OF THE EgElIGEVOY SChOOL AID A_

Under contracts front the U.S. Office of EdUcation, SysternDeVelopment Corpora-

tion (SOC) is conducting an evaluation of twosclosely related programs author-.

ized under the Emergency School Aid Act (E5AA1--the Basic Grants Program and

the Pilot Greats Program. The Basio'program accOants for-64 percent of the

annual appropriation for ESAA, and the'Pilot program accoumts for 15,percent.

Basic Grants are awarded to eliggole school districts to encourage the reduc-

n of minority7group isolation, to meet the Special needs incident to the

elimination of segregation and discrimination, And to assist elementary and

Condary school children in overcoming the educaticmal disadvantage? aSsoci-

ated with mdrioxity.-grotp isolation. Daring fiscal years 1_974 and 1975,

applicants for the grants were encouraged to focus their progTans on impr Aang

basic-skills. Basic Grants are generally awarded (2) toLocal Education- .

Agencies (LEAS) that are impaementing a desegregation plan, or have adopted

and willA.mplevent such a plan if assistance is made avaii.ple; (2) t6 LEAs

-thatplan to enroll non-resident children Sn their sothools'to reduce Minority-

group,isolationand (3) to LEAs that have no desegregation plan but have

mdnority-group students.hrollment exceeding SD pexcemt, provided that the' LEAs,

establish or maintain at,leastome integrated-school.

Pilot Giants are awarded to lEAs for unusually promdsing projepts designed to

overcome:the adverse effects of rinority-group-isoiation by imProving the

academic achievement of Children in minority-isolated schools. To be eligible

for a Pilot Grant", an LEN must le implementing a desegregation plam or a plam-

to reduce minoXitY-9ioup isolation Chat would make it eligible'for a Basic

Grant. .Inaddation, at least 15,000 minority-gtow students must be enrolled

in the schools of;the LEA, or minority-group students nuat constitute more

than SD percent of the total LEA enrollment.

The Act authorized a. national evaluation of its prograns that maY be supported

by an annual reserVation of wp,to one percent of aPpropriated ESAA funds. As

designed by the U.S. Office of Education and conducted by System Develoanent

Corporation (SIX), the national evaluation effort focuses on the integrated

evaluation of the ESAA BaSic and Pilot programs.

EVALUAT1CN cmqEcTms

The ESAA Edsic and i'btealuations haveseveraL major ol3ectives, Sbnle _of_

which involve analyses of data collected within'a single school year, while,

others invOlve,longitudiral analyses and comparisons of data collected over

two or three years. The key study objectives are'sunmarized below. Findings

related to the last objective are the sUbject of this report.
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Identify and describe the needs of studehts in-or Eromminority-
isolated schools; the characteristics of local programs, including
relatfonships between student needs and resource allocations; and
the- interrelationships, of student needs, program characteristics,
and program impact. )

Determine the short-t'erm and long-term national impact of the
program relative to congressiOnaUyAuthorized program objectives.

Determine the relative effectiveness of desegregation, compensatory
education, and a combination of these, as compared to Minority-
isolated schools with no special ntervention.

Investigate th
supplemental E

relati 4ships among requler school e-e ditures,
M. expenditures, and program imPaet.

Document and disserninate information on 1 cal progr
'comPonents that appear related to success.

GENERAL METHODOL

and progr

The basic design of dne combined-BasilPilot evaluation involves comparison.of
treatmefit (ESAA-funded) and control (non-BEAA-funded) salools. To select t
treatment and control sehools, pairs of sirellar schools were identified in
sample distriatsi one School of each pair was randomly assigned to the tree
ment condition and the other to-.the control condition Sample students wer
then drarn randomlY across classes in each sample school in grades 3, 4 and 5
In the elementary schools; and grades IS, 11, and.12 in the-secondary schools.

The combined Basic/Pilot evuluation involves the collection of data in both
--the-treatment-and-controischools-over=a-period-of three-years,-beginning_with
the 1973-1974 school year. Standardized achievement tests axe administered dt
the beginning ana end of each school year to assess gains made.in reading and
math by the sample of students participating in the ESAA evaluation: Two
other student outcomm measures also are considered in the mmlti-year evaluati n:
students' perception of discrimination (school climate), and the reduction of
minority-group isolation;

addition to the me measures, questionnaires and_pther recording forms
re usea once each'year to obtain data on the school programs themselves (in

bothD treatment and_ contrO1 schools) and about samPle students. These instru-

ments provide data on policies and procedures of the district and school;

cless'and program daaracteristics; student exposure to reading and math
instruCtion; resouxce allocation; and-student amd staff background character-
istics.

1
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Data mnaiyses, designed to focus on the major evaluation goalS sta.ted above,

have been conducted for the first two years of the ESAA Longitudinal evalua-

tion.* The longitudinsal evaluation of ESAA will irovide a broad descrip'Eioh-

of Pilot and Basic treatment and control schools in terns of outcome maaaures,

major program emphasis, and funding patterns--it cannot provide a detalaiO4

comprehensive description of each program operation at each particulaa'

Therefore, in an attempt to supplement the lohgitudinal evaluation of 1,6,4 GSAa

Grante Programs, the Office of Education has called for mn in-depth anaZaai

of selected,schools to be conducted during the second year (1974-1975) and

third year (1975-1976) of the ESAA evaluation. The xemainder of this overview

describes the 19741975 in-depth studY.

IN-DEPTH STUDY or SUC(ESSFUL PR

The in-depth exa n of selected schools is inte ed to provide:

Detailed documentation of successful school prograxas and the

contexts in whichrtheyaoperate.

A description and-assessment
differentiallY affect student

f program components Uaat
academic a?hievement.

A description of the_schools' environment in terms of desegregati

segregation (equality ofeduc tional opportunity). ,

A descripti n of resources used in reading-and math

bomponents.

Estimates of 'readimig and math program costs. '

RESEARC-H-METHODOLOGOP 91E IN-DEPTH .SIUDY

'Five oonatructs repre enting the major componenta of reading and math programs

-and the cOntext in which,they operate Were examined in the in-depth study.

Previous research indicatea that the variables comprieiag each'construct may

be related to student achievenent. ppe of the constructs, equality of educar

tional opportunity (EEO), was of interest quite apart from its relation to

-student achievement, since it is a major outcome measure.ef the ESAA evaluation.

The five constructe that defined the conceptual focug of the in-depth study arat

rehensive docamentation or methodology and findings is contained in:

Coulson, J.S., Qzenne, D.G., Bradford, C., Doherty, Duck, G.A.,

Hemenway, J.A., and Vah Gelder, N.C. ?he Second Yeax chool

Aid Act (ESAA) Implementation. Santa Monica, California: Sy evelopm- t

Corporation, 1976

Coulstin, J.E. Ozenne, D.G., Van Gelder, 'N.C.,
---andaDoherty..W.J.The.rirst Year of Emergenc SchoolAid Act (BSAA) la-

mentation. Santa Monica, California: System DevelouenCbjO2tion19a

inuzaka., D., Bradford, C.,

3
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Organizational climate

Parent and community involvement

Characteristics of reading and math. instruction

_Resouroe_use in_ ading_and_ th- nstruction_

Equality of educational opportunity

School. SelectIon

Schools selected for in-depth study were visited by specially trained inter-
viewer/observers during the spring of the 1974-1975 school year. Consequently,
the program components of the in-depth schools were analyzed in relation to
1974-1975 achievement outcome measures. However,- the schools,had to be sele'cted
for study on the basis of 1973-1974 data, since 1974-1975 background, program,
and achievement data were mot, available-prior to the tire they were to be

-ited.

The schools eligible to be selected forin depth study consisted of all treat-
ment and ciantrol schools for which both pretest and posttest data were available
for 1973-1974, and that remained in the study for 1974-1975. This population
consisted of 22-secondary dchools and 101 elementary schools. At each grade
level, an average adjusted posttest score in reading and inimath (based on
1973-1974 achievement data), uas computed using pretest score as a covariate.
Reading and math scores were ranked, and the ranks were averagect-aoross grade
levels. After the schools were ranked for achievement gada, a three-dimensional
Tampling matrix was constructed with the following c1ass4ication variables:
urban versus rural location of the school, school,location based on national
geographic sector, and percent minority en ollment.

"Successfu121_and_nonsuccessfol" schools_were then chosen bised. on three-
factors: (1) their proxinity to one another within the sampling matrix, (2)
whethee the predominant minority was the same, and (3) whether the socioeconomic
level of students was similar. The sampling methodology resulted in the selec-
tion of 24=elementary schools, of Which 15 schools 'were ranked in the upper
40 pereent in reading and math, and nine-schdols were ranked ir-cthe lowest
-40 percent. The two groups of schools were matched on the basis of similarity
in percent amd-type minorit, and socioeconomic level of students. The
matchiiig,procedures did not yield a comparable set of suocess-fulinonsucceSsfUl
secondary%-sChoo1s. Consequent1y, to fill the sample quota of 30 schools, six
secondary schools were selected from°the top of the ranked order of reading'
and math_achieVement. Schools selected for study included both treatment and
controf-Schoois.
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Date Collection

TwO iniervieweriobservers were assigned two to four scioo2s for study. The

aterviewer/pbserver te ains receL-ved no inrormatio n on the _achdevement rank of ,

Itt_.ag2a9.11...VmuLi2E112-A.
chievement rank was not available _to any member pf'

,the in-depth project until
were completed.) Each teen made am initial two-day-orientation visit to their

Site data Were collected and descriptive analyses

assigned-schools, at which tine th.ey Aóheduled interview appotntments, prac-

ticed the use of obiarvational protocols (in classes not selected for etudy),

and identified the classes that vere-to be studied. Mese were thetwo

olesses at each grade (third, fourth, and fifth; or tenth, eleventh, and '

twelfth) that contained the Majority of the students who were participating

in the ESAA evaluation. After a final debriefing with training perSOnnel (at

SDC), the teems returned to spend ewo,weeks at each schoo2 for data collection.

Three tepeS of instruinent s.ere used to collect.data during the.two-week schoo

visits: observational pro ocols, inferviewschedules, and self-administered -

questionnaires.

Classification. of Su 2 N0nsuccessful Schools

bough the i -depth study school& were selected on the basis of 1973-1974

aChievement scoreg, prOgram-amd contextual data Were collected on the schools

in the spring of 1975. Consequently, schools.were classified 'as Successful or

nonsuCcessfUl on the basis 0E2974-2975 achievement g in. -

All schools in the study sample were ranked in-terms o the number of grades

tegted that showed improvement between pretest and pos test in national per-

centile ranks. Two separate rankings were deriVed, one for reading achieVe-

ment and one for math.achievememt. A school'was classified as successful

at least two of the three grades tested showed improvement in national per-

centile ranks for reading or neth.* Nonsuccessful schools were those that

did not meet this criterion.

-Based-uponthe_criterion noted above, nine elenentary schools were classified

aS successful In reading, and-th6Se-sare-Oine gichoOlejlus_five other elemen-

tary schools were classified as ,successful in math. klthough more elenentarT-___

schools rliht the criterion of sucoesS in math achievement thin in reading, the

res In reading and math were highly correlated .

*
04 aYception was made to the cl
were tested ill reading and three

grades tested showed improvement
were tested showed improvement.
both reeding and math.

ificatipn_ral_-x_one_sobool,two_gradek_
were tested in math. In reading, ione of two

in percentile ranks;.in math all three that

This echool was classiIied as successful in

22
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At the secondary level 'o ly one of the six schools selected for study showed
sufficarit improvement in reading or math achievement to be-classified as

-succeSSful. This finding, as well as other characterilitice of the secondary
schoolS (e.g., in the _large schobls, ESAA stddents were distributed over so
many classes that onlythree or four were in any one reading or math class),
led to a decision to focus the in-depth analysis exclusively on the 24,elemen-
tary schools.

4

As noted previously, the in-depth study schools were originally.selected in
such .4.way that higher- and lower-ran15ing groups of elementary schools were
Similar in percentage of minority enrollment and socioeconomic status. The
realignUent ormaccessful/nonsuccessfUl elementary schools based upon 1974-
1975 acilievement did not seriously.distort the comparability of the twO gr6ups.
For'the reading achieemett criterionrhigher- and,lower-ranked schools were,
not,staistically different ip terms of percent minority enrollment, socio-
economic status, or 1974 pretest score. For the math achievement criterion,-
the more successfU1,schools tended to have a lower percentage of Minority
students and lower pretest scores. In analysis of the math 'data, the effects
of percent minoxity student enroll ent and pretest score were taken into

.accouft

A second rneastire of success in the ESAA national evaluation-Concerns students'
perdepttons of_discriminationin the sehool: When the in-41epth study schools
were seLected, no measure of discriManation was available.-Schools were.there
fore selected on :the basis of achievement alone. However, a student question-
naire to measure student perceptionS of discrimination was developed by g panel
of ever s'in civi3.. rights, in mglority_group relatiOns, and in survey and .

evaluation research (Coulson, et al, 1976). The resulting School Climate
Questionnaire was administered_to'all students participating in the ESAA evalu-
ation in the'faIl and spring of the 1974-1975 school year. Therefore, a meas-
ure of change in siudents' perceptions of discrimination was available for the
year'n,Which the in-depth-schools were studied (1974-1975).

-. In the 0 te study of the schools, particula attention Was paid to var ousindices equality of educational opportunity _ .t However, since the
indices EEO compared treatment accorded r1ajrity and minority students, and
students" peArceptions of discrimination, the EEO nlysis was,limited to 16 of
the 24 elementary-lchools that were desegregated (i.e., schools that had less
tharY9P-Oercent student enrollment :a singLe racial/ethnic group).

Data Arialsis Procedures
,

Many f the data in the in-depth study were obtained at the classroom level.
However, the analys s was primarily concernqd with examining variations among
schools in program characteristics since school:-level patterns are letter
indicators of a coordinated -School program. School-level patterns are,more



amenable to policy intervention' than individual classroom activities, whiCh are,

likely,to result from idiosyncratic teadher characteristics and. .teachiri' 4 styles.

Data collected at the classroom level wee analyzed for consentims That is,

when two or more observations were nta,de in a class, the data wereaveraged to

obtain a class-level indicator; tiaeirclass-level indicators were examined to

determine if there was a dominant pattern that charaCterized the School. Those

characteristics on which consensus was achieved were presumed to reflect school

level patterns. These school-level patterns were analyzed for their relation-

ship to reading and math achievement.

The n-depth analysis of successful schools made use of several different sta-

tistical techniques.,. pue to characteristics of the data, several nonparanietric

tests were used tO examine the relationship of.individual program component& to

student achievement (e.g., Chi-square, phi) In addition, discriminant functierr

analysis was used in a multiyariate analysis of School-success to assess the

relative importance of the prograM and contextual characteristics that appeared

to differentiate successful from nonsuccessful sChools.

OR FmDXNGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

READING AND MATH ACHIEVEMENT

The in-deptl;'sstudy was designed to provide detailed descriptin of a group of

schools participating in the ESAA evaluation. The major objective of the stuay

was to identify program and cofitextual componTnts that were related to student

achievement. To meet this objective, elementary schools that were successful

in reading orimath were compared to a group of schools that were less

successful in reading or math'but similar in other respects. Successful and

nonsupcessful schools were compared in, terms of four major conatruts.

Organizatiànai clim

Parent and community involvement

Instructional praCtices used in reading and and

re ated teacher attitudes

, Instructional resources used in reading and math

In addition, observations were mádiT Of activities related-to-equa y-of-educa-

tional opportunity.



Fuz of these dimensions were found to-be significantly related to reading or
gain, independent Qf student background characteristics:* More specifi8allY,
the-Aimension o ortiona1 climate a composite,index of administrative
rship- and-a measure of district-level support for new teachers predicted -

gai0, Similarly, the analysis of parent:and community_inyolvement produced
indei7of parent participationvin tpe classroom that predicted both reading
math -gain. The analysis oi ieading and_math program characteristies .resulted--
hree indices that predicted bbthreading and math gain: the use of tehav-
1 objedtiVes, the adequacy of instructional practice, and less fregUent use

positive.reinforcement. Finally, rhe examination of reading and math resour e

covered a relationsh p between achievement gain and per-pupil costs for
ial specialists.

a

ITY'OF ERUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY. (EEO)

alysis of EEO in the in-depth study was based primarily on observed patterns
ergroup relations in,16 desegregated elementary schools. The major descrip-
findings from this Analysis were as follows:

I11-13 of the
obServed.

e eg egated schools no segregated asses. were

In 10 of the desegregated schoo4 no teacher-assigned segregated
seating arrangements within desegregated classes were _observed.

In nine of the 16 ddSegregated 'elementary schools, at least four
,of the five or six 'citerved classes used some multi-ethnic materials.

Teadhers were observed directing a disproportionate amount of
negative behavior (e.g., criticizing, ignoring, isolating) toward
minority students in five schools; majority students were observed
te receive a disproportionate share of negative teacher behavior
in,two schools,

stud'ent inte
12 of the 16 d

stit Eight of the IG
in student perc
Questionnaire.

p mix ng during, recess and lunch was observed in
gregateff elementary schools,

gregated elementary scho sshowed!improvement
ns f EEO as measured by the School Clinate

canoe was determined by.assessing the probability that a relationship
e to chance. Relationships were considered statistically significant if

jprobability of_a_chance relationship waS 10_or less in 100 Aohi square test
Yate's correction, Fisher's Exact Test or t-test). While ,10 may be a-

what less 'customary alpha-Ievel than Or .01, it was used in this,studY
wo_reasons: one, the small sample size deCreased the likelihood of stable
ates of significamcie; and two, since this was an exploratory study it was
tant to report re1tionships that might be used to genera.te hypotheses.

ver, most findings reported were.in fact significant at the .05 level.

8
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The EEO analysis ,was also concerned jtir the interrelationships among the

.variable of intepst. Several key findings emerged from trlis analysiS:

Stuaent intergroup mixing .was,signilicantlY more likely to
be observed in schools that contained ric segregated seating

Patterns withip desegregated-clasees--"

Student perceptions of teacher-studentAnteraction were signifi- I

tlY more likely to 'improve at;tchonls wl,lere parent visit'oie mere /

repr9sentative of the racial/ethnic composition of the ardent

body.

Desegregated schoolS -were significantly 'lbes Iikely..to.ohave a

dipproportionate amountornegative behavier airected:tOwird

minority students when the p.rincipal placed greater epphasie on

cial'goals.

dec

gregateu schools,were significantly more likely to use mu ti-

ic materials when teachers reported.greater participation in

ions regarding the implementation_of -intercultUral curricula.
-

as so fauna that desegregated schools were Jess likely to sho'w improve-

ment student perceptions of teacher-student interaction when teachers were ,

directing a disproportionate arliount of negative behavior to minority,

sttdent In addition, study results indicated that desegregated elementary

schools e significantly less likely-to show 'reading achievement gain wheh'

eachegs were observed directing a disproportionate amount of n6qative behav-
G1

toward minority students.
,

D

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OP SCHOOL SUCCESS-

,Th
tha
duct
them er
differnt

A stepwi
sncoessfU

objective of'the in-depth study was to identi y program variales-

d to be related to achievement gain. A final analysis was cOn-

develop a composite profile of successful schools that dittinguished

less successful schools. 'This distinction required using several

program dimansios as Predictor variables,in one integr.ated analy

*
disc minant function awysis, using the criterion categories of

-nonsuccessful in reading and math achievement, was selected far

The

Class
based
analyS
ft whic

the discriminaxt function'analifsis is to Predict an 'a p_%4011

ion of_casea (e.g. aocessful schools versus.unsuccesstul schools)

a linear contination o,,,! predictor variables. The discrimindnt_

performed in thiastudy is similar to a stepwiseregredsion ahalyels

the dependent variable is dichotomized. Eadh discriminant fUnction

coeMcient represents the relative contrilution of its:Associated variable

the tUnction in question.

2 6
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-1
this purpose. The discriminant analysis was Ocnducted in two-steps In the
first step,.only student background characteristics (percent minority enroll-
'ment, socibeconomic level of fhe §tudent body, and 1974 pretest score) were
entered into the equation. In the second step of the analysis each program
variable found to be related to achievement gain (in the bivariate analysis).
was added to the equation in a,stepwise fashion. Variables,were entered into

A the equation based on their contribution to the overall prediction capability
of the function, which was determined by the proportion of residual variance
explained by each variable.

The procedures outlined above were performed separately for 'reading and m
achievemeht., For the reading criterion,,no,significant relationship was. -d
between the racial composition of the stuaent body, the pretest score (1970-,
ot the Socioeconomic level of the student'body. However, it was-necessary to
consider the effects of student background,on math,achievement, since systematid
differences were found:among successful and nonsuccessful schools in racial
cempositbn and pretest score.

Reading Achievement
r

The Optimal combination of program yari-_lbles for predicting the reading cri-
terion, ranked iniorder of their relative contribution.to the total dEscrimi-
nant function score, was:

e,

4

Adequacy of instructional.practica

Parent involveeent_in. the classroem

Use of behavioral objeCtives for reading

Use of positive reinforcement (a eegative relationship)

P -pupil costs for remedial reading sp'ecialists
a

Based on the_information contained in this equation, all 2.4 elementary schools
:were eorrectly classified as dudcesSful or nonsuccessful. In short, schools
sucaessful'in raising reading achievement!appeared to provide studentsmith
adequate practice periods and-to-inVolVe-parents in the claSsreoms as volun-
teers, visitors or paid aides. ''AISO important, though somewhat less so, were
the use of behavioral objectives', and the ihfrequent use of praise and point-/
=Ing out students as positiVe-m6Oels. In addition, hfigher per-pupil costs for
reading specialists was related to reading achievement.

2't
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Achievement

The optimal prediction equation'for the math criterion combine&five program

and two background components, listed below in order of their relative con

tribution to thetotal fundtion Score:

Percent minori_y enrollment (a negative relationship)

Per;-pupil coets for remedial mdth spec alists

Parent involvement in the classroom

1:Tetest math score (a negative relationship)

The use of behavioral objectives for math

Administrative leadership

District-level support for new teachers

Perfect prediction of the math criterion was obtained from the information con-

tained in this equation; that is, all 24 elementary schools werecorrectly

classified as successful or nonsuccessful. Schools successful in raising math

achievement were distinguished most clearly-by two variables that were also

important to reading achievement: higher per-pupil costs for remedial special-7

ists and parent involvement in the classroom. As was the case with reading

achievement; several additional variables contributed to success, though some-

what less so-the use of behavioral objectives, administrative leadership, and

district-level support for new teachers-also appeared to,affect math achieve-

ment.'

In addition to the accuracy of these prediction equations, one interesting

observation is that both equations contain a similar set of program components,

although the relatiVe contribution of,each component differs.from one equation

to the other. Thus, in the ESAAjn-depth study, the elements of a composite

.profile of school success common to both reading and math achievement included:

,Parent involvement ip the classro6m

Higher per-puPil costs for remedial specialists

e TPe, use of behavioral objectives

In addition, the following were key program components in the prediction of

reading or math achieveMent:

28
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Adequacy of instructional preo "ces

Administrative leadership

District-level support for new teachers

Less frequent use cif positive reinforcement

DISCUSSICN AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It must be emphasized that the success of the analyses reported above does not
demonstrate causality between these program components and student achievement.
It should be noted that the in-depth sample was not representative of the
total school or student population In the nation. Most of the students in
this-study, as in the overall evaluation sample,. fell within the bottom quar-
tile in reading and math achievement scores. Moreover, the in-depth study was
:not based on experimental design, and the study sample was relatively small
and non-randomly selected. Thus, one or more of the above findings Could be
spurious; resulting from sampling error or systematic "non-program" differences
that existed among the successful and nonsuccessful schools prior to the
in-depth study. 'On the other hand, it should be noted that the pre-existing
differences that were examined (percent minority enrollment, socioeconomic
level of the student body, and pretest score) do not appear to explain the
relationships obtained in this analysis.

The importance of this study's findings lies in the fact that school program
characteristics do'appear to make a difference in- student achievement. If

these findings accurately reflect-the factors that lead to school success,
tritervention policies can be imp.lerented that will have a-strong likelihood of

improving student achievement in reading and math.

Although the sample of schocas in the in-depth study was small, the data col-
lection and analysis methodology was relatively more rigorous and non-
subjective than previdus'studies attempted to examine reading and ma h
programs operating in particular sc 1 contexts.' Consequently, it is of
interest that this study's findings tend to support rdsults of several previous

studies.*

.1(See, for

Hawkridge, 0 C-- upsky Stu dy o, A.B., and Roberts, A.O.H. A f_ Selected
Exemsfor-ethEducation of Disadvanta ed Children. (Parts I

and II.) Palo Alto, California: American Institutes for Research, 1968.

Wargo, M.J., Tallmadge,
ESEA Title I: A Reanal-

Years 1965 through 1970.
Research( March,

G.K., Michaels,'D.D., Lipe, D., and Morris, S.J.
AL±T1:Le-Ithesis of Evaluation Data rF6m

Palo Alto, California: American Institutes fo:
0972.
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_In view _of the-findings reported here, ESAA, as well as other federal grants

programs with similar objectives, should emphasize particular activities that

appear to be related to student achievement. ESAA funds are targeted for

schools that are making efforts to eliminate segregation and discrimination,,

and for schools with minority isolated children. The funds are intended td
assist these schools in improving thequality of education they provide'to

their students. In terms of this objective, the in-depth study appeared to

confirm the usefulness of two specific activities for which ESAA authorizes

funds: the provision of remedial services; and the preferential hiring of

parents as classroom'aides (P.L. '92-318, Sec 707(a)) -ESAA also authorizes

funds for inservice teacher training. Although the relative contribution to
academic achievement was someWhae'less than the use of remedial specialists

and parent involvement in the classroom district-level support for new

teachersWhich consisted largely of inservice training--was found to be

associated with improvement in ma-

Several other program variables related to success in the study schools, May not

be las'amenable to legislative action, but might,usefully be reflected fn future

program guidelines or in the criteria for evaluating grant-applications.
Specifically, the following instructional practices appeared to Contribute to

success in raising reading and/or math achievement: the use of instructional

objectives; the provision of structured practice sessions; deemphasis of praise

and pointing out students as positive role models) and administrative leadership,

that focused on basic instruction and communicated that focus effectively.

Because of the important study limitations described above, conclusions drawn

from this study muSt be tentative. However, if the 1975-1976 ESAA in-depth

study offers cross-validatiOn of these findings, we can be reasonably confident

that prOgram variables that make a difference in student achievement have been

identified.

13
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) was enacted into lewHin June, 1972 to

provide elementary and secondary school districts with financial assistance

to .(1) reet the special needs incident to the elimination of minority-group

segregation and discrimination; (2) encourage the voluntary reduction, elimina-

tion, or prevention of minoritY-group iSoIation; and (3), aid 'children in over-'

coming the educational di_sadvantages of minority-group isolation (P.L. 92-3180

Sec. 702(b). While the Act, as amended in 1974 (P.L. 93-380, sec. 641),

authorized the appropriation of $1 billion each for fiscal years 1973 through

1976, actual appropriations for those years have amounted to $228 million,

$234 million, $215 million, and.$215 million respectively Since funds are

appropriated prior to the fiscal year which requires the expenditures,,the

major thrust of the Act began during school year 1973-74 and will continue at

least through school year 1976-77.

ESAA originally granted both state-apportioned and discre_ionary grants*. The

state-apportioned eumsiare appropriated annually,-and are divided among states

on the basis of the ratio of their number of minority-group,school-aged Children

ta the nuMber of such children in all states. Local school districts compete

for the funds'apportioned to their state through grant applications to their

HEW Regional Office. In applying for an ESAA grant, a-local school district

must demonstrate that it has needs related to the Actrt objectives ahd that it

has designed a program based on authorized activities that show pr mise of

achieving one or more of the Act's objectives.

DESCRIPTION OF ESAA EVALUATION

Under contracts from the U.S. Office of,Education, System Development Corporation

(SDC) is conducting an evaluation,of two closely related programs authorized. -

under the Emergency School Aid Act (SAA)--the Basic Grants program and the Pilot

Grants program.

tESAA originally authorized eight subprograms; three ste.te apportionment programs

(Basic Grants,'Pilot Grants', and Nonprofit Organization Grants); and five dis-

cretionary grant programs (Bilingual Education, Educational Television, Metro-

politan Area, Special Projects, and Evaluation). The:Metropolitan Area,sub-

program and its 3 to 4 percent appropriation fram'the annual.budget was elimin-

ated from the program by Section 642 of P.L. 93-380 in August, 1974. Since

that amendment, and in, accordance with statute and regulations, 87 percent of

the annual appropriation.is reserved for the state-apportioned programs: 64

percent, for:Basic Grants; 15 percent for Pilot Programs; and 8 percent for

Nonprofit Organization Grants.: The remainder of the'appropriation is reserved

as follows for the discretionary programs:: Bilingual Education, not less than

4 percent; Educa'tional Television, 3 ta4 percent; Special Projects, 5 percent;

and Evaluation, up to 1 percent.

I-1
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Basic Grants are awarded to eligible school districts to encourage the reduction
of.minority-group isolation, to meet the special needs incident to the elimina-
tion of segregation and discrimination, and to assist elementary and secondary
school children'in overcoming the educational disadvantages associated with
minority-group isolation. During fiscal years 1974 and 1975, applicants for
the grants were encouraged to focus their programs on improving basic skills.
Basic Grants are generally awarded (1) to Local Education Agencies (LEAs) that
are implementing a desegregation plan or have adopted and will implementsuch a
plan if assistance is made available; (2) to LEAs that plan to enroll non-
resident children in their schools to reduce minority-group isolation; (3) to

LEAs that have no desegregation plan but have minority-group student enrollment
exceeding 50 percent, provided thatthe LEAs establish or maintain at least one
integrated school.

Pilot ,r: ts are awarded to LEAs fgr unusually promising projects designed to
overcome the adverse effects of minority-group isolation'by improving the
academic achievement of Children in minority-isolated sohools. To be eligible

for a Pilot Grant, an LEA must be implementing a desegregation plan or a plan
ti) reduce minority-group isolation that would make it eligible for a Basic Grant.
In addition, at least 15,000 minority-group students must be enrolled in the
schools of the LEA; or minority-group students must constitute more than 50 per-
cent of the total LEA enrollment.

The Act. authorizes a national evaluation of its programs that may be supported
by an annual reservatipn of up to 1 percent of avpropriated ESAA funds. As

designF-A by the U.S. Office of Education and conducted by System,Development
Corporation, the national evaluation effort fecuses on an integrated evaluation
of both the ESAA Basic. and Pilot programs. The remainder of this chapter sum-
marizes the.major evaluation objectives of these programs and describes the
general methodology being applied to meetthose objectives.

EVALUATION OBJECTIVES

The ESAA Basic and Pilot evaluatiqns have several major objectives, scime of

which involve analyses of data collected within a single school year, while
-others involve longitudinal analyses' and comparisons of data collected over twp
or three 'years. The key objectives of both evaluations are summarized -beloW.
This report provides infqrmation on successful local programs and program com-
ponents (see objective listed last).

0 Identify-and describe the needs of students in or from minority-,
isolated schools; the characteristics of local,programs, in-
cluding the relationships between student needs andresource
allocations in the sample districts; and the interrelationships
of student needs, program characteristics, and program impact.

3 2
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Determine the short-term and long-term national impact of

the program relative to congressionally-authorized program
ob:)etives; namely, to reduce Oinority-,group isolation, to
eliminate discrimination, and to improve student basic skills

in elementary and secondary schools.

Determine the relative effectiveneas of three forms
educational intervention--(desegregation, compensatory educa-

tion, and a combination of these)--to achieving the stated

goals, as compared to Minority-isolated schools who receive

AO special intervention.

Investigate the relatiOn hips among regular school expendi-

tures, supplemental ESAA expenditures, and program impact, in

an,attempt to determinelocal program cost-effectiveness and

the minimum supplemental expenditures necessary to ensure

sone degree of program success.

Document and disseminate information on local programs and

program components that appear related to success in attain ng

the desired goals.

GENERAL METHODOLOGY

The combined Basic/Pilot evaluation involves the collection of: data over

period of three yearst'beginning with the 1973-1974 school year. This multi-

year design allows analySea of cumulative program impact and provides'an

opportunity to assess program maturation effects (e0g., greater program impact

on each successive wave of new students in the second and third years of

operation).

For both Pilot and Basic programs, standardized'achievement tests are adminis-

tered at the beginning and end of each school year'to assess gains made in

reading and math by the sample of students participating in the ESAA projects.

The same tests are given to samples of students in both treatment (ESAA-funded)

and control (non-ESAA-funded) schools. To select the treatment and control ,

.

schools, pairs of similar schobls were identified in the sample districtsvone

school of each pair was randomly assigned to the'treatment condition and the

other to the'control condition. Sample students were then drawn randomly

across classes in each sample school at:the grade levels of interest. ThUs,

the experimental or treatment variable in this study is the award or denial of

ESAAJilot or Basic funds to a sdhool.

To properlY evaluate the, ESAA program, both elementary and secondary schools,

were investigated. 'The Basic Grant program sample-includes both elementary and

secondary schools; hoWever, the pilot Grant program sample includes only,

33
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elementary schools, .since so few Pilot GLants Were awarded at the secondary
level. Gradei-included in the evaluation are elementary grades third, fourth,
and fifth; and secondary grades tenth, eleventh, and twelfth. The use of
three successive grades at each school level allows individual sample Students
to be followed longitudinally for up to three years, depending on their grade
placement at the start of the evaluation. ,To be eligible for inclusion in the
study, the schools selected were required to have sufficiently large numbers
of ESAA participants (or ESAA-eligible students, in the case of control schools)
to allow fox attrition over the evaluation period. Toward this end, larger
student samples were initially drawn from gradea three and ten than from the
other grades.

Two other major outcome measures also are considered in the multi-year evalua-
tion: (1) student perception of discrimination (school climate), and.(2)
reduction of minority-group isolation. School climate-data were not available
in year.one but are included in the year two analysis. Minority-group isola-
tion is primarily a district-level rather than a school-level variable, which
makes it of little use in school-level impact analyses. At the district level,_
isolation data are available for districts in the 1974-1975 evaluation saMple,
but hot for any meaningful universe or sample-6f comPiarable non-ESAA districts.
Therefore, the major use of the.minority-group isolation data in the second
year cf the evaluation is an-attempt.oto relate district or program characteris-
tics to differences ih minority-group isolation among the sample districts.

Ih addition to the outcome measures, questionnaires and other recording forms
dre used once each year to obtain data about the school programs themselves
(in both treatment and control schools and about the sample students. Near
the end of each school year, a battery of questionnaires is administered.to the
school superintendents, district business manageirs, local ESAA coordinators,
principals, teachers, and Students in the sample. These questionnaires provide
data on district, school, and class dharacteristics4 program operation;
resource allooaFion; and student and staff backgrnund oharacteristics.'

Finally, student activity logs are used to record the amount of tine that a
student is exposed to different types of educational experiences (e.g., peer
tutoring in math, cultural enrichment programs).. The logs provide a cumulative
record of each student's interactions-With the educational system, with emphasis
oh compensatory activitics of-the sort presumably stressed by ESAA projects.

Data analyses wh'ich will focus on the major evaluation goals described above,
are designed to (1) assess overall gains across both treatnent and control
schools by determining changes in outcome measures through pretests-posttests
(2),evaluate the iMpact of the experimental-variable (ESAA funding) by comparihg

-------PreteStPOSttest-gainS_in the matched-treatment ai-oi-:control schbOlsf-(3)--COmpare_
the outcomes associated with different intervention approacheSi (4) identify
particularly successful program characteristics by ranking the impact of local



programs: and (5) analyze the relationships among program features, student

characteristics, and program impact.

In connection with-the second-year evaluation, an in-depth study of 3Qschools

was condtleted in an attempt to identify local program components that differ-

entiate successful from nonsuccessful pro-grams. The remainder of this

introduction and the subsequent chapters of this report describe the in°depth

study.

-DEPTH STUDY OF SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS

The longitudinal evaluation of ESAA wilr proVide a broad de cription of Pilot,

and Basic treatment and control schools in terms of outcome measures, major

program emphasis, and funding patterns. This evaluation, based upon data

collected fromall the schools in the sample (by means of Student achievement

tests, student school climate questionnaires, and self-administered question-

naires completed by school:and district personnel), cannot provide a detailed!,

comprehensive description of program operatien at particular sites. To

supplement the longitudinal evaluation of the ESAA Grants programs, the Office

of Education has called for an in-depth analysis of selected schools to be

conducted during'the sedond (1974-1975) and third (1975-1976i years of.the

ESAA evaluation. The,in-depth examination of selected sites is intended to

provide:

a. Detailed docamentation of successful school programs and the

contexts,in which they operate.

Description and assessment of program components that differ-

entially affect student academic achievement.

Description of the schools' environment in- terms of desegregation/

segregation (equality of educational opportunity

d. Description of resou ces used in reading and math program

;components.

EstiMation of reading th program cos s.

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS OF THE ESAA IN-DEPTH STUDY

Five Constructs represent the major components of reading and math programs and

the context in which,they operate. Previous research.indicates that the varia-

_bles_comprising_pach construct may be_related to student achievement. One

of the constructs, equality of educational opportunity, is Of interest

quite apart from its relation'to student achievement, since it is A major
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outcome measure of the ESAA evaluation. The five construets that define the
conceptual focus of the in-depth study are=

Organizational climate

Pa ent and community involvement

Characteristics of reading and math instruction

Resource use in reading andlnath inatruction

Equality of educational opportunity

A brief overview of these program components is provided below. In subsequent
chapters of this report, results': from the in-depth study are presented tor

-
each of these areas.

Organizational Climate

, Many studies have indicated that the organizational context of school programs
is an important component of school success (Clark, 1972A, 1972Bv Cohen and
Bredo, 1974; Levine,-.1966; Lutz and Evans, 1968; Weber, 1971). One of the most
prominent areas of research concerns the long-range objectives of organizations,
such as Schools (Blau and Soott,,1962). On the one hand, the school must be
'concerned with the welfare of its clients--its migsion is to teach and prepare
students to become functioning me: :-rs of Society. 'On the other hand, the
school must he concerned with its 0 n organizational imperatives for admini tra-
tivP efficiency and with the concern of the professional staff for their own
status and careerdevelopment. It_seems reasonable to expeet that schools will
differ in the extent tb which.they emphasize institutional, administrativee and .

student-oriented goals, and that these differences may be related to academic
achievement.

\

Another characteristic of ...chool organizations that may be related to student
achievement is the extent to which teachers and administrators are committed.
to similar goals and instructional techniques. CloselY related to this notion
is the extent to which teachers prticipate in policy decisions or feel chat
their interests are reflected in the.decision-making process (Spillane, 1967).
A case studyC of New York City schools' (New York Office of Education Performance
Review, 1974) provides supPort for-this-hypothesis; many factors that acccunted
for school.effectiveness in improving reading,achievement were closely associatpd
with administrative behavior, polioies and practices. this study also found
that the successful school was one that had identified student achievement as a

-problem-ahd-had developed an-integrated set ofTractices and procedures to
Support the classroom teachers.
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The in-depth study examined organizational climate within:the context of pre-

vious research. This research identified many different dimensions of organi-

zational climate, the following, five of which were investigated: (1) teacher

participation in policy decisions; (2) long-range objectives -of the school;

(3) administrative supervision and guidance; (4) staff suppert; and (5) teacher

satisfaction.

Parent and Communit Involvement

Concern with the level of parent and community involvement,in school is based

on the belief that parent participation will enhance the effectivenees of ihe

school and, raise student achievement. A recent study in New York (cited ear-

lier) reported that parentinvolvement was Alated to school success. The fed-

eral government has made parent and community involvement a condition for ob-

taining funds in several Of,its educational progrems (e.g., Head Start, Follow

Through, Title I, ESAA). .This requirement "has been imposed, in part at least,

in the belief that parent participation will increase academic achievement.

In this study, particular attention was given to'identi Ing the role of parent

Involvement in the selected schools. Specific activities used to prombte

-parent involvement were described, es well,as the overall effectivenest of

these activities in.prOMoting community interest in school. The relationship,

betWeen parent involvement,and school success was also examined in detail.

Charac=erist c' - _ -ading and Math Ins ruction

,

- Previous studies,,have shown that certain kinds of instructional practices may

be related to suctessfill learning for particular groups of students (e.g.

.Amidon and Hunter; 1,66;'Averch, Carroll, Donaldson and Kresling, 19721

Berlinger and Callen, 1973; Domino, 1968; Doty', 1967; Feshbach, 1972=1973;

Flanders, 1962; Mann, 1967; Popham and Baker,-1970;,Weinter, 1972).

fri recent years several different trends havefbedome evident in,instructional-

practices and there' is much variation in both the instructional programs used

and the methods of delivery. Some schools place' a heavy emphasis upon individ-'

ualized instruction by reducing the student-to-instructor ratio through.the use

of small classes, by using classroom volunteers and instructional aides, and

by instituting peer and cross-ade tutoring. The attemst h&re is gear instruc-

tion to the pace, interests, and needs of the individual student. By contrast,

certain schools, particularly for low-achieving students', attempt to produce

highly,struotured and oonsistent instructional practiceh through the use of

Trogrammed learning texts. Such programs may all;pw little room for either

individualized- instruction or teacher innovation.

0

Some schoolkalso have implemented programs that include Students of several

age_groups and grades in the same classes, while others have set up resource

3 IT
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centers,or learning laboratories. SuCh centers may serve either as the primary
means of instruction, or as a supplement to more traditional instructional
practices, where students can avail themselves of audiovisual materials and

7- expert help as their needs or interests dictate. Yet other variations include
the use of team teaching or cooperative teaching; some use aides and/or volun-
teerS; and some use special, remedial, or resource teachers,

One of the primary objectives of the ESAA in-depth study, was to describe the
reading and math programa at the selected school sites and determine which
configurations of instructional techniques were most likely to belefit student
achievement The conceptdalization of this task, as the above discussion
suggests, invOlved considering many different aspects of instructional-programs.
Included among the arrayof variables investigated were the following major
components of reading and math programs:

.

a. Teacher attitudes related to reading and math instruction,
including attitudes toward student learning, instructional
objectives, selected instructional techniques, daily lesson
plans, and progress tests.

b. Teacher use of.specific instructional techniques, including
small-group and individualized instruction, positive instrue-
tional reinforcement, instructional feedback, and diagnostic
testing.

.ResoUI

Teacher use of specific instructional resources, including
support staff, and instructional equipment and materials.

0

Use in Readin and Math InstruQtiofl

With the recent decline in the financial base for purchasing inst!ructional

resources, decision-makers and school administrators must determine which or
the available resources are the most effective in contributing to the develop-
ment of basic skills among students, and also which strategies are most produc-
tive for using these resources in the school and classroom. Recent research
provides some general guidance regarding effective resource allocations. For
example, on the basis of an extensive review of the literature, one study
(Averch,..et al., 1972). proposed that: (1) increased expenditures in the areas
of tradAional educational practiCes are not likely to improve educaticnal out--
comes iubstantially, and (2) significant redirections, and in some cases'even
rOductions, in educatiOnal ekpenditures would not likelyimpair educational
outcomes.

Merely increasing the pllar expenditures for student services, without.regard
for the resources that make a difference in student performance, will probably
nOt improve the basic skills of low-achieving students. Some studies (Summers



and Wolfe, 19751 Education Turnkey Systems, 1974) have shown that certain

types of resources are far more important in contributing to student

achievementthan others. For example, the Michigan study found that the-

schools with the more successful educational' programs spent proportionately

more money on compensatory education teachers, while the lets successful

school programs spent proportionately more money for instructional aides.

The in-depth stu tempted to take these prior studies into consideratioki by

focusing on the major types of instructional resources used in providing read-

ing and math Services to students of the observed classes. The primary concern

, was to identify patterns in the way_resources were used among sOccessful schools

that set them apart from less succdSsful schools.

n-

LEalsatz_aLalaasiaaaLIImeats
,

The promotion of equality of,educational opportUnity EEO) for minority-group

students is one of the major legislative objectives of the Emergency School

Aid Act.

In the in-depth_study, desegregated schools were examined with respect to the

frequency of segregated classroomA; the existence of racial and ethnic seating

patterns in class; the amount of olassrocim materiak,depicting inter-group inter-

action; the frequency with which the School sponnors CulturalweniiChment

activities; thelevel.,of participatioxi in cocurricular,activities; and the ,

FOunt ofjnstructional reinforcement given to majority and minority students.'

EEO analyses focused upon two areas of study and involved two Outcome measures:

.(1) student perceptions of EEO, and ,(2.) student aohievement. The pkimary area

of interest was the relationship between the observable measures of'school

discrimination and student perceptions of EEO. Student perception,measures of

E0 were derived from the School Climate Questionnaire usea im the Combined

Basic/Pilot evaluation. School climate information seryed as!ft useful criterion

to assess one:of the main objectives of the ESAA evaluation: the reduction of

minority-group isolation and discrimination. The second arda of interest was

thle relationship between measures Of school=discrimination-and student achieve-

ment. The oblective here was to determine whether observed pattekns of school

discriminatibn were significantly related to student achievement in desegsegated

schools. In general, thls analysis explored how student perceptions of EEO.might

be related to school practices 4ald to student achievement.

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN THE IN-DEPTH STUDY

This report probably will hzive several different audiences, e'ach with tfs own

particular interests and knowledgee/ These,potential audiences include Congress'

' and the Office of Education, civil rights and oUier advocate groups, district-

level program administrators, educational researchers, and evaluation, specialists.



Because the primary,goal of the in-depth study is to'pro'v de information'that
wil4 he helpful, to decision-makers, rather than to add to the'literature on
evaluation'methodology, the major focus throughout this report is on results,
not techniques. . However, since in-depth studies of sUccessful schools repre-

.

Sent a relatively new line of inquiry in national program evaluation, a
discuSsion of the analytical techniques that were used is presented in
Appendix A.

This section pre-ents a brief overview of the methodology empleyedin,the study,
including, the criteria for school selection, the interviewer-Observer selection_
and training, data collection, add general data analysis Proceduiles.

school Selecti

Schools selected for i -depth study were visited during the spring of the
1974-1975,school year. Consequently-, the program components Of the in-depth
snools were analyzed in relation to 197471975 Achievement outcome measures.
Hdwever, schools had to be selected,for study on the basis of 1973-1974'data,
since the backgrOund, program, and achievement- data for 197.4-1975 were net
available prior to the time schools were to be visited..

SchcDls eligible to be selected for in-depth study consisted pf all treatment
and :ontrol schools for which both pretest and posttest data were available
for 1973-1974, and that remained in the study for 1974-1975. This eligible
population totaled 22 secondary And 101 elementary schools. At each grade
level, an average adjusted posttest score in reading and'in math (based on
1973-1974 achievement data) was computed using the pretest sCore as a covariate.
The reading and math scores werAranked, and the ranks werd averaged acrosg
grade levels. After the schools were ranked for achievement gain, a three-
dimensional sampling matrix was constructed using the following variables as
classification factors: urban versus rural location of the school, school
locatienbased on national_geographiC sectors, and percentminority enrollment.

"Successful" and "nonsuccessful" schools were then chosen: based on three
factors: , (1):their proximity to one. another Within the sampling matrix, (2)
whether the predominant-minoritYWas the same, and (3) whether the socioeconomic
level ef Students was similar. -The sampling:methodology resulted in the selec-
tion -of 24: elementarY schools-, of which 15 sehoOls were rankedin the uPper 40 ,

percent inreadil5 and--Math, and nine schools Were ranked in the lowest
,

40 percent: tf-r6.- t o croups of Schools were matched on similarity in percent
.and kin_ of minori y students and socioeconomic level of students. the.match°:.
ing procedures did not yield a comparableset of Successful-nonsuccessfUl
secondary schools. Consequently, to fill ,tle sample quota, six secondary
schoolsyere seldeted from the top of the pnked,order of reading apd Math
achiever:lent:. The numberS of successful an'd nonSUCCessful elementary and,-
secondary.schoels are shownin Table I-1. Schpols selected for study included
both treatment and control schools.

4 0
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T :le I-1. Number of Successful and Nonsuccessful
Schools Selected for In-Depth Study*

School Level

Number of Schools.

Elementary

Secondary

Successful

15

6

Nonsuccessful Total

24

0

Total 21 0

saged on 1973-1974 achievement data.

Staf Trainin- for Interviews and Observations

To ensure that all needed data were collected as objectively as possible, a

comprehensive training program was developed specifically for the in-depth

study data collection requirements. A Slatt of 16 persons was selected for

the data gathering. All field data collectors had.prior academic training in,

education and/or extensive experience 'in educational settings; all were experi-

enced interviewers; and, in addition, several had prior experience in-formal

observation.

The training program lasted one week and included the follOwin4 activities:

observation and analysis of filmed classrooM behavior; observation of video-

-taped ind filmed instructional programs stressing behivio/rally.referdnced

objectives; role-playing experience in "depth" interviewing techniquesv less n

plan and:student recOrd anilysisg and practice in the use of instruments in

"live situations, with subsequent debriefing;

Data Collecti-n

Each team of,two interviewer/observers Was egsigned,two to tour schools for study.

The interviewer/observer_teams received no information on the achevement rank

of the schools thy visited; school identity and astociated achievement ran

were known only by.the head and the assistant,head of SDC's ESAA analysis

section. Information on achievement rank wag not!available to any other ESAA

project mber until all site data were collected' and, returned to SDC.



Each team made an initial_ two-day brientatiork visit to their assigned schools

at which time they-ideniified the classes'that were to be studied. These were

the two classes at each grade level (third, fourth, and fifth, or tenth,

eleventh, and twelfth) that contained the majority of the students who were

participating in the EsAA evaldation. The teams then returned to the schools

for'two weeks of data collection.

Three types of instruments were-used to collect data during the two-week school

visits: observational protocols,'interview schedules, and self-administered

questionnaires. Structured observational protocols wereused to record school

Characteristics and the activities, behavior and resoUrces'in the two classet

of each'grade of interest. Additionally, the school principal and the teachers

of the observed classes completed questionnaires-and were interviewed.

Obbervations are less obtrusive than direct questions, and are especiallTuseful,

when the respondent is unable to provide accurate and/or unbiased information.

Observational protocols were developed for collecting data in 'tile classroom on .

lessoriplans, classroom grouping practices, student-teacher interactions,

English as a second language, student involvement in activity, classroom

instruction, instructipnal equipment, classroom resources, physical character-

istics Of the classro6m, content of materials, and lunchroom and recesS activity.

At the school level,, observational protocols were used:to record data on the

physical condition of the school, library use, parentS4-tOoSruseI,and cocurric7

5

Intrviews are especially useful in obtaining information that is not readily

observable, 0 when the respondent's own opinions, values, or assessments are

of primary interest. intermiewe were used in this,. study to collect informatiOn

from teachers and administrators on ,the following subjeotsj long-range objec-

tives, policy development, administrative control of the classroom, support for

teachers,, staff satisfaction, parent participation, student recordS,-and

discipline of students.

Self-administered questionnaires wake used forteachersi principals, and, where

appropriate, other staff Members, suCh as counselors and assistant principals.

'Items for which considered and/or detailed responset were desired were included

'in the questionnaires. The teacher Self-administered questionnaire included .

items on,philosophy of-instruction,,class inTormation, and resource usei the

principal questionnaire inquired about resource availability.

Data Anal-sis Procedures

Considerable.data'collected for the in-depth stu4y were obtained at the class-

room level. However, thia analysis is Primarily_ ncerned with examining

variations amonmchools in program characteristics. As discussed more fully

in Chapter II, school-level patterns are better indicators of an articulated-

school program. These patterns seemmore amenable to policy intervention than

4 2
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individual classroom behaviors, which are likely to resu
teacher characteristice and teaching styles.

rom idiosyncratic
... --

Data collected atthe classroom level were-analyzed for school-level consensus.
'That is, after'averaging multiple classroom observations (where necessary) to
obtain class-level-indicators, these indicators were examined to determine if

a dominant pattern characterized thi school. Those characteristics on which

consensus was achieved were presumed to reflect school-level patterns. Criteria

used in establishing consensus are described in Chapter II.

,The in-depth anslysieof successful-schools made use,of several different sta-

tistical techniques. Due to the characteristics'of the data, several nonpara-
metric tests were used in conjunction with cross-classification or contingency

tables.(e.g., chi-square, phi). In addition, discriminant-function analysis
was Used in a multivariate analysis of school success tcidentify program and
school characteristics associated with that succesd. AppendiX,A'provides a more'

detailed discussion of these analyse; Procedures.- The-methodology used for deter-

mining resource use and calculating standardized cost figures.for instructional

resources used in the reading . and math programs is described in Appendix B.

STUDY LIMITATIONS

The in-depth study was designed as an exploratory investigation of program com-
ponents that characterize successful and nonsuccessful schorilS-.--Part-of-its---

mission is to point to areas that may be fruitful to explore in further research

to'gain a better understanding of the forces that influence student achieve-

ment. Findings reported.in this study should be'interpreted with caution,

taking into account certain limitations imposed by our study design.

First, the in-depth study was-not.a true experiment. Neither schooli n

students were randomay assigned to the differenttreatment conditions or pro-

gram approaches being, compared; rather, the study.depended upon natural program

variations among the selected schools. In such a desigh, school outcome
differences attributed to program variations may, in fact, reflect uncontrolled

differences,in other variables, such as socioeconomic status or other back-

ground characteristics of students. Procedures that adjusted statistically for
non-randomized variations in.certain student and school characteristics other ,

than the program variables of interest were used in this study. However, these

procedures are inherently less effective than a true experimentaldesign. Inter-

pretations concerning causal relationships between program characteristics and

outcome measures must.be tentative. Nevertheless, the study does provide

evidence of pose hie Causal and Policy-relevant relationships involving school

success.

Secend, the in-depth school sample was.in no sense representative of the total

school or student population in this country, Most students in this study, as
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in the overall evaluatidn sample, fell within the bottom quartile of national

_rankings_in_reading_and_math_achiPysMent_scores.,Consequentlyil"suoCeSsful7_1_
sohools are actuallY successful relative to the total evaluation sample.and not

.to the general school population. Similarly, relationships found here between

program characteristics and school succesS can at most be generalized only to

schools like those in the ESAA evaluation, and may not apply to schools with

pronounced differences from those studied.

third, the small number of schools in the in-depth study limited the types of
data analyses that could be performed, and-the number of variables that could

be simultaneously examined in multivariate analyses. Some of these constraints

-are discussed further in Chapter VIII, in connection with the application of
-discriminant function analYsis procedures.

OthfIr constraints arise in the stu _'s use of program indices for which no
goo4- external benchmarks are available. For instancer one index_concerned
the number of classrooms having multi-ethnic materials, while another cOncerned

the frequency of observed interactions among students of different racial/

ethnic groups. Since no data'are available on these measures outside the
in-depth sample schools, there are no normative or coMparative standards;
therefore, the designation of certain ranges of index values as "high" or "low"

must be largely arbitrary, Scale SCores used in thie study are used solely to

compare the in-depth schools with one another and carry no,connotation that a

high score is good, or that a high sdore among the in-depth schools would

be high among all schools.

Finally, the stud}, does not address gradeievel and class-level variations in,

math and'reading program characteristics since the objetive is=to describe

echool-level patternp.and relatethem to school success; the larger'ESAA '

'evaluation'stndy examines class-level and grade-level variat ons:,
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CHAPTER II

SCHOOL. KING: _CRITERIA AND PROVEDURES

The purpose of the study documented here is to analize schools' differing

program operations and to determine which variations ars associated with differ-

-ential success in their reading and math programs. This chapter describes the

procadures usell for classifying successful and nonsuccessful schools in this

study, and the methods used for aggregating data so thatprogram and contextual

characteristics could be related to school success.

SCHOOL SUCCESS

ACAMMIC ACHIEVEMENT

'The following achievement tests were used in the ESAA evaluation to assess

academic- growth:

a. In elementary schools, the Calif° nia Achievement Test, Levels
2 and 3; Forms A and B. Subtests focused on reading vocabulary,
reading'comprehension, mathcomputation, math concepts, and

math problems.

In secondary schools, the Iowa Test of Basic Skillsfor reading
vocabulary and reading comprehension; the California Achievement
Test, Level 5, Form A and B for math computation, math concepts,
an&math-problems.

A "debianed" scoring system (i.e., a scoring system that excludes items that

are potentially biased against minerity students) was developed for these ,

tests; however-, it was determined that differences between the_full-scale

scores and the debiased abale scores were trivial and non-significant lOzenner

Van Gelder, and Cohen, 1974). As a result, calculations-of student achievement
scores were based on 'the full set of items originally included in the test

battery (Tiegs and Clark, 197Q).

,It was noted in Chapter I that schools were selected for in-depth study on the

basis of reading and math achievement gain for 1973-1974. Fifteen elementary

schoolsolwere selected from'the top 40 percent in achievement gain in reading

and math. A comparison group of nine,schools were selected from,the bottom

,40 percent; these nine. schools were similar to the higher-ranked schools in

percentage minority enrollment and sdbioeconotic status. The same procedure

-qould not be followed in Selecting secondary:schools Ar the study sampler,

since reasonable matches between high-ranked and low-ranked schools could not

be found.' Therefore, since the primary interest:of the study was on the

oharacteristics of successful schools, six high-ranked secondary schools were

selected for description and comparison:

Although the-in-depth study schools were selected oh the basis of 1973-1974

-achievement scores, program and contextual data were Collected on the schools
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n the spring of 1975. Consequently, schoola'were classified as successful
'or nonsuccessful on the basis of 1974-1975 achievement gain. -

_

All schools-in the study sample were ranked in terms of the number Of grades
tested that showed improvement between,Pretest and posttest in national
percentile ranks. Two separate rankings were derived, one for reading 'achieve-
ment and one for math achievement. A school was classified as successful if at
fest two of the three grades tested showed improvement in national percentile
ranks for reading or math. Nonsuccessful schools were those that did not meet
this ,ariterion.

-One exception was made to the two-of-three grades rule. In one school, two
-grades were tested in reading and three were tested in math. In reading, one
of the two grades showed improvement in percentile ranks; in math all three
-Showed dmprovement. This school was classified as successful,in both reading
and-Maih.

Based upon the criterion noted above, nine elementary schools were classified
ai successful in reading, and 'the same nine schools plus five other elementary
schools were classified as successful in tath. Although more elementary schools
met the criterion of success in math achievement than in reading, the scores in
reading and math were highly correlated (r - .76). Table II-1 shows the
distribution of elenentary schools that improved in national percentile ranks
for reading and math achievement.

At the secondary level, only'one of the six schools selected for study showeell
sufficient improvement in reading or math achievement to be nlast;ified as

-
successful. 7his finding, as well as other characteristics of the secondary
schools (e.g., five of the six schools were segreg4ed; and in the large SchOols,
EV,A studente.were distributed over so many classed,that only three or four were
in any one.reading or math c1ass)4 led to a decision to focus the in-depth
analysis exclusively on the 24 eleMentary schools.

As noted previously, the in-depth study schools were Originally selected in such
a way that higher- and lower-ranking groups of elementary schools were similar
in percentage of minority enrollment and socioeconomic status. As one might
expect, the ranking of schools for the 1974-1975 achieVment gain differed 'some-
whatfrouLthe.,19731974 ranking.- Changes'in -rank-position likely resulted from
a number of causes, including the followingi some schools may have responded

--to poor student performance by improving services provided to students; 1974-
1975 rankings werehased on a more stringent criterion (percentile gain) than
1973-1974 rankings; and, in dealing with such small samples, there is a strong
possibility of some measurement error.

4 6
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Table II-1. Number of Elementary SChools Showing Improvement in National
Percentile Ranks for Reading and Math During 1974-1975

Reading Achievement Math Achievement
-----,

Percentage of Grades Percentage of Grades
Tested Showing Tested Showing
Improvement in Number of Improvement in Number of
Percentile Ranks Schools Percentile Ranks Schools

Successful: Successful:

100% (3/3) 3(12.5) 100% (3/3) 7(29.2)

66% (2/3) 5(20.9) 66% (2/3) 7(29.2)

50% (1/2)* 1( 4.2)

Nonsuccessful: Nonsuccessful:

(1/3) 11(45.8) 33% (1/3) 8( '

0% (0/3) 4(16.6) 0% (0/3) 2( 8.3)

24(1:00%) 24(100%)

*One sahooI was tested for reading achievement in tWo grades only.

As shown in Table 11-2, 12 of the 24 elementary schools, maintained their Position
in, reading (six of 15 stayed successful, six of ninestayed nonsuccessful). In

math,.ninepf the 24 schools maintained their position,(seven stayed in the'
successful'category and two remained intheir original nonsuccessful pos&tion).

The realignment of successful/nonsuccessful,elementary schools based upon-1974-
1975 achievement.d'l not seriously distort the .cOmparability of the-two groups.
-For the readimFachievement criterion:, higher and lower-ranked schools were, n
statistically different in terma of percent minority enrollment, socioeconomic
status, or 1974 pretest score. 'For the math achievement criterion, the more
Successful schools tended to have a lower percentage of minority sildents and
lower pretest scores. In the discriminant function analysis of the math data
(reported in Chapter statistical adjUstments were made for these latter
differences. In addition,- it should be noted that the results reported in
.Chapter III through VII are strongly suPported in the discriminant function
analysis, thus indicating that these Student iqackground dharacteristics, were
probably not a source of'spurious correlation in the indepth study.

11-3
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T- le 11-2. Number of Elementary Schools That Maintained Their
Relative Ranking Between 1973-1974 and 1974-1975 _

t

1974-1975 Readin5 Rank

High Low

1973-1974 High 6(40.0 9(60.0)
Reading_ Ra

Low :3(33.3), 6 (66.7)

.9(37.5) 15(62.5)

1974-1975 Math Rank

1973-1974
MathRank

High

Low

High

7 (46. 7)

7(77.8) 2(22.2)

15 (6.2 5)

9(37.5)

24(100%)

15(62.5)

9 37.5)

-14(58.3 10(41.7) 24(100%),

.SCHOOL CLIMATE AND EQUALITy OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

A-second measure of success in the ESAA nati nal evaluation concerns students'
perceptions of discrimination in the school. A student questionnaire was
developed for the evaluation by a panel of exPerts in the fieldp of civil
rights, minority-group relations, and survey and evaluation researdh (Coulson,
Ozenne, Bradford, Doherty, Duck, Hemenway, Van Gelder, 1976). The resulting
School Climate QueStionnaire was administered to all-students participating in
:the ESAA evaluation in the fall and spring of the 1974-1975 school year.

When.the in-depth study schools were selected, noyretest and'posttest peasure
of discrimination was available; schools were therefore sele:ted on the basis
of achievement alone. However, for the year in which the schools:were studied
(1974-1975), the measUre of change ip students', perceptions of discrimination
was obtained. In the on-site study of the schools, particular attention was
paid to various indices of equality of educational opportunity (EEO). In the
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analyses reported in thisidocument, reSillts from the investigation of EEO wire
related to findings from the School Climate Questionnaire.

Separate school climate instruments were developed for elementary and secondary
schools. 'In addition, two forms were developed for each level. Form A was
designed to be administered in desegregated schools (less than 90 percent minor-
ity-or majority enrollment), while Form B was designed for segregated schools
(more than 90 percent enrollment of one racial/ethnic group).

. .

.EE0 data collected from the in-depth study schools werd analyzed by comparing
the treatment accorded to minority, and to majority students. Consequently,
findings on -EEO are almost entirely restricted to-the 16 elementary sehools that
had less than 90 percent of one racial/ethnic.gxoup of students' and relational

L -analyses were conducted with Form A Of the School Climate Questionnaire.

-TWo multiple-item indices:of student perceptions were derived trom.the School
Climate Questionnaire, pne.consisting,Of fix items that dealt with student
perceptiOns'of classroom teacher-student interactions, and the second consigt-
ing of three iteMs that concerned students' perceptions of the principal.*

It should be noted that the psychometric properties of these scales are some-
what problematic. For example, all scale items were pretested for test-retest
reliability during the sumner of 1974.- Teat-retest reliability wag estimated
from two test administrations, barely one week apart. The percentage of elemen7
tary students (N ='750) giving the same response averaged:around 67 J:)ercent for
the TeacherStudent Interaction Scale items, and;113, percent for the items in the,

-____Treatment-by-Principal--Scals.--Moreoverr7the-average---interitem correlation for
the Teacher-Student Interaction Scale was ;17, while the Treatment by Principal
Scale fared.somewhat better in averaging 34 Thealpha coefficients for the
internal consistency averaged around .58 for each scale. Although both of the
student' perception scales lack a strong psychometric foundation,-they appear
to have high face validity. Furthermore, as will be indicated in ChapterNII,
the Teacher-Student Interaction Scale was found to be correlated with the.on-
site observational measure of teacher-student interaction, which covered the
-same areas.

_

*The Teacher-student Interaction.Scale c6vers the following five areas of
interaction:- how often the teacher says something nice to the student; how .
often the teacher calls on'the student in class; whether the teacher gives
the student-sufficient time to respond to questions; how often the teacher
extends privileges to the student; how much responsibility the student is
given,

The Treatment by Principal Scale includes items flhat cover:' whether the
principal knows the student by name; whether the principal is friendly to
the student; and whether the principal treats the-student fairly.



Student change scores for the 1974-1975-school year were calculated for both
of the student perception scales. The amount of individual atudent-changs on
each_scale_was_then_averaged,_providing.a.school-level-measure-of-aggregate---
change On the Teacher-Student interadtion Scaleu eight desegregated elemen-
tary schpols shewed'reduction in perceived.discrimination and seven showed no
change or increased'perception of discrimination; data were missing for one
school. The Treatment by Principal Scalp shows the same breakdown: eight
schools showed less perceived discrimination, seven schools showed the same
or increased oarceived discrimination, and the data were missing for one

AGGREGATION OF CLASS-_-EVEL DATA .TO:THE UNIT_OF THE SCHOOL

Many types of data collected in'the in-depth study-were obtained at the class-
room level. However, for several,reesons this analysis is primarily concerned
with examining school-level variations in program characteristics rather than
class- or grade-level variations. Reasons for using the school as the basic
unit of analysis include the following:

Schools were selected forin-depth gtudy on the basis of
school-level achievement ranking. Students qualifyingfor
ESAA-funded services within a school were reratively homo-
geneous in terms of the crite.ria used to establish ESAA
eligibility (e.g., academic need)., Thus, when the in-depth
study aample of schools was originally.selected, little
within-sehool variabilitY in achievement was found among
the grades selected for study ln the national evaluation
(grades 3, 4, and 5 in theelementary schools; and grades
10, 11, and 12 in the secondary schools). Since_sphools
were selected on,the basis of school-leVel outcome, it
seemed appropriate in the analysis to look at schoo171evel
independent variables

b. A primary objective of the total ESAA evaluation, including
the in-depth study, is.to identify manipulable variables '

that are related to student achievement. In working with
characteristics of the school, non-manipulable idiosyncratic
teacher_characteristics are thus given less analytic
attention.

c. ESAA grant funds were provided to the schools, in most cases,
to implement programS that affected all or many of the grades
in the schdol. In all but one of the stUdy schoola, at lkast
the third, fourth, and fifeh-grades-were targeted for ESAX
services. The fact that school-level programs were supported
with ESAA funds 'argues for describing the programs at the
school level.
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The-data collected at the classroom level were aggregated to the school levsel
in the following manner. First, classroom observations of specific behaviors
(e.g., amount of positive instructional reinforcement) that were made more than
-once were-averaged-to-obtain-a class-level indicator. Then, the class-level
indicators were aggregated to the school level. The extent of response agree-
ment at the school level was then determined for each indicator. The criteria
used for determining school-level consensus are shown in Table 11-3.

Table 3. Consensus Criteria for Determining School evel
Indicators from Classroom-LeVel Responses

---
umber of Agreeing Responses Total NuMber of Responses

f school-level consensus was obtained, the school was assigned the agreed-
upon item value.' If consensus was not obtained; the school was scored NC (no
consensus) and given a "low" score on the attribute of interest. Items scored
for consensus; 6onsisted almost entirely of classroom observation items and
items reported on the structured response forms for the teacher interviews.
It should be rioted that very few items in this analysis failed to reach consesus.
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Thus, one very important finding-froM the 1n-depth-study is that the students
qualifying for ESAA-fUnded service's tended to share similar educational
experiences within a school.

One important exception to the consensus rule should be note0. In the analysis
. of equal educational opportunity, class-level,variations have been reported
because instances of inequality in one or two ,pf,the observed' classes within
a school were considered important, even though'in'terms of the consensus cr -
teria described above-, this woufd not constitute a school-level,indicator.
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CHAPTER III

ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

The assumption underlying the examination of organizational climate'in the .

in-ddpth study schoels is that schools vary substantially in the way they are

organized And in the way their,oiganizational patterns ai6 pierCeived by the

school staff. Moreover, it is assumed that'certain aspects Of school organi-

iation may be related to student achievement;

Fiv major dimensions of organizational climate have been examined, and are

reported on in this chapter-.-,Some of the issues addressed in the analysis of

=each dimension are specified below:

Policy Development: To What extent are decisions shared by adminis-

trators and teachers? What,are the consequences-of greater or lesser
.involveMent in particular decision areas, especially the ones that
teachers regard as more important? To what extent do the adminis-
trators share responsibility for policy decisions in successful schools

with teachers?

Lon Range Objectives: Do schools bene A when teachers and admin-
istrators share goals? Does.the type of goal make a difference?

Administrative Guidance and Su ervision Is supervisipn and guidance

by administrators relevant to school success? Does promotion by\the
administration of an instructional prilosophy and.program relate\to
student achievement?

Support_ For Teachers: Do schools.where teachers have'greater abcess
to specialists and resources for professional development produce
more academically successful children? Do policies and procedures to
aid new teachers have an effect on student achievement?

Teacher Satisfaction. Teacher satisfaction, along with effective
learning,,ris viewed is a basic indicator of a."healthy"-school climate4
Such satisfactidn, it may be speculated, results in academic achieve-
tent, results from the same conditions that 1.dad to achievement, and

results from student achievement itself, as well. Is_teacher satis-

faction associated with other characteristics of organizational
climate; in particula,!, to teacher participation in decision-making,
administratiVe guidance; and professional support?

The information contained in Ithis chapter bears directly on each of the above

issues. Scoring procedures and analyqs tables are found in Appendix c. Refer-

ences to Vle tables are given parenthetically in the text of this chapter, for

example: k(C-1) or (C-15.-4, = .49, a = .02), where "c" indicatear.the sec on of

the appendix and the numbei, "1" or "15", indicates the specif table.
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VARIABLE DEFINITION AND SOURCE D DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

POLICY DEVELOPMENT

The type of policy
investigated in tw

developmen
aspects:

ithin the in-depth study schools was

The extent to which teachers participate in decisions relative

to administrators.

The agreement among staff on the relative im ortance of policy

decision_areas.

Participation in Decisions

The extent to which teachers participate in policy decisions was determined_by

presenting teachers andl7rincipals with seven decision.areas.. Resppndents

were'asked to rate-each area for amount of teacher participation, using a- five-

piint scale, where a rating of 1 indicated-that decisions were made-by adminis

trators with little or no input:from teachers, and a rating of 5A.ndicated that

decisions were-made by teachers with'little or no assistance from. administrators.

Table III-1 shows the nuMber of Schools giving low, medium, and high estimates

of teacher participation for each of the seven decision areas.

As can be seen from the table, there was a tendency for principal estimates

teacher participation to be greater than teacher estimates. In some areas,

such as student grouping procedures, the difference was slight. Etut in one

area, school-community interaction,-the differen'ce was subatantial; teachers

estimated that-they participdfe-d-Iittle and principals eatit-Ott4 that-tea-eh-era

participated a great deal. Not only were prinCipal estimates consistently
higher than teacher estimates, but, in addition, teacher and Principal eati-

mates were not parallel./ That is, comparing'one*achool withanother, where a
..principalgave a high,Abr low) estimate compared to other principals, teachers

/showed no particular/tendency to-give a similarly high (or low) esiimate com-

pared to teachers at other schools-. -Since there is considerable difference

'between principal and teacher responses, this report distinguishes clearly

Whether teacher or principai estimates are being used in analyses of teachsr.

participation.

Teachers.in a majority of sdlools estimated their participation to-below in

two areas (focus and eligibility requirements for teacher inservice training,
andschool-community interaction); moderate in three areas (selection of basiP
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Tdble III-1: Aniount of Teacher Participation in Policy Development

Dec l' n Area

Number of Schools

Ratings By
TeaChers

Ratings By
, 'PrincipalS

Low ed High Low Med High MD

Sellction of basic instruc-
tiJnal materials 3 16 5 4 5 15

gt.Went grouping procedures 2 6 16 1 4 19

Student- grading procedures 4= 12 8 5 6 13

Kinds ahd availability of
co-curricular activities 3 19 2 5 3 16

Focus and eligibility require-
ments for teacher ihservice ,

training 15 9 0 10 4 10

School-community interaction 12 8 4 3 6 15

Implementing intercultural
curricula 2 12 10 2 5 16

Average for all areas combined 3 19 2 5 15 4

O.erationalProcedures:

Low 1.0 to .,,9

Med = 3.0 to 3.9

High' 4.0 to 5.0

ND Missing Data
.

Ratings by teachers were-averages of all sample teachers at a

gchool.
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instructional materials, student grading procedures, and kinds and availabili
of co-curricular activities); high in one area (student grouping procedures) ;
and moderate or high in one area (implementing intercultural curricula).
Principals in a majority afschools estimated teacher participation high
in all areas except one (focus and eligibility requirements for teacher
inservice-training), where the &mount was judged LOW as often as high. The

average amount of participation for all areas was moderate in a large

_a ority of schools, as calculated from either teachers' ox principals'

estimates. .

tazice of Decision Areas and Staff

In addition to eStimating the extent to which decisions are shared, teadhers
and principels also ranked the seven decision areas from most inportant through
Least important. The rankings were analyzed to determine the amount of agree-
ment they implied. It was found that teachers agreed among thenseives on the
overall relative importance of decision areas in nearly all schcols (22'of the
24 elementary schools).* Not only was there agreement within schools, but it
is evident that teachers:in general, irrespective of the school, shared similar
vieWs-of which decision involved in dneir work-was most important. The decision,
area of selection of basic instructional materials, was tanked first by most
teachers in!an overwhelming majority of S-chools.

Principals, however, differed among themselves regarding which decision area
was most important. In 15 elementary schools, selecting basic instructional

. materials was post important to principals. In the remaining nine schools,

one of the other areas was considered most important.

Agreeme_t between teachers and principals occurred' much less frequently than'
among teachers alone. Agreetheat between teachers and principals vas significant .

in-eight elenent,arY schools and approached significance in another three
schools.**

Two particular decision areas bear special mention as, they relate to major
'issues in this st_y. A sumnary Of each is presented below.

*Agreenent among teathers within a school was determined by
coefficient of concordance with a < .05 (see Appendix A).,-

"Agreenent between teachers and principals was deternined by using Spear
rank order correlation coefficient with a < .05 (see Appendix A).

ing Kendall's
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a. IEplementing_Intercultural CurriculaThis decision area was ranked least
important among the seven areas by a majority of both teaChers (sixth or
seventh in 21 schools) and principals (fifth, sixth, or seventh in 22
'schools) Teachers and principals tended to agree on its relative
:importance ( = . 35, a .q6).* _Teacher participation was estimated hy
both teachers and principals as moderate or high in nearly all schools.

b. SchoollCorninunit In a --This area was ranked important (first, second,
ird) by nine principals, moderate (fourth) by another nine, but of little

importance (fifth, sixth, seventh) to teachers in 22 schools. Teachers
and principals did not agree on its imiartance. Principals estimated
teacher participation to be high or moderate in 21 schools- In contrast,
teachers estimated their participation to be 3ow or moderate in 20 schools.

LONG-RANGE OBJECTIVES

Elementary school teachers and Principals were presented with 13 long-range
objectives for schools. Table 111-2 shows these goals grouped according to
type.** However, type Of goal was not indicated to the respondents and the
goals were presented in random order.

Teachers and principals were asked to make selections among the goals in tWo
ways. Xn . one exercise, respondents were asked for their own ranking; in a
subsequent exercise they were asked to,indicate the ranking they believed
would be assigned by the other(s), principal or teachers, whichever was the
caSe. Each respondent\was asked to.select five of the alternatives and rank
themfrom most important thnough least hnportant. Fesults of the selection
and ranking Process were analyzed for agreement'among school staff and for the
relative emphasis placed on type of goal: institutional, aeademic, social,
and psycho-emotional.

A _eement on School Goals

Teachers almost always agreed among thenselves on the\relative importanceof
school objectives. However, agreement between teacherSNand principals occurred

*Phi easures the strength of a relationship and assumes values
relati nship) to 1 (the strongest relationship possible) . Alpha (
the significance Of a relationship; that is, the-probability that a
ship was due to chance (eg.,. a .05 indicates the probability vas

Type was determined by agreement on face validity among independent

57

rom 0 (no

measures
relation-
5 in 100).
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T -le Long-Range Objectives Ranked by Teachers and Principals

Acadepic Goais

Transnitting a thoroughAnow edge of
studerts who are motivated to learn

Helping students acquire basic skills

Responding to the individual acadeniic n

_ELsys,aarEl(2..tic212.2121_1L1

ject matter to

eeds of students

InoZea..lng students' motiVation and desire to learn

Impro Ing the s

Social. G

eif-image of ,students

Helping students learn to live with persons who are of

differant racial or ethnic background

ft Developing students' concern for others

O HelPing students to appreciate the contributi_ s

cultuzes

erent

Developing curriculum which provides opp rtunities for meaningful

interaction with persons of varied etlinic and racial backgrounds

Ins titutwn&l Goals

roving the school buildings, grounds, facilities and equipnent

ft :Developing an atmosphere of order azi& quiet in the- school

a Developing an outstandiiig athletic arid physical education pro

ft Developing an efficient administrative system in the school
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'in only eight schools.* TheLdifference in perceptions of teachers and their
principals is not surprising since, although they both work in the sane insti-
tutiOn and share responsibility for student learning, their daily tasks differ.
rn the same light, it is not surprising that teachers and principals were not
very accarate in estimating how the other (teachers or principal) would rank
school goals. Principals tended to perceive somewhat more coagruence between
themselves and their teachers than did teachers.

As part of the interview dealing with administrative guidance in instructional
practices, teachers &nd principals were asRed whether many faculty meetings
were devoted to a discussion of instructiobal goals and methods. Teachers-
and principals Were highly consistent in their responses to this question; in
only, four schools vere_their reports contradictory. In 12 schools teachers
and principals both reported many such meetings_ Schools in which teachers
and principals agreed on long-range objectives were neither more nor less
Likely to have many faculty discussions of instructional goals. In addition
to agreement on long-range objectives, agreement on the relative importance of
decision areas was also exanined. A pattern of agreement did mot emerge;
'overall agreement between teachers- and principals on particular long-term
objectives was not associated with agreement on the relatiVe importance of
decision areas.

a Lye mphaSis_on School GOals_

Teachers consistently ranked psycho-emotional goals as most important, academic
goals second, social goals third, and institutional goals as least important
(C-1). Principals displayed greater variability; that is, they were more'likely
than teachers to place _some emphasis on all types of goals.

Psycho-emotional goals received the moat emphasis in nearly all schools. At

least two psycho-emotional goals were picked by principals in 13 and by teachers
in 20 schools. Acadamic goals were:emphasized to the extent that at least one
such goal was ranked third or higher by principals ip 16 and by teachers in all
24 elementary schools. At Least one social goal was ranked third or higher by
principals in 15 and by teachers in fouz schools. Institutional goals were
ranked as least iMportant; tea::hera in 16 and principals in 15 schools chose no
institutional goa1s.

No patterns were evident between the rankings assigned by principals to long-
range objectives and to decision areas. Principals who stressed acadamic goals
were neither more nor Less likely to be among tha-,15 who claimed that the

*Agreement altong teachers within a school was determined by using Kendall's
coefficient of concordanca with t .05. Agreement between teachers and '
Principals was determined by using -i.lpearman'a rank order correlation
-coefficient with a .05. (See Appendix A.)
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selection of basic instauctional materials was most important among decision

areas. Similarly, principals who emphasized social goals were not necessarily
those who placed greater emphasis on implementing intercultural curricula,
as an issue ofpolicy development.

ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDANCE AND SUTERVISION

In analyzing the influence administrators exerted on instructional practices
in the classroom, a distinction was made between what we have,called specific
supervision and general guidance. In addition, the effectiveness of such
efforts wAs aseessed by determining how well teachers perceived instructional
norms held by administrators.

General Administrative Guidance

to assess general guidance on instructional practices were:

Whether many faculty meetings were devoted to a discussion
of goals and methods.

Whether.the administra ion arranged to have inservice training
programs that stressed the kinds of teacher behavior desired
by the administration.

c. Whether teachers were encouraged to discuss their teaching
problems with the administrative staff.*

Correlational analysis strongIN supported the constrUction of a composite
measure of instructiOnal guidance (C-2). According to teachers, of the 13
schools where the administration arranged to have inservice training prograns
stressing the kinds of teacher behavior it desired, nine east) devoted many
faculty MeetingS to instructional goals and methods. Convcrsely, of the 11
'schools where such'inService training did not take place, only three schools
spent many faculty meetings discussir,ig goals and methods. Principals reported
on these activities in similar numbers and proportions. In fact, the associa-
tion between teacher and principal responses was even stronger than the inter-
item asso'ciations. When the two items were COMbined into a score with a range
of values from zero to eight, 13,out of 24 schools scored high (scale score -,.-

to 8). Most of the remaining schools.could be considered to provide a
mOderate amount of instructional guidance, with only three sehOole scoring
101. (scale score = 0 to 2).

*This item was not used in scale construction due to a skewed response distri-
bution. Nearly everywhere, teachers were encouraged to discuss problems.

111-8
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Correlational analysis did not support a composite measure of supervision as

it did with instructional guidance. Supervision was therefore analyzed by
individual items that were coded from the teacher and principal interviews.

These items were:

The frequency of visits to the classroom by an adminis

Whether teachers were expected to send in special reports
students who could not keep. up.

Whether the principal sent memoranda or directives to teachers
stressing the kinds of things he/she wanted the teachers to

do in class.

d. Whether the principal scheduled visits to classrooms in

advance.

No -iten associations were strongly ppsitive. Pri cipals, however, were

consistent from one item to another; for instance, where they reportedly

visited classrooms frequently, they also claimed to send memos stressing the

kinds,of things they wanted done in class.

Teachers appeared to have a differe t view of classroom. supervision. In only

four of the fifteen schools where teachers reported Sending in special reports

on students did they also report that the principal sent memoranda stressing

the kinds of thdngs to be done in class. Conversely( of the nine schools

where they did _nOt send in special reports, more than half reported that

principals sent these directives.

Teachers and praacipals were highly consistent regarding the frequency of the

principal's visits to the classroom. Frequency was considered low if less

than once a month, moderate if once a week to once a month,* and high if more

than once a.week. Although principals tended to report a high frequency more

often than teachers, in only three schools were principals and teachers

strongly contradictory; that is, one reporting less than once a month and the

other more dnan once a week. In 15 schools they were fully consistent.

Because teachers and principals agreed on the frequency of the principals'

visits to classrooms, this item was singled out,as a measure of supervision.

Frequency of visits was low in seven elementary schools according to teachers

and in six according to principals. The frequency w4s reported high in one

school by teachers and high in seven schools by principals. In the remaining

schoo18, visits were moderately frequent, once a week to once a month.

lso n the case of teachers, if consensus was lacking.



Accura of Teache ce tion of Princi als' Instructional Norms

The effectiveness of attempts toinfluence teachers dePends in part on how well
the desirea of the principal (or other administrators) are known-and understood.
Five specific instructionalpractices were presented to principals, who were
asked to indicate which ones they espoused. TeaChers were .presented with the
same items and asked to indicate which ones they believed to represent the
principal's thinking% These itens were:

a. With many students, basic skills should be set aside until the
students are ready to learn.

b. Teachers should carefully plan their ins -uction in terns of
specific short-term objectives.

c. Teachers should try to tailor instruction to the needs of
individual'students.

d. TeaChers should use diagnostic testing and concentrate on
students' weak areas.

Teachers should avail themselves of special help where needed,
e.g., remedial teachers, counselors.

In a large majority of tbe schools, principals claimed to espouse all of these
instructional practices; however,-the number of schools in which teachers
reported that principals believed in these practices was smaller. Disparities
occurred.most often on the practices of setting aside basic skills, and the use
of short-term objectives.

A scale eonM.sting of the number of times at least two-thirds Of the 'teachers
accurately perceived the principal's agreement or disagreementwith each of the
five above practices (iteus a through e) was constructed .(C-3) We have inter-
preted this as a measure of the extent to which the principal effectively
promotes the administrative point of view regarding instructional practices.
In 14 schools, teachers accurately perceived the administrative point of view on
four or-five of the practices, while in the remaining 10 schools teachers were
less accurate.

SUPPORT FeR TEACHERS

Three ways in which a school might suppor its teachers were analyzed:

Procedures to integrate new teachers

a Availability of math and reading specialists

Pro -tion of profes-ional development

6 2
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Teachers and principals were interviewed about a number of specific activities,
facilities, resources, practices, and procedures to determine the extent to
which a school engaged in support of each kind. Their responses are described
below.

DIttaEateach6:rs
Teachers and principals were asked whether procedures for integratinq new
teachers existed at the school level,and at the district level (C-4). Accord-
ing to both teachers and principals, orientati-n courses were given more by
the district than-by the school. Inservice :aining was provided with equal
frequency by schools and districts. All ot __I- procedures were typically,
though not exclusively, the domain of schouis. The number of procedure:7
claimed at either school- or district-level were not generally high. Teachers
in 11 schools claimed no more than one at the district level. Nearly every
procedure was claimed to exist by principals more often than by teachers. The
number of inconsistent responses was-quite high in a majority of schools: three
or more for district-level procedures in 18 schools, and three or more for
school-level procedures in 22 schools (C-S).

Specialist Availabilit

Teacher and principal interview reports of whether reading and math specialists
were available rarely conflicted. Both uiaimed that reading specialists were
provided more often (in 21 elementary schools) than math specialists (in 10
elementary schools).

Five, ways that,contact between teachers and a specialist.could occur were also
,presented to the respondents in the in-depth study (e.g., teacher sends students
to specialist, specialist confers with teacher) (C-6). Principals tiiiCAlly--
confirmed a larger nuMber of such contacts than did teachers, but comparing one
school with another, in 'each school/the 'teachers and principal were generally

in agreement. The only,configuration of contact with-specialists that emerged
was that teachers Who conferred regularly with the specialist on instructional
methods and materials were also able to send their students to the specialist
at any time.

Promotion of 'Professional Develo ment

Toassess how active schools were in providing opportunities for teachers to
improve their professional skills and'knowled4e, both teachers and principals
were asked whether the school did such things as subscribe to educational

journals, provide special courses, or support-attendance at professional
eetings (C-7).

a



Differences between teacher and principal reports were apparent but were
generally modest. In only three schools were there differences on more than
two of the 10 activities inquired about. Such differences may indicate poor
use of resources and Opportunities, as well as pOor communication. The most
glaring example was the item asking whether or not a school provided slimmer
courses. In only five shoo1s were at least two-thirds of the teachers aware
f summer courses, whereas principals in 19 said the school provided them.

TeacherS tended to be uninformed about weekend courses as well. since the
value of these professional resources lies largely in their use, the teachers'
responses were given somewhat more consideration in analysis. In spite of
these differences, teacher and principal judgments oa amount of professional
opportunity were parall,!1; teachers affirmed a relatively greater number of
oppo,tunities at schools where the principal did likewise. This lent con-
fidence to judgments about degree of professional development in the in-depth
schools. Principals in 15 and teachers in 11 schools reported a large number
(8 to 10) of opportun ties for professional growth.

TEACHER SAT1SFACTIDN

Measures of teacher satisfa tion were derived from the following five "yes- "

questions asked in interviews with pr ncipals and teachers:

The teachers and school staff a e a team working together
to solve problems.

Teaching in theschoo1 is rewarding.

The school has a good reputation; teachers want to come
te the school.

The problems are overwhelndng; little can be accomplished.

Most teachers st y in the school because they have no choice.

The preponderance of responses indicated satisfaction. In eight schools, both
teachers and principals gave responses indicating satisfaction on all five
items. In 10, dither principals or teachers did so. In only six schools did
both teachers and principals indicate less than 100 percent satisfaction. A
comparison of teachers' And principals' responses indicated that teachers
reported dissatisfaction more frequently; that is, where discrepancies between
teachers' and principals' responsesoccurred, teachers usually Tave fewer
responses indicating satisfaction than principals.
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In addit' n to the data obtained through interviews, a gUestionnaire item

descriptive of a teacher's classroom experience was used to assess job satis

faction. Teachers rated options to the item on a five-point scale from very

characteristic to very uncharacteristic. The questionnaire item read as

follows:

"Bdsica11yf my classroom experience is characte- zed by:

- Many discipline problems

- Insufficient staff for 'the number of students

- Satisfaction and enjoy ent

Frustration and worry

Iliadequate or inappropriate materials"

Five elementary schools scored distinctly high on job satisfaction as asse...-304

by re ponses to the options; nine schools scored low. The remaining 10 schools

fell within the moderage range.*

Questio
view respon
coded sci,re

Table 111-3.

a responses relating to satisfaction wereiconsisten ith inter-

s, discussed earlier, so the two were ceMbined by sum-ring the

each source. The distribution of these scoresis shown in

%

As can be seen in the table, teachers in 15 schools were moderately to higlaY

satisfied, whi e teachers in nine schools expressed sone dissatisfaction.

*Scor
high >

ed from .05 to .72 on a scale having a range of + 1.0,

moderate = .30 to .49 and low .29.
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Table 11 Distribution of Scores on the Teacher Sat' 'on Scale

Score

2

H -h

Nurnbe

6(25,0)

6(25,0)

8(33.3)

1( 4.2)
24(100%)

a_erat a -ons:

Scores w re obtained by summingteachers' and principals" responses to'
interview itemsand teachers' responses to questionnaire itCms,, which
were coded as foIlows:

'Interv'

responses for teaChe- and principal i icte satisfaCtion

responses ftr teachers or principal ndicate sat sfaction

0 eaoherS and principals do not indicate atisftion on a31 item
responses.

.uestionna

1 z= .30 too ,49

0 < .29

s ranged from .05 to .72 on a-scale having a range nf 1.0,

14gh > 50, moderate .30 to .49, and low <_ ,29.
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RELATIONAL ANALYSIS

As described in the previous section, va iation in most, though not all, oE
the dimensions of organizational climate was substantial. This variation was

examined for a relation to success in raising the reading and math achievement

of students. SONO of the data on policy development and long-range eajectives

concerned racial equality. Findings relating these aspects of organizational

climate to equal educational opportunity have been reported in Chapter VII.

Findings related to parent and community involvement have been reported in

Chapter IV.

Each of the: five-major dimensions of organizational climate was exA,Mine6 in'

relation to student achievement. Results froM these analyses yielded three
convergent findingsthat suggest the importance of adMinistrative leadership

to school success in the in-depth study.

Schoo_s where -ririci.als save first sriorit todecisions bou t he

ional materials succeeded in raisin student-select_ n
.

achievement in m th_ _ _ .48 a = .02) but not in readina *

A related item,dealing with the degree of emphasis that principala assigned
to long-range academic goals, was also examined in this context._ It was found
that an emphasis bY principals on long-range academic goals was only slightly
related to reading achievement and unrelated to math achievement. Thus, while
the degree of emphasis placed on the selection of basic instructional materials
were strongly related to math achievement, a similar erphasis'on a conceptually
related item, long-range academic goals, was unrelated'to achievement gain.
These results may indicate that to value an action leading to a goal
selecting basic instructional materials) may be more-important to echool success
than merely placing a high value on the gbal itself,(i.e., long-range academic
goals). Perhaps the long-range-goals of the school are too Abstraet to have a
ignificant influence on achievsmnt uhile the deciEjon-making acavity, being

more behaviorally specific, provides a better index ,for<judging the school!s
administrative orientation. In other words, ho1,- important are loncf-range
academic goals if decisions leading to those goals are ne,t_emphaslaed by the
administration?

First priority is defined as ranked first among the seven decision areas.

6 7
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Schools where administrators _assumed.more_r2EptplibilidecisionsJL
selecting basic instructional ma -erials succeeded in raisin_ student
achievement_in math (C-9q adin

Although jqdgments abdut the sharing of decision-making included tWo e: s--
(1) tha.tdeoisions aro made witn little or no input from_ teachers, and 2)
that they,are made With little or no assistance from admiiiistratrs--oniy r rely
did an individual teacher or principal report either extreme. 8Cores were
distributed evenlY'through a narrow range. Thus, it is not possible to say -that
adMinistrafors assumed an identifiable and distinctly large aiount of respo-
sibility at schools in which achievement gains occurred. Furthermore, it
difficult to attribute the lack of achievement gains when teachers shared mo e
in decisions to their poor judgment, or conversely, to believe that adminis-
tratOrs were better at.selecting instructional materials. Variability of sco es
may indicate greater or lesser inVolvement by Administrators in the'decision-
making proce s rather than the exclusion -of teachers., In schools where adminis-
trators were more responsible for choosing materials, it may bp that a
coordinated schoolmvide instructional approach was Operating to enhance math
adhievement.

3. Teachers' aocurattEmtLm_pf administrators! instructional vi
asSociated with achievement ains in math (C-10:
to a lesser extent in readin C-10: 2, NS)

= = .05

It was found that an accurate perception by teachers of views held by the
administration,on non-instructional matters (such-as long-range objectives)
ah accurate knowledge.of school activities and resources, was not associated
with achievement gains. The instructional norms on wh_ich teacher perception
was important oonCern teaching practices that are behaviorally.specific. An
accurate understanding of the administrator's views on these practices may be
more relevant to implementing an instructional program than to comprehension
of long-range objectives, which are nearly always ehavidrally vague. iSimilarly,
to be well informed on matters less directly concerned with instruction may
have little effect on the instructi nal program.

The methods used bY effective administrators to communicate their views rei
unclear. Analysis showed that the accurate perception by teachers of the
instructional norms espoused by the principal cannot be attributed-to the:

*More-responsibility is defined as at or below the median -n a 've-
point scale..

**High accuracy is defined as perception of the:principal's point of view
.0n four or five of the five specific teaching practices presented.
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sending of,memoranda or directives regarding classroom practices; nor can.it

be attributed to discussions of-goals and methods at faculty meetings, frequent

classroom visits, or a coMbination of these and other channels.

A high level of communication in general--that is sending many directives,

visiting classrooms frequently, and so forthwas not associated with achieve-
r:ment. Nevertheless, it is presumed that for teachers to be aware of instruc

tional norms, some form of communication is necessary and is effectively

taking place.

Not only were the above three variables-related to math achievement, but they

were also intercorrelated. More specifically, it was found that::

Principals assumed greater responsibility for selecting basic

instructional materials where they,ranked this selection first in

importance (C-11: = .34, a = .10).

Where teachers accurately perceived the principal's instructional
norms, principals assumed greater responsibility fo- aelecting
basic instructional materials (C-12: 0 = .59, a = .005).

Where a principal gave greatest pric?')rity to the selection of in ruc-

tional materials, teachers accurately perceiVed the principal's
instructional norms (C-13: 0 = .48, a = .02).

The strong correlations among these key dimensions of an ilective adminis-
tration confirmed the usefulness of conceiving them assan integrated whole--as

leadorship. Leadership is an abstraction, but in the case of school adminis-
trators, one with tangible referents: responsibility, focus on instruction,
and the ability to communicate that focus effectively.

A composite index of leadership was constructed asing ta three key 'dimensions
descc.*ed above. Index scores were obtained by summina cede vaiuei'essigned
to eaca dimension. A value of I was assigned wherY; princiool6 gave kirst

priority decisions about the selection of basic instructional materials,
where adnicators ass*led more responsibility for the selection of basic
instructicmil material, and where teachers correctly perceived four or
five of the five instructional practices favored by the principal. Figure

shows the distribution oi these composite ind!nx



Figue III-1: Distribution of Scores on the Adrdnistrat 176
Leadership Index

As shown in Fig
ij
re III-1, the dis butioa of scores formed a bimodal curve

where 11 of the 24 schools scored ow (0 or 1) and 10 Of the schools scored,
high (3). In miOw of the strong er-item associations, the bimodal distri-
bution was eN'ected, The bimodal cirve is graphic evidence of the integral
nature.of leaderShip; in only three out of 24 elementary schools did adminis-
trators appear t6 be uncertain leade'i (scale score =i2).

Ps shown.ln Table 111-4, a crosstabul_ _on of these leadership scores with
\achieverent provided the following fin Ang:

\

\4. Administrative 1eadersh0 in instruction vas stkorinfly_asscatedth
success in raising academic achieverAent..

The relation of -d 'nistrative leadership in ia3tru6tion with Math gains was
very strong (0 =,.49, m < .02), and the r lationship with reading gains was
worth noting (0 28, NS).



le II1-4L Crosst__ulation of kdrninistrative Leadership
Index by Achievement Gain

Administrativt_ltalsi2hLz
Index Scores_

Administrativr Leader
Index Scores

ational Defini

Eigh

Low

Math Ach eve tent Gain

High Low

11(64.6) 2 (15.4)

3(27.3) 8(72.7)

14(58.3)

13(54.2)

11 (45.8)

10(41.6) 24(100%)

.

eN 49 a < .02

Low

Itchiei.rernent -Gain
z

High LC-W

7(60.0) 8(40.0) j 13(54.

2(21.4) 9(78.6) I
11(45,6)

9(37.5)

Administrative Leadership Index

high = 2, 3 on three point scale

Low = 0, 1 on three point scale

15(62.5 ) 24(100%)

NS

2. Reading and math achievement gait'1974-2975

High = At least two of three grades tested showed
inprovement in national percentile ranks.

Low - At least two of three grades"tested showed
no improvement in flat onal percentile ranks.



Xt Was noted at the beginning of this chapter that five major dimensions of,
orgamizational climate were examined. The Administrative Leadership Scale
consisted of iteas drawn frOm the areas of Policy Development (e.g., adminis-
trative particiation in policy decisions) and AdiinistrativeControl (e.g.,
teachers' accuracy in perceiving principal's instructional noras). Teacher,
Satiefadtion -was net.found to be-related to student achievement; however, this
may have resulted from the fact that only small differences existed among the
in-depth elementary schools regarding this dirension of organizational climate.

Similarly, examinat on of-the long-range objectives of the school did not
yield significant relationships with student achieement 'lie lack of findings
in this area might also be attributable to insuffiCient vaietion, since the
major goal orientation in the in-depth schools focUsed on psycho-erotional
goals.

HoWever, one additional finding did emerge from the area involving support
teachers. Adhievenent gains were more likely to occur in scheols where there
was greater district-level support for new teachers; that is, where teachers
reported districts provided two or more of the 10 forms of support inquired
about (C-14: 4 = .49, a c .02 for math; 4 213, NS for readiug).-
This finding might suggest the significance of those forms of support most
prevalent at the district level. Orientation courses, inservice training,
and special docUments on procedures and regulations were those most
frequently offered by the. district. The two most common district pro-
cedures, orientation courses and insexvice training, were associated wi h
math achievement gain, though neither as strongly as when combined with all
other procedures.

SUMMARY

The general task undertaken in the study of organizational climate in the 24
in-depth schools was to identify thecompenents of organizational climate that
were related to student achievement. Three key findings suggest the importance
of leadership in instruction. Gains in math achievement were more likely to
occUr in schools where:

Admdnistrators emphasized the importance of selecting basic
instructional materials.

Administrators assumed more responsibility for the seLection
of basic instructional materials.

AtUrdnistrators effective1y comnunicae4 a point of view con-
cernIng teaching practices.

ft-

rir-2o
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These findings were so clearly identified as essential to an effective organi-
zational climate in the in-depth study acllools, and were so strongly-associated
one with arnthez, that they can be summarized as a single finding:

Schools that were successful in raising math achievement were
'onaraoterized by administrative leadership in instruction.

This same-finding c n be applied to reading achievement, as Well as to math

achievement, altoo the results were less striRing.,

(Page 111-22 blank)
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CHAPTER IV

PATENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Interest in the level of parent and community involvement with school is in

part based on the belief Chat parental suppOrt enhances the effectiveness of

the school in raising student achievement. Furthermore, it is believed that

involvement may be increasedby dhe kind and amount of promotional activity

in which the school engages.
,

Three key questionT-have guided
involvement:

n-depth anaiysiWof parent ard community

Eow much have dhe schools 'attempted to involve patrents by sponso

parent-teacher meetings and ether promotional activities?

Eow much are parents involved with the school, and to what degree

does the extent of involvement relate to the extent of schools'

promotional activities?

Are differences in parent invol

In student achievement?

The results Lepo ted in this chapter hear

tables and uther supporting material

these tables ate gkven parenthetically in

A = .02), where "W indicates the seztion

table within that apc,2nlix.

VARIABLE DEFIUIT

nt associabsd wi rices

on each of these questions. -Analysis

e found in Appendix D. References to

the text, for example: (D-1: = .50,

of the appendix and "1" the specific

S -RCE DESCRIPT YSES

PROMOTION OF PAR2NT AND COMMUNITY TWVOLVEMENT

EfFrts to i volve parents and other community members in schools were as essed

by several items from interviews with principals. These questions concerned

administrative policy reflected in.the school's efforts to promote parent

involvement; measures of such efforts included (r) the frequency of parent-

teacher association meetings, and (2) the numbers and kinds of activities con-

ducted by the school. These activities were: notifying all parents of open

house for visiting classes; sending home: newsletters and other communications;

holding pot-luck dinners; opiening the school in the evenings for community

discussions of civic interest; sponsoring guest speakers for evening forums;

providing evening entertainment (e.g., films, plays, dance, music); and pro-

viding classes for parents.

An index combining the number and frequency of specific prol nal activities

was created by sumndng the affirmative resppnses to these cUyities in the

following manner: affirmative responses to the first and sexond activity

listed above received a score of I, while a value of 2 was assigned to affirma-

tive responses for the remaining five activities (which refer to promotional
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activities that are presumed to be more innovative;.. Each score was then
weighted according to the frequency with which the school promoted each
activity,af the activity occurred once a year it received a weight of 1, and
if mor: than once a year it received a weight of 26 The Parent Promotion Index
ha:7, a nange of values extending from° to 24. As shown in Table IV-1, the in-

.]
depth study elementary schools scored the full range of values on the Promotion
Index, In subsequent analyses, scores of 10 or higher are considered to be
indicativeof a relatively high level of promot onal activity.

Table IV-1: Distribution of Scores on the Parent Promotion Index

Scores chools

0-4 5(20.8)

5-9 6(25.0)

10-14 6(25.0)

15-19 5(20.8)

20-24 2 (8

24 0%

e ated form of promotional activity was assessed by asking the principal
the number of parent-teacher meetings that are sponsored each year by the
chool. Considerable variability in the frequency of parent-teacher meetings

was found, ranging from none to more than020 such meetings'per year. Ten of
the 24 elementary schools held nine or more parent-teacher meetings per year, .

and at least five such meetings occurred in 19 schools. For comparative
purposes, nine or more meetings per year is considered to be relatively high,
while anything less than that is considered relatively low.

As one mightel(pect, the frequency of school-sponsored parent-teacher meetings
was found to be 5trongly associated with the Parent Promotion Index
(D-12 43 .50, m < .02).

In additdon to questioning prinCipals about the promotional activities just
described, teachers and principals were asked how school-community interaction
is handled as a policy decision area. Specifically, each respondent was asked
how important this area was relative to six other areas of school policy, and .

to what extent teachers partidipate in this decision area.* The rank assigned
by teachers in a school was determined by averaging the rank choices made by
each of the teachers.

*Th specific policy decision
described in Chapter III.

investigated in the in-depth study
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Principals tended tO place somewhat more importance on decisions affecting

school-community interaction than did teachers, ranking it fourth in most of

the schools; teachers in a plurality of schools ranked the area fifth or sixth.

A greater or lesser emphasis by teachers in a school was not-associated with

a similar emphasis by the principal.

Teachers and principals clearly differ d'in their estimates of how much

teachers Contribute- to decisions in this area. A comparison of teacher and
4

priricipal estimatds (based on a five point scale) is shown in Table IV-2.

Table I1-2: Participation in Decisions Concerning
School-Community Interaction_

Source,

of

Estimate

Number of Schools

,

Administrators
Make More
Decisions

Administrators
and Teachers
Share Equally
in Decisions

Teachers
Make More
Decisions

Range = 1.0-2.9
-- _

Range = 3.0-3.9) (Range = _.0-5.0)

Principal

Teachci=s

3

12

6

8

15

4

As can be seen in Table IV-2, nearly
teacher participation as substantial.
reported that administrators assumed
decisions regarding school-community

two-thirds of the principals viewed

,
By contrast, teachers'in most schools

a larger share of responsibility for

interaction.

PARENT AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN THE SCHOOL

qb assess the extent of parent and community involvement, arid to inveStigate

the relationship between promotion and participation, the

.interviews with principals and teachers were examined:

a. Whether most parents visit at least once.a year.

b. Attendance at parent-teacher association meetinga.

owing items from

c. The capacities which parents work at the school (e.g., clerk,

,teacher aide, volunteer, or member of the advisory committee).

IV-3
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The decision areas at school inwhich paren s are involved (class
curriculum, budget, ci!.7 hiring and ftrin g of teadhers)-.

w

e. The number of homes teachers visit eaCh month (for report card confer-
ences, because the student is having difficulty, or for ot)er reasons).

f. The ratio Of parent classroom volunteers to total number of
students observed.

g. ,Whether or not paid parent aides are in the classroom.

h. Whether parents visit the classroom at the teacher's request.

1. Whether parents visit the classroom on their o n

Three types of parent participation were analysed from these items; partici-
pation that was perfunctory or passive, participation that involved interacting.
with teachers and administrators, and parent participation that took place in -

the classroom.

The measure of perfunctory or passive participation used items a ar.d b listed
above. Attendance at meetings, where only listening and Jooking may be
expected, indicates no more than the presence of parents at school. Similarly,
whether most parents visit at least once a year (principal and teacher judgment)
indicates nothing about the kind of involvement, or the extent-to which there
is interaction between parents and school personnel.

The remaining items on parent.participatiOn, c through i above, contain elements
of school promotion of parent involvement For example, parents are involved
in school if they are serving on an advisory committee or are employed as
teacher aides, but contained within this kind of involvement is school promotion
of parent involvement. Involvement of this type was presumed to be interactive
in nature.

Items f through i above concern parents in the clas m--as volunteers, teacher
aides and as visitors The items concerning visits to the classroom provided
information on who initIated the visit--parent or teacher--and the number of
parents who visited

Responses to individual i ens indicated that interactive participation occurred
to a fairly large extent in a majority of the in-depth schools. Parents in 14
of the elementary Schools worked in three or four of the four ,capacities that
were examined (i.e., clerk, volunteer, paid aide, member of advisory council).
in 20 of the 24 schools they worked in ,at least two capacities. Similarly,
parents participated in at least two or three decision-making areas
curriculum, budget, staffing) in slightly more than half the schools, and in
one or more of the decision areas in 18 schools. Paid parent aides were in
at least one of the observed classrooms in 18 of the 24 elementary schools.

7 7
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High involvement of 4 more perfunctory,' passive type occurred in a minority

of schools. In only eight elementary schools did at least two-thirds of the

teachers clatm that most parents visited at least once a year, whereas in 16

schools teachers claiMed most parents did not visit that often. Attendance

parent-teacher meetings represented ii. percent or more of the student body

only nine schools.

The seven items indicati
ations among all vossibl
the following: the nun))

positively associated with

nteractive participation displayed positive assoc

airs of items. The inter-item associations included

f decision areas iriwhich parents participated Was
the number of paid parent aides (D-2: 0 = .34,

a < .10) and the number of capacities in which parents'worked at school-
.33, NS); the numbe of capacities in whith parents worked at school

was positively associated with the number of homes teachers visited (D-4: 0 =

a .05).

Two scales were created t 0 assess the interactive type of parent involvement

first scale measures interactive participation and uses all seven items

dealing with parent-school interaction (Table IV-3). The second scale measures

parent involvement in the classroom and uses the last four items (Figure IV-1).

RELATIONAL ANALYSES_

Analysis of4parent imPoivement centered on two main issues: whether certain

activities of the in-depth schools- were related to the level of parent partici-

pation, and whether parent involvement- as related to academic success.

Parents sy_TKei_._gr.::slizaantimoreliletel-to-artischoolswhere
teachers indicated that administrators assumed more res onsibilit for

4

This relation obtained for policy decisions in general and for two particular

areas: (1) the area of selection of basic instructional materials (D-6: 0 = .43,

.0), and (2) the area of parent involvement (D-7: 0 = .33, NS).

There was also a tendency for those schools where administrators assume a gr6ater

share of the responsibility for decisions concerning s.chool-community interaction

(according to teachers) to engage in more promotional Activities and to hold paren

teacher meetings more frequently (0 = .29 NS for both relationsL.

2. Paren
of the ihocl's_

involvement in
nal activities and

Schools where a n

as unrelated -12-__tm_itunaa

involv d in the classroom were relativel-
ievement (Table IV-4)

78
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Scale Scores Number of Schoo

0-3 (low) 2 (8.3)

4-6 2 (8.3)

7-9 8(33.3)

10-12 7(29.2)

13-16 (hi h ) 5(20.8)

_24(100%)

O erational Definitions:

ndex was created by summing scares to the following items:

1. Number of capacitiv (out of four listed) in which parents worked at
school Scores were summed across each capacity, where:

1 ,= Yes

0 = No

Number o decision areas (out of three listed) in which parents w re
involved. Scores we're summed across each decision area, where:

1 = Yes
0 = No

Number of homes teacheravisits per month for each of three reasons (i..
sttdent difficultY,-report card conferences, other reasons). Scores
we e summed across each reason, wherei

1 - visit at least one student's home per month
0 = visit less than one student's home per month

parent classroom volunteers to-total number of studen - observed

1 = at least one parent volunteer per 25 students observed
=0 = less than one parent vOlunteer per 25 students observed

Does the school-employ paid parent clas'Sroom

1 = Yes
0 = No

Do parents visit the classroom at teacher!s request:

2 = Yes, two or more parents visit per month
1 = Yeq, once per montn
0 - No, le'ss than once per month

Dp ;wen s=visit theslassroom at their own-initiative:.

2 = Yes, two or More parents visit per month
1 = Yes, one parent visits Per month
0 ='No,'parents do not vfsit on own initiative

IV-6
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Dtstrtbution-of Scores on the Perit
Involvement in Classroom Index

obe ation

0, 1 2 3 4 5

Parent Involvement in C assroom Index Scores

ns;

\Index was creat ed by summing scores to iteme;

1. Ratio of pae classroom volunteers to total number of s tWen

observed at school:

2 at least one parent volunteer Per 25 students observed

one parent.volunteer per 25 stUdents observed

Does the employ paid parent classroom aides;

at Ats visit the classroom ai teacher's request:

2 Ye-. two or more at!least once per month

1 Yes, once per mont_
0 No, less than once'per month-

4. Do parents vi,sit the classrOom.at their own initiatiVe4

2 Yes, two or-more parents visit-per month

1 Az Yes, one parent visits per month.
No, parents do not.visit on own initiatiVe

IV-7
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Table- IV-4: ,Crosstabulation of Parent Involvement in th4
Classroom Index by Achievement 'Gain

Parent Involvement High

in ,the Classroom

Parent Involvemen
e Classroom

Low

High

Math Ac ievement

High

9(81,8)

5(38.5)

14(58.3)

LOW

2(18.2) 11 (458

8(61.5)

0 (41.7) 24 (100%)

.44., c c .04

Reading Achievement

High Low

6 (54.5) 5(45.5) ,

3 (23.1) 10(76.9)

9(37..5) 15 (62.5)

0 = .32, NS

45.8)

54.2) -

24 (100%)

ns

l'a.-1t Xxvo1vertnt in the Classroom (see Figure IV-1

High = scale score: 6 to 8

Low = scale score: 0 to 5

Math ading Achievement:

High = 2 of 3 classes tested showed improvemen
national percentile ranks.

-

Low 7 2 of 3 classes tested aid not show improvement
in national percentile ranks.

St
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Schools where paid parent aid,2s and parent volunteers worked in the classro m
and where more parents visited the classroom more often, either at the regu st
of the teacher or on their own initiative, iere the sChools that made'gains in
math adhievement.

Of the'items composing the measure of Parent Involvement in the Classroom
use of paid parent aides in the classroom was moit,strongly asSociated with

'math achievement. When a subset Teasure was constructed that combined paid
.parent aides in the classroom with-the two items concerning parent visits to
f the classroom, but without the item on parent-volunteers (D-9), a stronger

relation with math achievement was obtained (0-8: 0 = .49, a = .01). Readi g
gains alb() tended to occur in schools scoring high on this measure

= 28, NS)-.

Crosstabulations of achievement with measures of Parent'involveMent that
inclUded schOol:-level participation yielded no such associations. The fin
.is specific to parent involvement in the class oom.

4

Many schools have.paid instructional aides who are not parents. In Chapter VI-
hours-per-week are reported for instructional aides Of all types.,. Some use of
paid aides is foiind in at least half of the observed classes in about half of
the elementary schools. Hoivever, the number of hours of paid instructional'
aides is inversely coirelated with achievement-. Achivement gains were morn .
likely to oceur in precisely those schools using paid aides, the least humber
of hours. While this finding was surprising, it suggests-that the (presumed)
effect of paid parent aides irt the classroom cannot be explained in terme of
sheer manpower. Careful examination of the data revealed no inconsistencies;
in schools with no paid parent aides, the hou'rrper-week use of paid aides (non-

pare was high; and in schools.with-paid parent Aides, the'number of hours
per week that they were employed was low.

Two features of the relation of parent.involvement to ac!.; .ment should be
underlined: first, that involvement in the classroom, than in the

school in general, is related to academic success; secend, that parent i ve-

ment specifically, and hot.the use of instructional aides in general, is
associated with school success in the in-depth study.' VI

SUMMRY

Parent support and participation at school was related to student achievement.
Successful schools were more likely to have 'parents in the classroom as aides,_
visitors, and as volunteers. It is not clear which particularpromotional
activities are most effective in raising or maintaininga high level of parent
involvement'in school, but it was found that administrative.responsibility for
school-community interaction was related to parent-involvement.

8 2
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C9AFTER V

READING AND MATH INSTRUMIONAL PRACTICES AND TEACHER ATTITUDES

As noted in Chanter I, the analytic focus of the in-depth study wm to concen-

trate on those aspects of a school program that are most amenable to policy

intervention. T 'llough virtually all facets of an educational program are

influenced to o extent by school policy, the actiiAdes, proced2es, and
rz!sources used_taprovide instruction seem particularly relevant to this

research objective. school's reading and math programs are.largely under

-e direct control oi school administrators and teachers;,-thay are shaped

by e allocation of school expenditures, and can be inflUenced by federal or

ztate _grams that provide financial or other forms of assistance to the

school.

Much of the data*collected in the in-depth study focused on policy-relevant

charactaristics of re.ading and math programs at the selected sites. Two

general categories oferiables were inVestigated: (1) the use of instruc-
-.),

tional techniquas and pralloes, as well as teacher attitudes relevant to

instruction; and (2) the use`*et instructional resources and their associated '

costs. This chapter reports the esults obtained from the analysis of reading

and math instructional practices related teacher attitudes. -Additional'

analysis tables and other supportng terial are found in Appendix E. Refer-

ences to the tables are, ,given parentLeti_ lly; for example (E-1: = .50,

= .01), where "E" indicates the appendix'and "I" the specific table.

VARIABLE DEFINITION AND SOURCE _p DESCRIPTIVE\NALYSIS

Teaching practiceb _iiined in the _-depth study cluded the following:

Use of lesson plans aid instruc ional objectiv

Amount of practice and guidance provided to studen_

Use of instructional feedback, including positive and _egative

reinforcement

Size of instructional groups, and the extent to wtdx.h ino rution

was individualized

Student discipline techniques

These practices were examined in two, ways: through teachers nstructional

techniques, by observation, and (2) through teacher& instructiona -hilosophy,

by means of a self-administered questionnaire and interview items.

V-1
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Teachenattitudes that were considered important included teacher expectations
regarding student achievement and teacher perceptionS'of thei-rown role and .

responsibility student learning.

TEACHER PRACTICES AND INSTRUCTIONAL PHILOSOPHY

Use of Leeson q,ans and Instructional Objectives

Teachers were aske about their use of instructlional objeCtives and how mueh
importanc they plIped on objectives, in a number of diffrent contexts, In

additiOn, the freque,cy,and manner in which they used objeCtives durig in-
structic were observ. Epecifically,obserVers noted whether objectiveS
were:

a. Included in writt'r s n plans.

b. Interrelated in _hi lessov plans.

c. Stated orally duri g instruction.

Table V-1 reports the n -fr of schools obServed using instructional objectives
in t esc different contexis.

As i siwn in Table V- considerable variability was obtained among the in-
depth chools regarding their use Of instructional objectives. Eor example,
in a- '-ately half the schools, instructional objectives v-re1Ancluded in

-n e or mat lesson plans, and were judged to be errelated in
_arly the sam ropo- Aon of schools. However, very few schoole\had teachers

who
consistentiysted these objectives aloud to the students.

In addition to Cla om observations regarding the use of instructional
objectives, teache4s Tieted questionnaire and interview items that asked
about:

a. The por using behavioral objectives.

b_ Whether the teacher had records \that listed specific instructional
objectives ar showed the number'of students who had attained them.

1

c. The importance Of revising lesson plans when studentS have1noc
attained instructional objectives.

yeachers" philosophy regarding the importance of using behavioral objectives
'was determined by presenting teachers with the-following list of subject areas:

8 .4
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Table V-1. Number of Schools Obser ring Instructional
Objectives During Readi. 1 Math Instruction

Observer Judgment of
Instructional Objectives

Number of Schools

Yes No

Objectives were included in written
lesson plans for:

Reading 13(54.2) 11(45.8)

Ma h 12(50.0) 12(50.0)

Reading an_ Math 9(37.5) 15(62.5)

Objectives in written lesson plans
were judged interrelated for:

Reading 12(50.0) 12(50.0)

Math 10(41 "7 14(58.3)

Readint th 8(33.3) 16(66.6)

Teachers stated objeceiyes aloud

prior to instruction for:

Reading 7(29.2) 17(70%8)

Math 3(12. ) 21(875)

Reading and Math 2(8.3 ) 22(91.7)



reading, social studies, meth, art, and physical education. Teachers weue then
asked to rate (on a five-point scale) whether behaviorally-indexed obleceives
were important in their lesson plans fer each of these ieetructional areee.
Scores were then summed and averaged to provide a school-level index with a
possible range of scores of +1.0.

Inspection of the marginal dstributions indicated that 10 schools placed some-
what greater relative emphasis on the importance of behaviorally-specific ii
structional objectives (scale score - .40 to .68), while two schools discountet'
their importance to instruction (scale ecore .05 and -.13). The remaining
12 schools fell. within the middle range, possibly indicating a slight-to-mod-
erate endorsement of behavioral objectives (scale score .18 to .36).

Teachers were also asked whether they maintained student records that listed
specific instructional objectives and the number of students who had attaineJ
them. Teachers consistently reported such records for reading in 11 elemeril:ary
schools, and for math in 10 schools.

The final item, drawn from the questionnaire, asked teachers to rate each of the
fol owing methods for hand] ng instructional objectives teat prove difficult
for students: "repeating the lesson," and "using alternative teaching techniques

audiovisual equipment, games, puzzles, etc.)." All ratings were based
on a five-point scale ranging from most important to least importeit. To assess
teachers' flexibility in reising lesson plans, an indre was create '''. by averaging
the scores assigned to "repeating the lesson" and "changing or eliminai:ine ehe
ebjective," and eubtracting this value from the corresponding velue placed on
"revising the lesson plan" and "using alternative teaching techniques."

Although the resulting index had a possible range of value of +1.0, no school
scoree at either end of the continuum. Fourteen of the 24 schools fell within
the narrow range of .30 to .42, suggesting slight to moderate teacher flexibili-
ty in revising lesson plans. The remaining 10 schools fell within the'range of
-.11 to .29 and were scored low.

Several interesting interrelationships among these items also were found in the
analysis. For example, in schools where reading records were maintained in
terms of specific instructional objectives, teachers were more likely to have
interrelated objectives in lessOn plans (E-1: 0 = .50, a . .01), and more
likely to believe in the importance of behavioral objectives (E-2: ó . .33,
a = .10). Similarly, keeping records of students' attainment of instructional
objectives was associated with a greater emphasis on revising lesson, plans when
students failed to attain objectives (E-3: 0 .,.33, NS for reading records;
0 . .40; a < for math records). These associated items were combined into
a composite index assessing the use of instructional objectives. 'Table V-2
reports the scoring techniques and Marginal distributions_for this:scale.

V-4
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Table V-2: pistributiol: of Scores on Use of

Instructional Objectives Index

Scale Scores

Number of Schools

0 (low)

3 (high)

ing Mat'

6(25.0)

6(25.0)

7(29.2)

5(20.

24(100%)

5(20.8)

24(100%)

Opera__ onal Def _itions:

Scale was created by summing the scores to each of the following items:

Teachors maintain reading/math records sh wing students who have

attained specific objectives:

1 Yes
0

Importance of revising lesson plans when objectives have not been

attained '

1 Greater importance
0 - Lesser importance

Importance of using behavioral objectives:

1 T-1 Greater importance

0 Lessr importance



Amount of_Prac ice and Guidance

Obs,.rvers rated reading and math instructio
. for adequacy of practice periods.

This included a four-point ::-ating of whether the steps and the order in which
they should be taken were indicated to the students. Practice during reading
instruction was rated adequate (item score = 3 or 4) in 19 schools; during
math instruction it was rated adequate in 18 schools. Where practice was
aaequate in reading, it tended also to be adequate in math

( .30, NS).

Observers also rated the amount of guidance provided by the teacher during
practice periods for reading and math instruction. In some classrooms, students
received little or no help; -in-others, students sought out the teacher or the
teacher responded to students requesting help; in still others, the teacher
circulated among the students to identify those who needed help. Nine,elemen-
tary schools provided little guidance in reading; 10 schools provided little
guidance in math. The amount of reading guidance correlated strongly with the
amount of math guidance; thirteen schools were high in both ).Pjects and eight
schools were low in both (4) = .65, a = .001).

No relation was found between adequacy -of practJ-, and the amount of guidance
available to students needing help.

Use o Instructiona Feedback and Positive and Negativ4 Reinforcement

Teachers were a.i;sed during the interview and elf-administered
questionnaire to indicate the kinds of instructi-nli f-olUack they provided to
students. Observert made similar judgments durina th,A.7- observation of class-
room behavgior. Two basic types of instructional feedback were examined. The
first type involved providing students with task-oriented information regard-
ing their specific strengths and weaknesses in reading and math. The second
type of feedback involved providing students with generalized expressions of
approval or disapproval. This classification of ins*:r:uctional feedback draws
upon Bales' (1950) classic distinction between tasi-.-oriented interaction and
socio-emotional (or psycho-emotional) interaction.

Three interview items were used to assess the amount of task-orionted feedback
provided to students. Teachers were asked whether they provided students with
(1) written feedback regarding specific strengths, (2) written feedback regard-
ing specific weaknesses, and (3) oral feedback regar.:4iug specific strengths
and weaknesses. These items were then combined into an index of task-oriented
feedback. Schools scoring high on this index were those in which teachers con-
sistently reported using all three forms of,feedback; schools classified as
moderate'had teachers who reported using two of the three methods; while schools
scoring low were characterized by tea-!'ers who consistently reported using none
or only one of the listed methods. Using these definitions of ta-oriented
feedback, 16 schools were classified an high--indicating that they provided
'many opportunities for this type of insttaLional feedback: five schools were
scored moderate, and three schools were scored low.

v-6
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Data regarding positive and negative reinforcement that was more psycho-

emotional in orientation were derived from observations of classroom behavior.

Observers- recorded the number of times the teacher.praiset1 and:complimented

students, made positive contact with students, and granted privileges. Obser-

vations were also made regarding the frequency with which teachers criticize6,

scolded or.limited the activities of students.

The percentage of observed reinforcement that was positive ranged from 50 per-

cent to nearly 100 percent. A larger proportion of positive r2inforcement
generally was associated with a larger absolute amount as well, since the

amount of negative reinforcement varied little from school to school. In

12 schools, 60 percent or more of all observed reinforcement was rated positive.

Using a four-point Scale, observers also rated the extent to whidh teachers

used praise and pointed out Students as positive role models during instruct on.

,Teachers were observed,using praise frequently in 10 schools, and pointing out

individual students as positive models in 12 schools (item score -e- 3 or 4).

Size of Instructional Grou and Extent to Which instru edividualized

Observers rated the frequency with which teachers directed Anstruction to in-

dividuals, small groups, or the whole class, using a rating citeria of most

often, sometimes, or never. The number of elementary schools observed using
the whole class, small groups, or individual students as the most frequent

Anstructional group is shown in Table ve3. In very few schools were either

small groups c- individualized instructJon the most frequent grouping proce-

dure. In 16 of the 24 schools, the entire class was the [mist frequent group-

ing or was as frequen% as the other two groupings.

,-3: Size of Instructional Gr ups
Used by Schools

most Frequent Grouping Procedure Number of Schools

Whole Class 9(37.5)

Small Groups 5(20.8)

Individual Students 1( 4.2)

Mixed* 9(37.5)

24(100%)

*"Mixed" includes eacb of the three methods of instruction with
approximately the same frequency.

V-7
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Student Disci line

Teachers were asked to rate (on a five-point scale) the following methods for
controlling students who cause problems in the classroom: isolating the stu-
dent, using physical punishment, providing alternate activity, changing stu-
tent's seat, and sending student to higher, authority. In the analysis, these
disciplinary techniques were grouped into two categories. The first category
consisted of those disciplinary measures that either removed the student from
the activity of instruction (i.e., sending student to higher authority or
iSolating Student) or implied a relatively more severe disciplinary response
by the teacher (i.e., physical punishmen). The second category consisted of
those teiques tht maintained the continuity of the student's instruction
(i.e., changing student's seat and providing alternative activity).

An index was created to describe teachers' assessment of the relative impor--
tance of student disciplinary methods. The Student Disoipe Index was
calculated by sutming the scores for each of the more sevei disciplinary tech-

-niques, and sgbtracting this figure from the corresponding value calculated for
the less seVere methods. Scores were then standardized so that the range of
values extende0 from 1.0, where a positive number indicated that the teacher
attached more imrortance to the less severe methods and a.negative score indi-
cated that t teacher attached more importance to the more seveie methods.

The Student Discipline 7ndex was found to have L,
on the positive side, ex'ending floM .04 to
in-depth elementary schools, teachers attachc:j 1,T1

disciplinary methods. To permit comparative ana
mized at the median (scale score .28).

ATTITUDES TOWARD STUDENTS AND TEACHING

r-Jfntinuous distribution
:ating that in all of the
mportance to less severe
, the index was dichoto-

Several attJtudes related to teaching were investigated in the in-depth,study.
However, most of the attitudinal measures did not yield sufficient variability
to permit comparative analysis. For example, teachers were asked about student
personality both in regard to their preferences and which qualities they be-
lieved characterized' better learners. Teachers in all schools felt that in-
volved, motivated, creative, and intelligent children were likely to perform
better than obedient, ttentive, neat, and honest ones, and expressed a per-
sonal preference for children of a very similar description in all but three
schools.
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Teachers were aisQ askc n ut c more I keiy t promote
academic achievement: faniiy suppoTt stWa f;mt student abiiity, easy
tasks that guarantee success, .,2c thnicity cr the stutiemt, sex of the
student, or luck. Of those lis0A, erfort and ability were consistently rated
mor, important by teachers in all sample schools .

rTwo attitudinal scales did yield sufficient variability among the schools to
perllit closer examination. The first scale is a measure of teacher expecta-
tions regarding student performancQ7 the second index assesses teachers' per-
ceptions of their own role and responsibility in student learning.

Teacher Expectations
-----

Two questionnaire items were used to assess teacher expectations. Teacher
were asked to indicate on a five-point scale whether they expected their stu-
dents to obtain a high school diploma, and to read and solve math problems at
grade level or above. Average scores were calculated for each school by summing
Across all teacher responses and dividing by the number of teachers. Although

----the range of scores possible for these two itens extended from +2.0 to -2.0,
the obtained distribution of scores actually ranged from 2.0 to 0 where a higher
score indicated higher teacher expectations. However, variability in teacher
expectations v;ar rresent among the in-depth eleMentary schools: the 16 highest-
ranked schools o.- dhe item refe7rring to high school diplomas were distinctly
grouped at one end of the continuum (scale score = 2.0 to 1.0), and were there-
fore classified as bLving relatively high teacher expectations. The remaining
schools were classified as low (scale scores'= .83 to 0).

A similar grouping of schools existed for the item dealing with grade-level
achievement: fifteen schools were classified as rlatively high in teacher
expectations (scale score = 2.0 to 1.0) and nine schools.were classified as
low (scale score = .83 to 0).

Teacher Estimates of Their_own Role and Resonsibility in Student Lea ..ing

Teachers were asked two questions regarding their role and responsibility in
student iearning. In the first question, teachers used a five-point scale to
rate tiie importance of competent teachers as a determinant of academic achieve-
ment, relative to student Motivation. This scale had a range of values extend-
ing from +2.0 to -2.0, where a positive score indicated more teacher responsi-
bility for student learning (relative to student motivation) and*a negative
score indicated less teacher responsibility.

V-9



In two schools teachers appeared to r,ject clearly their own role in instruc-'

tion (scale setor -.83 and -.75); in eight schools, competent teachers were
considered Ooout as important as motivated students (scale score = .10); and

in another t,p1 schools', teachers thought their own competency-had only slightly
more impact than motivated students (scale score = ,16 to .25). In the re-

maining 12 s[:d000ls, teachers claimed a somewhat higher degree of responsibility
for student learning relative to well-motivated students (scale score .32 to

.83).. However, at no school did teachers believe that competent teaching was
of such great importance'that it overshadowed student motivation (scale score
= 1.0 to 2.0).

The second question asked teachers to rate the following factors on.a five-
point scale according to how much they contribute to academic failure: low
income; family problems; inadequate ability of student; lack of student motiva-

tion; inadequate materials; and inadequate teaChers.

The importance attached to "inadequate teachers" was then compared to the
average importance attributed to all of the other factors combined. ThiS scale

ranged from +1.0 to -1.0, where a positive score indic-lted that more importance
was attached to,inadequate teachers, and a negative score indicated less impor-

tance.

TeacherS in 10 schools believed that inadequate teachers were about as impor-

tant as the other factors in contributing to academic failure (scale score =
+.10). In the remaining 14 schools, teachers considered their own role some-
what less important (scale score. -.14 to -.47). There were no schools in
,the in-depth study in which teachers believed inadequate teaching was con-
siderably more cr less important than the other factors listed abcze.

RELATIONAL ANALYSIS

As described in the previous section, the use of instructional praotl es varied

more i the in-depth schools than teacheis' bLTI,jefs eald attitudes regarding
these practices.' Pract_cE.s Jid beliefs ,:hat did show sufficient variztion were

examined\fer their rel-%tiolt:hip to re,o:mc and math achievement. The findings

are presented in this section.

Instructional practices concerning the size of the instructional group or the

amount of individualized instruction did myt appear to be related to achieve-

ment; nor was achievement related to the provision of instructional guidanCe.

WithregaAd to tee:her attitudes, neither the importance teachers attached to

their own role and responsibility in student learning, nor their expectations

for student a..11ievei:.ent were found to be sig 'aoantly related to reading or

math achievement.
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The practices and beliefs that did show a relationshie to achievement were
involved with the folowing instructional variables:

o Objectives

Practice

o Feedback

O Reinforcement

Six findin s resulted fro nvestigation of these varil les. The findings

are listed below under the ,e-eriate major headings.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

_A composite index of the Use of Instructional Objectives was created for both

reading and math instruction. This scale was created by summing the responses

to each of che following ms:

Teachers maintained reading/math records showing whether'
students had attained specific objectives.

When objectives were not attained, teachersbelieved it was
more important to revise lesson plans than to abandon the
objectives or repeat the lesson unchanged.

c. Teachers valued the use -f nehavioral objeCtives in different

subject areas.

The relation of this Index to achievedient gain was found to be statistically

significant for both reading and math:

1. Schools in which teachers made greater use_of instruetional objecti es for
01).reading were more likeli to show gains _in readiT4 (R-4: .52,

2 Schools in which teachers mad_e_ggeter use of instructional objecti
math wer_eleLe_lillely to shad_salna in math

V-11
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The key item in this index was the use Jf student records that showed a tain-
ment of specific instructional objectives. This item was significantly related
to achievement in both reading (E-5: = .41, < .04) and math (E-5: = .46,

u < .03). Although the other two items in this index were not signitinLjy
related to achievement gain, both were related to reading and latn -±chievement
in the same (i.e., positive) direction.

INSTRUCTIM P -CTICE

A related finding concerned the relrion -tw---en the provisio. instruc-
tional practice and student achievement.

,

Schools in which actice sessionS included many of the steps necessary
_

ery of the lesson objective (observer *lid ent) , and

ormed,students of_t sequence of steps to be followed durinEce,
were more_l_iI2.12 show reading_achieyement -ains_ Ian schools in which
practice relevant to the instructional objectives was not as evident

INSTRUCTIONAL.FEEDB

A third dimension of reading and math_:;nstruction that was investigated in-
volved the relationship,between task-oriented instructional 'feedback and stu-
dent achievement. There was a tendency for schools to show improved achieve--
ment when teachers, reported that it was important to provide feedback regard-
ing students' specific strengths and weaknesses' (E.-7; = .27, NS for reading;
= .21, NS for math).

Instruc_ional, Ob'ectives Practice, and Feedback

Up to this point the relationships with student achievement have focuSed on
three seprace dimensions of reading and math instruction: using behavioral
objectives during readino and math, provicing instructional practice in
relation co these objectives, and infoLming tudents of their ttainment of
these objectives. However, it might be mr-!--c, appropriate to consider these
Aspects of i-struction within a larger conceptual framework. For example, in-
structional activity might be seen as a dynamic, on-going process in-which
instruction moves from the planning stage (i.e., l'esson plans and instructional
objectives), to instructional nractice, to. the provision of feedback, and back
again to the planning stage, where lesson plans are revised on the basis of ,

student performance. 'his hypothetical model-of the-instructional sequence
is shown in Ficrure_V-1.

9 4
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#

Figure V-1: ee-Step Model of the Instru ional Process

Instruction is planned on the
basis of behavioral objectives
and revised in relation to
student performance

Instructional practice is pro-
vided for attainment of these.
objectives

.,Sildents are inform-c

of their perform- oe

Although the indiVidual components in thi.- ,equence appeared to be related to
student'achievement (at various levels o ,Atistical significance), they pro-

vi_ded only a partial view of the instruct,aal process when each was considered

separately. the effect of providir-: instructional feedback on student
achievement might have depended on the oc.ut to which instructional practice
was provided, or on the.decree to which tc-achers maintained student records

that showed obje tive-referenced task p-rformance.

".7pnceivin

lowinq

reading and math instruction in this way allowed us to t6st the

pothesis:

The more,closely a school approximates 'the instructional sequence
shown in Figure V-1, the more likely itwill be to raise reading
and mathiachievement.

To 1-r=at this hypOthesis, a combined, measure of the instructional sequence was

.atcd by summing the scores for each of the individual items shown in
Figure V-1. Table V-4 pvesents the distribution of scores and operational
definitions for Olis'index.

It can be seen frlom Table V-4 that the scores to the instructional ProcaSs

Index formed a cOntinuous distribution, with a slight'clustering of values at

the high end of the continuum. To permit comparatiVe analysis the scale was

dichotomized at the midpeint: schools that scored 0, 1, and 2 were classified

as being relativelly low in approximating the proposed instructional mpdel,

'V-13



/ Tabl V-4:- Distribution of Scores on the
Instructional Process Index

-
-al& Scores

0 (low)-

2--

3

5 (high)

Number - Schools

Reading- Math-

0. 3) 2( 8.3)
8.3) 2( 8.3)

5(25.0) 70.8)

5(20.8) 8 (_33.3)

7(29.2) 5(20.8)

2( 8.3) 2( 8.3)

24(100%) 24(100%)

Opera onal Defini

Scale as created by su.--1:"' e following ims:

Teacher's rat:Ing of itprtance of behavioral objectives in diEferent
sUbject areas:

h - 1
Low =

Teachers maintained student records that showed attainment of
tional ob)ectives:

'Yes = 1
No = 0

3. )bserver judgment that.instructionaLpractice included many o -the
steps necessary for mastery of lesson objective, and studints were
infonmed-of thelsteps to be Perfoimed7i-

Yes = I
No -

Teachers indicated that written and oral feedback oh specific strengths
. and weaknesses was provided to studenta_:,_

- Yes = 1
= 0

5. Teach rating of inportince of re
tives were net attained:

High - 1
Low = 0

when. objec-

V-14
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while schools that scored 3, 4, and-5 were olassifi d as relatively high. The

crosstabulation of this index with reading and math achievement supported the
hypothesis, as shown in Table V-5. SohOOlS that were higher on the Instructional
Process Index, as shown in Figure V-I, were significantly More likely to shoW
gain in reading and math achievement.

INSTRUCTIONAL REINFORCEMUT

Data in the in-depth study did not detail the precise circum_ ances of teacher
Use of praise, but it seems reasonable to suppose that teachers used prais_
reinforce successful performance andior to help the student develop a more
positive self-image. However, in the In-depth study it was found that:

4. Schools where teachers -were observed

5. Schools where teachers T observed t Oi t out students free
s ositive -odels tended to raise student achievement in readin- E-9:

u-at

.34, a = .09) and math = .2

When these twm items were combined, the relationship with reading achievement
was strong and statistically significant, and the relationshiP 'With matht
achievemen- was worth noting:

Sch ols in which teachers -ads LEss freu

Items pertsiatn_to positive reinforcement we rlchotanized to test for C
curvilinear relationship withachieVement i.e., to determine whether a
relatively moderate amount of positive reinforcement was associated with
achievement gain, While a relatively low or high amount of positive reinforce
ment Was unrelated or negatively related to achievement). No evidence'was
found to support this_hypothesis; that is, as the level of positive reinforce-
ment increased, the probability of school success in reading and,math achieve-
ment decreased.

One possible'interpretation of the inverse relationship between positive
reinfordemert and achievement gain is that teachers were using positive rein-
forcement in response to low'achisvement:, Fox example,-teachers may have
p)rovided psycho7emotional support when they believed that their students were
unable to make academic progress im a more task-oriented environment. Thus,

teachers may have temporarily de-emphasized instruction in baslc skills, so

V-15
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.Table V-5: Crcsstabulatjon of the Instructio al
Process Thdex by Achievement Gain

Readin Achievement

High Low

Instruc Jona). High 8 (57.1) 6(42.9) 14(58.3)
ocess In

1(10.0) 9(90.0) 10(41.7)

9(37.5) 15(62.5) 24(100%)

(1) 9 a

anstructional
Process Index

High

LOW

Math Achievenent

Eligh Low
_

12(80.0) 3(20.0)

2(22.2) 7(77.8)

14(5_ 3) 10(41.7)

= .48 n< .2

62.5)

7.5)

24(100%)

Op ati -a

InstructiOnal Pr cess Index (see Table VI-4):

High = 3, 4 5 on 57point scale
Low -1,0, 1, 2 on 5-point scale

Reading and math achievement gain:

High = At least two of three grades tested showed
impromPrnent in national percentile r7 anks.

Low = At least twp of three grades tested showed
no improvAert in national percentile ranks.

9 8
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that they colidd concentra cm improving s Ats' self-image, which is often

seen as a prerequisite to academic gxowt
tistically in several (different ways.

This hypothesis was examined sta-

One such test j.nvolved correlating 1974 pretest scores and teacher expectati_n

for student achievement with Ole use of positive reinforcement. Uhe results

indicated that teachers used more positive reinfercement when they reported

Dower expectations for their students.' Teachers who consistently reported

lower expectations for grade level achievement were-Mbre likely to use praise

(E-21; = Ns) and point out studeats as positive rolepodels (E-112

= .34, e4 .09). ilowewer, no relationship was found between 1974 pretest

scores* and teachers' ume of positive reinforcement.

A second test of thehyrpothesis was to investigate whether teachers who placed

gieater relative emphasis on psycho-emotional goals would be more likely to use

praise and positive reinforcement. This would imply that greater use of posi-

tive reinforcorent reflected a policy decision to 'concentrate on the psycho-

emotional domain of the students=

As N./ ll be recalled from Chapter IIr, teachers were presented during the inter-

view with 13 Long-ramge objectives for the school and asked to pick and rank

five in terms of their importance to school policy. Two of these goals were

designated psycho-emotional (but were not identified to teachers in this way):

(1) increasing studemts' motivation and desire to loam, ,and (2) improving the

self-image of studeras.

nearly all schools, psyche-emotional goals were more important thaa academic,

social or institutional goals. Teachers picked the tWo psycho-emotional goals

and ranked one first:and the other second or tliird in 13 schools; teachers

emphasized these two goals somewhat less in 11 schools. It Was found that

schools where teadners plamed less emphasis on psycho-emotional goals tended

to show gains in mat-..h achievement (E-1.2: 0 .35, a Of:the 11 schools

where emphasis was less, riihe improved in math. A much smaller proportion,

we out of thirteen, iMproved where greateer emphasis was placed on psycho-

em5tional goat!. No relation was,found between the degree of emphasis on
4

psycho-emotional Toads and reading achievement. However, a greater emphasis

on psycho-mnotional goals was associated to a slight extent with frequent Use

of praise and pointing out students as Positive models (0 m .24, NS).

A third test of the hypothesis involved correlating the tse of positive rein-

forcement -with other aspects of reading and math instruction that werefound

to'be-siTnificantly related to achievement gain. Thus, emphasis on providing

positive reinforcement aky imply de-mophasisof other instructional activities

*Pretest c yere dichotomized (high/low) at the median.
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that were associated wit1i ac&der ic impro-venient, Of- tTrie three nje m- craribles
sh6wn to be related to s tuaerrt a. c1iev4rne. nt (i -the US e f Ieh_avdocal c2bjec-
tives, the provision of Tractice time , a-nd the prcn..lis j.on of inst-ruonal feed-
back) , tigo were inversely related to iFos itIve re in forcern ent. TI--k at is , when
teachers were observed provicting nidre pIatice, they at so praised
students less frequently 3: it) .39 , t.71 .0 6) ih shools
where teachers used positive xeirlfrcememt less iti=,quently,-- they- were signif-
icantly more likely to s tress th e ispcort an f Jubtridin g oti.mler-L ts wi th feed-
back (E-1.4: -44, o ).

it is also nteresting to rote tTha-t wThen teacler s repfDrt ed hi ,ghe r expecttins
for student achievement, they- were Mcp1e t-0 .attech gea.-ter- irmp _tarace to
the use of behavloral ob jeetiNias (-1.5: 4 _33 Ns),._ an d pro-vide both adequate
practice sessions and ta sk oriented eeöJack (E- 16 -4 _3B, a 5. -OS ).

These data seem to sugge st tliat the rela ticonship 13.etweert pcDsi nforoernent
and student achievement may be v.ery carip 1e. In 1)rt3.eu 1, -the- of posi-
tive reinforcement may impede acadrsi_< gupwth by asi-zi g a ta51-ox-ierited
approach to instruction (e , prwaidjng staff :ei..eirt parac tjOe -tine infc7rming
students of their weak ne sses a s veil as thir stlengtins) . Fmatherrmore, t6 have
its intended effect, p0s reinf-orcern-u srould be tis-ed se active/. Y, 'that is,
only for those behaviors orle ants rerea teca negativ-e
should be directed towards only thcpse bIh.cjj0S dori wflts isontiried. As noted
earlier, , the aMount of rig.a6i ve reinforc enint usded in th-e j_n-depth study schools
was small and varied lit tie. Ho-ve%ger, I tThe amconn-t cf Vos itive re infor cement
varied considerably. ilrus a hig1er pet-6 en-tage o-f pos-ti-ve re rif-ericennent in
fact, indicates a greater obsclute amain t. Half tt-ae in--depth s&1iol 5 wee ob-
served 'kis ing more than. 1310 prcent pos re.i.nfearenent , It !nal' be that 80
percent represents an al:)olute arnont so large &s t Vire-clulde se
schools scoring high in -the Ilse ef posit iV rein.Jorcerien t may ha_ve been using
this technique excessive ly and t.,4'he d trineint thir.,s-mudent s.

Reading and math iristrictiori&Ll paatioes wre i tidgat.ed in the Lft--41epth
study through observatiom of clamoorri tvitie, Tacales' be iiefs and
attitudes conoerning readirn and maLtk in stirtle-tiom vaer i=vestdgated bq means
of interviews -.with teacherS o_f tbe obser-ve,3 c2ase, ioncl tt-Ircaigh a se lf-
adrrnisiered teacher cvieti-onxiaire_

As could be anticipated, mc,re va-TiaLtion olnse nthet -tea_cher5 actually
did in their classes tbam as folina Lr t-eahes' attit--ud.es and b-elaefs, a.s ex-
pressed in their intervilewo and cuest_j.ohmareo.

V-10
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Instruction1 practices _ and beliefs ncasured by four variables showed a rela-

tionship to achievement. The first three of these variablesuse of instruc-
tional obdectives, providing students with a sequence of practice steps, and

providing students with feedback on specific strengths and weaknesseswere
used to compose an Instructional Process Index.

Schools that 1iere higher on the instructional ProceSs Index wcre

significantly more likely to shoW gafn in,reading and math

achievements.

Findings regarding the fourth va ableteachers' use of positive reinforce-
mentshowed a strong inverse relationship with reading achievement andra.

weaker (not statistically significant)'inverse relationship with mat achieve-

ment. (Positive: reinforc_ement in this analysis involved-teachers' use of

praise and pointing out some students asvositive role models.) Further qq-A

examin tion of these findings indicated the following:

Teachers used more oositve reinforcement when they reported

lower expectations for their students and when 1974 pretest scores

were relatively low.

4i( In those schools where teachers placed relatively less emphasis

on psycho-emotional goals, students shoWed significantly more ga

in math achievement.

Teachers who were observed praising stud s less were also

observ d providing more practice time.

Teachers who used less positive reinforcement were significantly

more likely to feel.that it was important to provide feedback to

students on specific strengths and weaknesses.

v-19
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INSTRUCTIO AL RESOURCE USE AND RESOURCE COSTS

This chapter focuses on the resource's-used by schools to support reading and
math programs for students in the ESAA sample, and on the costs associated
with those resources. Specifically,.the questions that guided the analysis
reported below incInd

What were the major types of instructional resources used in
prOviding reading and math services to students in the ob erved
classes, arid how were the reSOurces utilized?

Were there discernible patterns in the way resources were used
among successful schools that set them apart from nonsuccessful
schools?

'Were there systematic differen es in resource c Sts associated
with reading and math instruction in the succ ful and non-
successful schools?

The methodological procedures used in this analysis are briefly discussed in
the next section_of this chapter, and data on the major resources used for
readiqg and math instruction are presented. The discaSsion then shifts
the way in which successful:and nonsucoessful schools typically allocated
their respective resources and to the costs associated with 'allocation

'Patterns. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the major findings.
A. more detailed account of the methodology used in the cost analysis can be
found in Appendix B.

VARIABLE DEFINIT PTIVE AN YSIS

SOURCE CR DATN-AND DEFINITIONS'

The.iristructional. resources of primary concerm,in this study are those that
bear on the provisio- reading and math instruction:

22:1211i422_521±7-clessroom teachers, reading specialists, math
specialists, instructional aides, and resource teachers. ,

Support StaffpSycholog
and librarians.

counselor , speech therapists, principals,

c. Equipmenttape recorders, record players, projector!, controaled
readers, listening eenters, and teaching machines.



Materialsself-instructional programs, non-text books, instructi nal
games, and supplies.

Staff Development--_
training.

ading inserVice Linin and math inservica

Major emphasis was placed on measuring the actual us e of each resource in
reading or math instruction within the.observed classroonis and.not merely on
measuring resource availability within a school. To collect resource-use data,
two types of instruments were employed. The, primary instrument'was a self-
admini§tered questionnaire for teachers that inclUded questions on the eXtent
to which a teacher allocated time to reading and math instruction and used
special instructional staff in the classroom. Teachers were also asked to
provide information on their-use of instructional equipment and materiAls, and
on the amount of-inservice training received in the past year. This Source
of information,was supplemented by classroom observation protocols, completed
by the in-depth interviewers, that prOVided d4e on classroom characteristics,
resource facilities, and various instructional materials_ that were available
and used in the classroom.

METHODOLOGICAL PROCEDURES

The reso rce-use data collected from each teacher of the observed classes wer
used for two different purposes. On the one hand, class-level data were-aggre-
gated to the school level and used to describe the frequencies with which
differentresources were allocated to reading or math instruction. On th
other hand, the same resource-use data were used in conjunction with average
resource prices to estimate the resource costc associated with the provision,
of reading and math in the observed classes. Each purpose entailed somewhat
different methodological procedures. For the most part, specific resource-
use variables,were defined in terms of single item indicators. For analytic
purposes, schOols Were normally ranked high, moderate, or low on each resource-
use variable.

An Equipment Use Intensity Scale was designed to differentiate schools 1
terms of the frequency with which different types of instructional equipment
were used for math or reading. A school was given a score of 1 for eacb type
of equipment used on a frequent basis (i.e., at least one to two hours'each
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week) by a majority of observed teachers. It was possibla for a school t

score from 0 to 9 on this scale, with a value of-9 indicabing that a majorit\

of teachers frequently *Bed many different types of equipment in their cl se4
Actually, school values varied fro% 0 to 4. Schools were ranked high if two. 1

or more types of equipment were used frequently, and leow if one or no type of

equipment was used frequently. Fifteen elementary SchcOls ranked high and

eight ranked low on this scale; one elementary school did not provide usable

data..

Different prooedure4 were required to convert resou ce-use data into resource

cost estimates. The purpose;of this conversion was to Obtain cost esLmates

for providing reading and math instruction to students in the observed classes

ancicin turn, to assesS succesaful and nonsuocessful s hools on the basis of

their relative resource coat allocations.

Procedurally, each teacher's cost for teaChing reading or math was calculated

by multiplying Ehe proportion of time spent in reading or math by the teacher's

average annual salary. An anneal average salary scale-was calculated on the

basis of actual salary data from districts participating in the in-depth study

and included consideration of a teacher's rformal educatiMfl and experience.

Once each teacher's reading and math resource oosts we calculated, theSe costs

were summed to determine the school's overall teacher costs for providing read-

ing and math- A similar procedure was followed in calca ating the costs of

special instructional and nom-instructional staff associated with the reading

- or math.programs in the school.

Costs associated with'using instructional equipment

lated on the basis of an average annualized capital an

type of resource multiplied by the proportion of time

resource in reading or math. For instructional supplie
was assigned to each stedent in a teacher's reading or math class.

rials Wee cal u-
ratifIg co for each

h teaeher used the
a standardized co$t

A general estimate of reading and math inservice costs :for classroom teachers

was calculated by multiplying each teacher's hourly rate by the total hours of

training reseived in the past year. While this proedUre did not take into

consideration all of.the associated training costs, it was the best estipati

procedure available for this study;

The procedures outlined above Were used to develop' reading and math prdgrain

resource costs for the elementary schools in the in-depth study. In the

followipg section, a descriptive analysis of major tesolace allocation

patterns in the elementary sohools is pfesented.
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DESCRIPTIVE AALYSIS OF RE _ING

Instruc 1 u Setti

TH SOURCE AILO_ T..

Eighteen of the 24 elementary hools in the in-depth study used andard-
size classroons, with either stationary or movable furnitureq for regular class
instruction. The remaining six schools typically had large rooms that provided
an open learning environment or were partitioned into several sutaller instruc-
tional areas, Fourteen of the schools provided special-purpoSe areas within
the classrooms for,audiovisual equipment use, painting-, or small-group story-
telling activities; the remaining l0 schools provided such areas outsidethe
classroom, usually in a *resource center. About half of the echeoll'provided
pullout-remedial reading or math classes, which wene.often held in-resource or
learning centers.

/
Apong the study schools, average oJss size ranged from 16 to 34 students;
Zndicated by Table VI-1.

ns

le VI-1: Distribution of Average Class Size Within Schools'

Class Size
Number
School

18-21 students 3 (12:5)

\<22725UstUdente 4(16.7)

26729 students 6(25.0)

30-34 students 4(16.7)

No consensue 7(25.1)

24(100%)

and Emphasis

_Elementory schools were divided eguall between those with teaohers who spent
an average of 21 to 26 hours each weeX in classroom Instruction covering all
subjects, and those having teachers who spent more than that a unt, as the
distribution in Table VI-2 shows.

*Variation in class size within eAch Of these schools was so great hat the
consensus rule could not 6e applied, $ee Chapter-II for a iscussion of
the consensus rule.
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Table VI-2: actkers', Average Weekly Titna Allocatio to In

ITYP Instruct.ofl ' Range ot vera Number Schools

All Types Cor 21-26 hou
27-3$ hours

12(50.0)
12 (50.0)
24 (100%)

Formal Reading 4-5 hours 4(16.7)

6-9. hours 12(50.0)

10 hours and above 8(33.3)
24 (100%)

Reading Related 3-4 hou,rs

5 hou,rs
6 hours and above

Forinal Math 2-5 hoUrs
6-9 hours
'10 hours

Math4elated

d ah,ove

0 hoUrs

1-4 hoUrs
5 hours
No cons sus

VI-5

0

5(20.9)
11(45.8)
8(33.3)

24(100%)

.19(79.2)
3(12.5)

.2 C 8.3)
24 (100%)

10(41.6)
12 (50.0)

4.2)
3.( 4.2

24 (100%)



The dataan Table Vi-2-also indicate that regular classroom teachers endedto
spend more of their inst4uctiOna1-time ip formal reading and'reading-telated
activities than in math activities.* ,For example, 1n20 schools, teachers
spent an average of six hourS or,more each week in formal reaAing, while in
19 dchObls, teachers devoted be'tween two and five hours each week to formal

Math. all of the elementary,schools spent some time in reading-related-
instrUction, whereas teachera in 10 schoolvs devoted no additional time to

math-elated inst'ruCtion.

Instructional St

With few exceptions, the,
room teacher staffing pia
full-time classroom teache
ists were used in some cases
teaching approach.

" .

All ofNthe classroom tea
least a Bachelor's deg,teei
had Master's degrees.

,1n eight schools, mo
teaching experience;
experience; and in three
years of teaching exPeri

0

n ary schools followed fairly cdnventional class-
that isr regular classes were_taught by:one-.

although instructicinal aides and remedial special-
Only four elefaentary schools Used a team-

a

110 participated in the sttldy'had earned at *
ght schools two or More of tfie 6bserved teacners

the observed teachers had from one ifb five'years of
ur schools, most of them had from six to 10 years of
hcols, most ot %he teachers had betweefi 11 and 18

-**

Ddta- n the use of special instructional and support staff are-presented in
Table V1-3. Near;y tWioe as many schools used reading specialists As used math
specialists fortiane hour or more each week.

About half of the schools did not have instructional aides. Among the remain-
.

ing school's, use of aides varied considerably./ rangiAg from an'average of two
hours to an average of Z1 hotArs each week; .As might be expected, a majority of

elementary'schciols did iiot make frequent use'of dpeech t erapists or school

counselors in the observed classes.

*Teachers were asked to estimate how.much instruotU.onal time each week they
'devoted to reading-relad and math-related instruction. Reading-related,

.instruction,refers to instruction whose primary fotus might be history or
social science, but in which ..200,teacher attemp'ts to present qie lesson so
as tO improve or develop reading'skills as Well. -.5imilarly, math-related_-

instruction refers to the teaching of spience so as to improve math-skills

also.
1

/

**The dataffOr eight schoo ried so widely that no central tendency was

observed. One school did not provide data on this.item.
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Talble VI-3. Average Weekly

-e of Spec' Sta

Peading Specialists
v

Ma h Specialls-s

Instructional Aies

ol Counselors'

Speeph Therapists

Spe ial Instructionai and Support Staf

bf Averages

0 hours

1-3 hours

4-7 hours

0 hoUrs

3 hours

6 hours

O hours

1-5 hours

8-21 hours

O hours

1-2 hours

3-4 hours

O hours

1-2 hours

3-4_hours

1 0

Number df Schools

6(25.0)

5(20.8)

13(54.2)

24(100%)

14(5 .4)

2( 8.3)

8(33.3)

24(100%)

11(45.8)

5(20.9)

8(33.3)

24(100%)

1 (79.2)

3 (12.5)

2( 8.-3)_

24 (100%)

15(62.5)

2(. 8.3)

7(29.2)

24(100%)





Instructional Esuisment and naterial- Use

c,As- noted earlier, most of the 24 elementary schools had either special-purpose

areas within the classroom or resotree centers that contained special instruc-

tional_equipment. Threetypes of equipment were frequently used for

instruction.* Eight schools made frequent use of tape recorders in i struc-

tion -and 10 schools made frequent use of movie projectors. A.majority of

teachers in 16 schools typically used record players to asSist in theJ.nstruc7

tional process. Schools that made frequent use of equipment tended to use two

4 or more different types,of equipMent. For example, 1.5\of the 24 elementary

schools demonstrated an intensive use** pattetn with reR.rd to a combination

of tape recorders, record players, and movie projectorg to supplement other

resourceS in the classroom or learning center. Other types of equipment used

infrequently, if at all, were slide projectors, overhead projeotorS,'filmstrip'

projectors, and tea.ching machines.

A common form of supplementaLy materials was non-text books-16cated in the

clasAroom. Eighteen schools usedthese,books at least once weekly. Other

,schools used then only one or two times mcnthly, if at:all. 'Similar to the

use ofnontext books, 20 schools used instructional games'or kits cm at least

a weekly basis, with the remaining,schools making very limited use of them.

While a majority of schools made use of non-text hocks and instructional gapes

,-or kits as supplementary resources, veryjimated use was,made of math or read-

ing programmed packages as either primary or supplementary materials. -.Only

four schools Used programmed pacXages;.they wore used in both reading and math

Inservice Tr- nim Classroom Teachers

ScoMewhat more emphasis was placed on-providing insexvice tra ning im reading

than on inservice.training in math. Twelve schools provided an average

of 10 hours or less of reading inservice training, while the remaining 11 schools

previded in average of'14 to 85 hours of reading inservice training. Eighteen

sChools provided an average of 10 hours or less of math inservice_training.***

*Frequent use was defined as use of a type of eqUipment one or more times '

each week by a majority of observed teachers within a School.

Intensive use was defined as use of two or more types of equipment on

_a_frequent basis.

*Data were missing on one schooL.
t7



A summary of u-ce-wse in the n-depth elementary schools shOws the

following patterns:

A majority of schools provided regular instruction In standard-

size classroomS that included speCial-purpose areas fOr

individualized or small-group instruction.- Nearly half of

the schools had resource'or learning centers for their students

There w substantial variation in average class size anong the

schoolS. Half of the schools had an average class size of
between 26 and 30 students, while most ofthe remaining schools

averaged between 20 and 25 students per class. Average class

size ranged from 18 to 34 students, with a median value of

2.6 students.

While teachers in 12 schdols devotedan average of 21 to 26 hoUrs

'to class instruction, teachers in4the other 12 schools reported

spending up to 35 hours in instruction each week.

Teachers devoted Much more time to formal readi g than to:fornal

math instruction each week; many teachers spent twice as much

time in reading as in math. A majority of,teachers attempted to

integrate the development of reading skills with lessons in

other subjects, such as history or social sciences. Teachers

were much less inclined to integrate the development of math

skills with lessons in other subjects, such as science.

e. Although mo t schools used only one classroom teacher for each

class, with only lour schools following a team-teaching approach,

the use of additional special instructional staff was fairly

common. Eighteen schools used remedial readAng specialists from-

two to six hours each week in the classes observed. Exposure to

a remedial reading specialist tended to be in addition to regulai

class reading. About haa pf the schools did not have instrUc-

tional aides, while the other half used-aides from two hours each

week (on the average) to over 20 hours. Schoo/ counselors and

speech therapists were not typically used in elementary schools.

Fiftee of the 24 el entary schools used instructional equipment

'intensively; that is, these schools used some,CoMbination of tape

recorders, record players, and movie projectors at least twice ,

-each week to SUpplement other resources.

A majority of schools made extenSive use of non-text books and

instructional games. Programmed packages were not common primary

orsupplementary materials among the schools studied.

VI-9
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All of the teachers had Bachelor's degrees, but few had Master's
degrees. Teachersin half of the schools had from one to 10 yearS
of teaching erperiendet teachers in the other schools either
averaged between 11 and 18 years of experienCe or varied so much
that am average would be misleading.

More emphasis was placed on reading inservice training for class-
toom teachers than on math inservice training.

RELATIONAL AVALYSIS

In analyzing the ways in which.schools allocated their resources, we were
concerned with answering two questions:

To what extent were-nesources allocated on the besis of nee

To what extent was the resource allocation stratew effective
neising student achievement?

RELATI NSHIP OF WEED TO RESOURCE ALLOcrION

in

Schools were defined as "needy" or "less needy" on the basis of their coreined
reading and math 1973 pretest Scores. The 12 lowest-ranked schools were
identified:a.s needy and the other 12 mere identified as less needy.

To assess whether or not resources were differentially allocated irt the needy
&ncl less "needy schools, average per-pupil resource'costs were calculated for
each groupof schools. T-tests were calculated toassess whether or not the
observed differences between needY anp less needy schools were significant at
the .10'leve1 : The results of cur analysis, as presented in Table VI-4, ate
,summarized below.

The ne_edy_schoels had somewlia_g0=2FeLpfr- '1 resource costs for ss-

room teachers them the_ less needy ones.

On the aver ge, classroom teachers, in needy gchools devoted more time to rea&-
Dig and math instrUction, including lesson plan preparation, than teachers, in
the less needy stbools

,

2. The resource costs for remedial readi ecialis s were near'
h h in need sc o_,s as the were in less e sc bols whereas th_
re

ice Et' s

_urce 005 remedial math s_ rIte_r-a

in needy schools.
ei.ht times a_ ea

*It should be noted that nine of, the 12 schools classified as less needy did
not use remedial math specialists at all. The average perpupil cost of a6_40
is based on the use of math specialists in three schools only.

1 1 1.
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T-- le VI-4s AVarage Per-Pupil Resource Costs for Schools Ranked Low

(Needy) and High Less Needy) on 1973 Pretest Scores

P.verage Per-Pupil
.Costs in Needy

Schools

Aserage Per-Pupil
Oulsts in less

Schools
04 =1_0.

Classroom teachers' $199.53° $165.40

Reading specialists 74.33 40.29*

instructional aides 31.13 ' 22.57

ClaSsroom_teachers. reading
inservice training 6.72 4.40

Equipment use .38 1.01

Materials use 7.09 9.58

Reading Totals:

sources

$319.18 $262.25

Classroom teachers1

Math . specialists

$118.94
57.59

$11)66.:488**

Instractionelaides 14.23 10.70

Classroom teachers' math
inservice training

3_84 2.85

EguiTment ase -16

Materials,ase
2.9E 390*

Math Tota l.97.72 4135.88**

Combined Reeding and Math Totals: -- 516.90 4398.13*

ce for S Services

Tine classroom teachers devote to
administrative work $ 55.33 87.84*

counseling ana testing for students2 12.85 22.57

Non-instructional staff support3 13.15 18.14

Principal's time in assisting classZoc

, teachezs4
10.96 10.07

support Service Totals: -747---------- $ 92.29_ $136.62**

Combinectlotals for Reading,
tl, and Support Services: -. ----- $609.19 $536.75

Daffereace between t_ ans is siqnificat at the .10 level.

biffereace between the mean_ is Significant at the: .05 level.

Thi,s is a:Oomposite verble that
inatructioa and lesson plan preparatx n

-;

2This includes the tirr0 'SChool courise1or or pe

st,44ents in the ESAA Samples.

t
T'hi includes.the time social woxIcers, librardams, spe ch

othr support sersonnel devoted to the students in the ESAA samples.,

nolUdes the time teachers devote

- (for'reading or nath).,

-chologists spent with'the

4Thds cost pertains only to time principals devoted to assisting te _

with specific instructional or classroom problems.

erapists, amd

--che s

12



While the resoue mst differences between 'the two types cif schools were also
'reflected in tt use -of instructional aides, the differences were not as great
as in tile lase of' remEdial specialists.

3. More I.,nservice trai r classroom teach as d in tb
schools.

For both reading arid math, the needy schools allocated more 'of heir teachers'
tine to imservice training than the less needy schools . Hence, the average
per-pupil costs for both types of staff development activities were greater
for We needy schools * This difference provides additional evidence_ that the
needy schools emphasized the use of instructional staff and provided them'-with
frequent opportunities for inproving their imstructional skills.

Uction, the less need schools had h h

However, it should be noted that the less needy schools had higher resource
costs AS sociatedLwith teaChers performing administrative duties. The higher
teacher resource costs associated with performing administrative duties
prObably account for spme portionk of the Lower teacher resource costi for,
instructional staff in. less needy schools.

Similarly, the Less needy schools had higher resource costs assoCiated with
ProVidj,ng counseling amd testing services to the ohserved etudents than the
needy kChools. Thef same pattern was seen in the use of socialforkers,
Librarians , amd other non-instructional staff terbers. Quite consistently,
the less needy schools allocated,more non-instructional staff_ resources to the
ESAA-sarnple students than the needy school's.

The data presented in Table V1-4 clearly suggeSt that the needy schools stressed
inOtruction in basic skills and emphasized the use of remedial specialists,
while the less needy s chools 61aced less emPhasis on the use of remedial special-'
ists amd more emphasis on equipment and materials Use and on the provision of
spacial support services such as counseling and testing.

OdSHXP OF RESOURCE ALLCCAT1 N TO CRIEVENENT

In the Preceding section findings were summarized concerning tho relationShip
of need (based upon. 19 73 pretest sdores) to the ways in which schools allocated
their resources.

*Staff development cogt were determined by multiplying the time teachers Were
in read±nq or math in Vice training activities by their hourly salari rates.

VI-12
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In this section we are cicrrtd with examining tlie relat ioraslf.ip of re aouxce
allocation to reading and math_ actieveralen_t tleed Un ,197 4-105 s.chletrerneilit
gain scores. In the' identification of six-Cciass ful- and Vihn-succensful
as described in Chaper II , nine sohaol0 r.7-ere oilasi.ie:3 a s Oncoessful and
15 were .classified as nonsuccessf-el ia re_acang 3.111 14 scThools weze aassified
_as successful in math while the neniiti±:g- le were clasif_iee an n-onsuccessful
in math. These groups of schools were ex_anaried in xelati-on tew di. fferences
instructional casts,

Tables V2-5, VI-6, end VI-7 pres'e-31t -the w-verage per--puiL ccst a..sscci.atec3 with
each type of instructional escour.ce used 25, the slic.cesfu_l Ond th.e nortsilocessful.
elementary sollools.. T-tesig were calctila-ted to) a=s4ess_ wh-etraer or- not the4
observed differences] .betweer2 aticc.essful a_nd norieu-cmss ffla schoo1 s. were signifi-
caiL at the .20 level. rite firdings aae sumgai.ed below,

\
Table VI-5 : Average Rer-Pu.2#1_ Radn q Ii...esolurafe Cos ts foX S-cho7O1B Ranked

.ement GainsiSuccessfa.1 and. NI cciesfiLa oil Fakdindg

Ave rage ler--P-upi Oog ts
Readiflg Resouxce Staccess-fu.3. soho-ols

ClasSroom teachers2
'Jteading SpeCialisto
Instructional aides
Classroom teachersv readi

C21 9 3

hirerage pmr-_101.191.1 Costs
-squil Schools
.\35)

$L037 81 195.25
16 ;46.5.4
25. 29.'26

inservice training 4. 48 6.20
Equipment use . 37 .90.
Materials-ase 6. 73 9.5C

o 1s : 3.01. 91 2135.65

*Difference between the niea.ns s signi fiaryt a.-t t_h5 .14 Level.

1The ranicings were based ort r ng

for 41974-1975.
a-tjn rerj MXIge s

2This is a copposite 'variable tha.t hadlies _the tittle ea=hers
instruction and lesson plar1 izezep.arati,on in_ re.adi-ng,

at ed

V 1-L3

_
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Table Ill-
,'

Average Per-Pupil Math Resource Costs-for Schools Ranksd
Successful and Nonsuccessful on Nath Achievement Gains2

Average PerPupil Copts Average Per-Pupil Costs
Math Resources in. SuCcessful Schools in onsiiccessfuL Schools

Classroom teachers2
(N 14)

$114.13

(N = 10)

$116.95
Math specialists 42.79, 12.30
Instructional aidee 9.98 15.44**
Classroom teachers' zth
inservice training 2.72 4.22

Equipment use .14 .28
Materials use .62

TotaLs:,------- $17.06 2 1

*Difference between the, means -is significant at the .10 level.

*Difterenae between the means is significant at the .05 levet.

'irte rankings were based on math national percentile chan4e scores
for 2974-1975.

2
-This is a composite variable that includes the time
to instruction and lesson plan preparation in math.

teachers devoted

Table VI-7: Average Per-Pupil Support Stsrvide Resource Costs
for Schools Ranked Successful and Nonsuccessful
oa Combined Reading aad Math Achievement Gains 1

Average Per-Pupil costs
11221't in Success ful2 Schools

Average -Pupil Costs
innNOnsuccessful SohoOls

Services
(NT= 9) 15) -

Time claSsroom teachers devote
to administrative vork . 71.59 $ 71.58
Counteling and testing Tor
students2-' 15:86 18;'El2 0

Non-inetructional staff support3 15.86 15.51
.Principalis time in assisting
classroom teachers4 8.70 11.80

Totals: ------- $112.01 $117.52

1The ran)cings iere. tased on combined reading and math
dhange scores for 197471.975.

This tncludes the tine school c unselors
eligible students.

national per entile

psychologists spent

-
This includes the time social workers, speech therapists, and other
sul5Port personnel devo ed to ESAA-eligible students.

4This cost pertains only.to the time principals devoted to. ass iting
teachers'with spec fie instructional or 'classroom problems.

hESAA.-

4



*

The maccessful schools tended to have h' e

The successful schools had an average per-pupil oost of nearly $302 in re-v g-

d-approximately $173 in math. Comparable figures for the nonsuccessful

schools are $286nand $153, respectivoly. In both successful and nonsucc7f, :1

schools, more resources were allocated to reading than to math. The suctul
and nonsuccessful schools were about equal in their relative emphasis on read-
ing and math: the successful schools average per-pupil reading resource costs
represented about 64 percent of their average combined reading and math resource
costs, whereas the nonsuccessful schools' reading resource oaT represented
65 percent of their combined resource costs. None of the comparisons were ste-

'sticaLly significant.

labstantially_mor.e math

The successful'schools reported over three times more resource co ts for reme-

dial_math specialists than tl-e nonsuccessful schooli, as the data in Table VI-6

indicate:A much higher.average per-pupil resource ,cost for-remedial readfng

specialists was,associated with reading-gain, although not :Significantly. _The

inportance of theSe-results is ampiOied by the fact that the schools thwt=were
the most academically needy_ in 1973 (when ESAA funding began), and allocate
substantial amount of eirledial specialists' time to ESAA-sample,students,

ended to be'the, most successful in terMs-of_maih-gain sciares. Nine of the 12

needy sctools In 1973 were suceessful in math in 1975;_only five of the L2 less

needy schools became successful in math. These results suggest- that schools that

enphasized the use of remedial specialists benefited more than schools-that made
differeat allocation dedisions.

,

The allocation of other resources:was higher in the nonsUccessful_schools.

Higher average per-pup,i1 resource costs for teacher inservice &aining, instruc-

tional aides, and equipmmnt and Materials occurred in_the nonsuccessful schools.

The significant'ly higher Per-pupil costs for ,instructional_aides in the non-

successful scilools is consistent with the inverse relationship between the use

of paid aideSand actlievement reported in Chapter IV. Indeed, the mere mmploy-
ment of instructional aides in the classroom did not contribute to achievemmnt.

What diAd seem to contritmte to 'school gains was
1the use of parent in

the-classroom.

The nonsuccessful sch
p er-pApL1 resource -cos

the mos.t part, also had slightly hiq]ier average
support services, such as counseling and testing.

116
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This chapter focused on two areas: the allocation of resources in schOls
classified as needy arid less needy (based upon 1973 pretest ranking), and the
relationship of resource allocation to Success (based upon 1974-1975 achieve-
ment gain scores). Our findings indicate that the successful schools had
somewhat higher per-pupil resource coftslifor reading and math than the non-. successful schools. This difference, in large measure, wasclue to the
succeSsful schools' greater emphasis on using remedial specialists in math
and reading. The nonsuccessful schools tended to emphasize, more than did the
successful ones, the use of instructional aides, classroom teacher time ln

.

reading, teacher inservice training, and use of equipment and materials. The
benefits from these allocation decisions seeilled to have been more limited than
the successful schools' benefits from using remedial specia.listk in math, and,
to a lesser extent, in-reading.

a
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CHAPTER VII

I-

EQUAL1T OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTURTZ

One of the objectives of the act_authorizing the E$AA, Gzanta Progxam is to

identify'"....the needs incident to the elimination Minority-group segrega--

tion and disorimination..., This key objective hav,joade equality of educa-

tional opportunity (EEO) an important outcome measure in the evaluation of the

Ebergency School Aid Act. This chapter reporte,the reaUlts_obtained from an

in-depth look at EEO. Additional tables and other supportirig material can be

found in Appendix F. References to the tables are giWen parenthetically in

the text of this chapter; for example, (F-1: a .0) Where '-`1"'indicates-the

section of the appendix and "1" the specific table',

The.minoity student population in the in-depth study Ohools wls\atMost

entirely Black. However, these schools varied in their racial compoSitio ,and

in tlieir desegregation history. Someof theksdhoole were rn districts th t

had been awarded Basic,BSAA grants and.had desegregatedr. were in the process

of desegregation, or were planning fordesegregation:_certain other'schoo

in districts that repeived Pilot ESAA-grants, were .notdesegregatinTc Table VII4q

reports the racial composition of the schools selected forin-depth study.

As shown in Table VII-1; all of the secondary' echoOls Contained a very large

proportion of majority studen J, while 19 of the 24 elementary schools contained
,

large proportions of minority students most of the BED analysis that follows

is based on observational measUrei that compared the treatment accorded to,

jority and minorfty it'udeAS and examined relationa iietweem different racial/

ethnic groups. Co.nsequently, the results reported in this chapter focis on the

16 elementary schdols in which fewer than 90 percent of the studentswere of a

single racial/ethnic group (i.e.;:schools in which diffeientlal treatment and

some intergroup interactions was possible).
.

deveral different kinds of School behavior were examined in the in-depth study

to assess the extent to whiCh majority and minority etUdents were afforded

equality of educational opportunity in'deseiregated alementary,schobls. In this'

chapter, reiults of the analysis of the folloOing five dimensiobs of EBO are

described:

Equal _y of educat.onal pr tices

Student integration

Student perceptions' of egual educatkonal

Teachers' p_ Wp:' perceptions of EO pQLiy

Racial and ethnic representativeness' of _par en visitors to the
.

s
i

,
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Tab e VTI-1. Minority coup Composition of Sc hooLs
SqleOted fo pth Study*

e Minority Enro

51-70% 71-90%

Secondary
Pchools

5

,*The information contai

grant application for th e study year 1974-1975-
Table VII-1 was taken frorn the ESAA

VARIBLE DEFINITION AND SOORC PTIVE ANALYSI

EQUALIT OF EDUCATIONAL PRAcTrc

Several vractices of school staf
EEO were examined inithe in-d
tent EEO indicators afforded n

case--the extent to which assembiljoa
-

heritage themes, or featured minorit

-e assumed to plioations.-for
y Two practices that might be impor-
isons amongthe study schools. In one
cused upon cultural enrichment/dultural

eople--insaficient data were tolle7ted
on school assembly programs. In relation to the other praCtiee--the,extent to
which Minority students participatea in cocurricular actiVities--we found that '
'there were practically no cocarriCular acti'vities in the elementary scho(4s,"and
only two of the high schools bad a Wficiant. mixture Of students to_compare
majority Nnd minority participation.

Three importan% wayS in which scipols nay provicle equali,y of ducatiohal
opportunity to students of alI'reced'are repOrted in this, seCtion: Classroom
seating patterns, use of multi-ethnic materials1 and the use Of'positive amd
negative instruct onal reinforcement by the teacher.

:The underlying as umption of the alysis described here i that students from
any racial/ethnic group did not receive equal educational oppQztunity if they
Were segregated .in Classroom seating, if they systematically d.d not receve
their proportional share of the poW-tive reinforCement givw n. by the teach
or if they were exposed to c1assro6m raterials that were nOt represenbativ of
a multi-racial society": The first pert of this chapter prOwides a dps tion
of these measures of EEO.

---



Segregated 5eatiri tterns With Schools

In eaph of the classrooms observed at eacb site, seating charts woie coppleted

that recorded students' race, sex, and seating Iodation. TWo separate measures

of racial seguaatiOn mere derivod froM4these seating charts.

/For the firs measure, schools were ranked in terms of the number -f observed
-

classes-that-were racially homogeneoUe,U4,4e.N 90 percent or more of the students

in the class were either majori.ty or mindrity). Of the 95 classes observed in

the 16 desegregated elementary schools, 14 had homogeneous classes according to

e above definition: nine claSses were coMposed almost entirely of minority

students and five olas es were composed almost entirely of majority students.

Ten of the 4 desegregated elementary schools were observed to have no homoge-

neous classes. In two schools, four of the six-clabses that were observed were

racially hoMogeneous. Two schools had two 11lomogeneous classes out of_the six

that were observed, and two schools had one homogeneous class Cart of six.

Of the-six element ry schools with.homogeneous classes, ,three had classes with

a racial compos4tion in 'propPrtion--to what could be expected on the basis of

chance probability (i.e., given the prepOrderance of one racial group in the

school). In the three_schools that r aucd, two reportel etWtensive use of

achievement grouping procedures to malPO'Class assignments.
4

The second nde)C.Of racial segregation .c4Aft from observation of segregated

seating arrangemeqts within desegregated Olasses. Unlike the previous measure

of racial seFegation, this particular index is not affected by the percentage

of minority students in the school, or by school-level or class-level adhieve-

ment grouping procedures. All seating arrangements examined ip this analysis

reflected seating assignments made by the teacher without the,use of achieve-

-sent grouping criteria. Chi-sguare or Fisher's Exact TestS were calculated for

all seating charts that met the above driteria and showed some evidence of

racial seating patterns. Each seating chart was divided into four or six cells,

depending on the nuMber of students in clams. Evidence for racial segregation

within desegregated classes was based On the statistical inference that minority

and majority students were no't randomly distributed among the cells inIther--
!i

'seating chart (a g ,10).

Almost two-thirds of the desegregated elenentary schciols showed no evidence of

segregated-seating. For this analys. data were ,obtained for four to six

classes per site. tn twp schools, one cas had a segregated seating pattern;

two schools had.tWO classes with segregated seating patterns; amd in two.schools,

three or more OlaWses were observecrtO hove segregated seating patterns. As'

noted previously, only those'Classes Were idcluded where the teacher made-the ---

seating assignMentS.

Further analysis Of the seating chartS d4d riot reveal a systematic difference,

in the seating loA:ation of minority StUdentS; they were justias likely to be

doncentrated in the front of the room as4n the back of the room. They were

also just as likely to be near the teachees desk as away froM it.
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A word of caution should be interjected.at this point. We are,reporting the
.,fect that segregated cea.ting patterns were observed in'some classes, in a little
over one-third of the scho we have no way pf knowing if any teachers used
segregated seating arrangelnAnts fpr the purpose of ;educing interracial contact
in 'desegregated classes. TescherS' intent may for example, have been to.reduce

,minority.or majority students' feelings of isolation-within desegregated classes.
NOnetheless, the nuMber of classes displaying non-random seating patterns seeMs
appreciable, and; as we indicate later, this type of segregated seating pattern'
appears to be associated with other mAsures of EEO, such.as the.gse of multi-
ethnic materials and teAcher use of positive and negative reinforcement.

The Use o Multi-Ethnic Xntructional Material and Classroom Display'

Another area of interest, in the _in-depth study of EEO concerned the amount o,
multi-ethnic materiel observed in the selected olassrboms.- Observers insPected
all-forms-of instructanal materAl'and class displays, and...ratad the amminE Of
multi-ethnic material used in eachclass on a four-point scale. The in-depth
study schools were found to vary in the.use of-multi-etbniorMatprlials--nearly
one-third of the desegregated elementary schools had_two or more observed
classes with .no multi-ethnic Material. Table,VII-2 reports the observed use
'of nr.ilt -ethnic material in minority-impapted and clasegregated schools.

T -e VII-2. Use f flui'ti-Ethnic mpterial in segregated
and Minority-Impacted ,Schools

-:Numbe of Observed
Classes Per School
Using No Multi-
Ethnic material*

, Number. jhools

nority-Impacted'
(90% Or More.Minority)

Desegregated
(Less Than 90%

(Minority or Majority)'

None 3(42.9) 3(18;8)

1
. -

6(37.5)
,

2 (14.3) 4(25.0)

3 , 2(28.6) 1 (6.3)

:4 1(14.3) 2 12.

7(100%) 16 (100%)

*Tfie number of olasseS obs rvedHat each school was either five or six.
, 1



Anotbee observation made during the two-week eite,visits involvedethe -amount of

e- positive and negative reinforcement 9f students bY tbe.teacher. Three 10-

minute observations of the teacher's responses to studehts' behavior:were made

during each day of observation. Observers recordedthe race_br'ethniCity of e

the students involved in.each of these te'achereStudent interactions,. -Teacher

-leehaviors that were scered.as "legative" (or unsupportive) included _ignoring,

isolating, or criticizing the_stedent; sendihg the Student out df-the class;
and n6t giving the sti4dent suffleient time Wrespond to a questien. Positive

teacher behavior.incluaed complieenting the student or indicating pproval by

othee means, arid giving the student additional.responsibilitieseer privileges

in 4y.as. Schools were coded as having a racial difference in exposure to
eositiveor negative teacher behavior if the observed frequency-of'Sueh behavior"

Was greater than 10 pereent of the proportion of edoh-group-(mihority or major,-

ity) in all classee that were observed. Table_VII-3 presents the,distribution:.

1 of schools in. which different aeOunts of negative reinforcement were given to

rity and majority atudentse

/

'TabLe V1I-3 reveals a racial bias ,against minority students in .V.ie allocation of

negative (and positiVe) teacher behavior in five'of the 16 desegregated elementaey
\ ,

schools; in theee schoola, proportionately mefe negative reinfercement appeareat

to.be directed-toWard minority StudentA. In three schools, proportionately less
negative teaCher behavior appeared te be directed toward minority students, while

en four of the.16 desegregated rlementary Schools', teacherS eere observed to

direct,proportional shares cef negative and positive reinfoiceeent to majoriey

and minority-students. we

'Although the number of cases wee Small, there was no'eliadence that differeeces

in teacher reinfdreement behavio varied with the percentage of minority studente

within desegregated elementary Se ools.e

snuosNT INTEGRATION

One of the mast important distinntions nade in the literature àf intergroup

relations cencerns the distinction between desegregation and integration (Cohen,

Pettigrew,and Riley, 1e72). desegrega ed4pchoolsoaee those in-which minority

and majority students attend the same thtitution, ere in clese physical proximo'

_ity, and yet maintain social dietancii from one another. Integrated schools, on,

the other hand, are those in which studeas of different racial2ethnic group
interact in woik or in play'. Teo field observatierns were conducted by the

observers to assess the degree of integration in the'desegregatedaschools:' (i

observations of student intergroup mixing during rebess periods for the observe

claases and (2) observations of intergroup mixing during the lunch hour.





Table VII-3. Comparison of Teacher Negative Reinforcement
Directed Toward Minority/Majority Students*

Teacher Negative Reinforcement Number of
Desegregated Schools

-re Likely-Received by Minority Students 5(31.3

_ess Likely Received by Minority Students 3(18.8)

Received by Minority/Majority Students in
Proportion to Their Numbers'

insufficient Cuunt of Reinforcement
to Make Judgment

1(25.0)

4(25.0) ,

16(100fq

'*The procedure used to caiculate differences in teachers' rein-
forcement practices Makes the OategorieS'of positive and negative

' teadher,behaVior rqutually exclusive'and exhaustive. Consequently, the
:schools shOwingdifferences'in positive'tpacher behaviorare the .

- same as those showing differences in pegative'teacher behavior;
--that is., in three schools minority stUdents were, observed to receive
more than their 1propoktional share of positive teacher behavior, and
in five schools they received less than their proPortiona share.

Both measukes revealed substantial intergroup-mixing in*the in-depth elementary
schools. For example, intergroup mixing was reported,during both recess and

----lunch in 12 of the 16 desegregated schools (F-1: a = .073i

The degree of student integration appeared to be associated with,the percentage
of minority enrollment. The' largest percentage of schools showing student
integration during.both recess and lunch ocCurred in the category of 50-75 per
cent minority (five schdols,out of five), compared to only,thr e out of six '

schools with,75-90 percent mino ity enrollment.

STUDENT PERCEPTIONS'OF EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

Student perceptions of EEO repreSented another important area of-investigation
in the in-depth study. A key question in the anlysis was the extent to which
variations in student perceptions of EEO Were associated with independent0

observations of EEO-related school activity conducted dpring the on-site visits.
If a relationship was found between student perceptions of EEO and the observe-, ,

tional measurei of educational practices, then it coulebe argued that4chool
_

policy and practices may have had a bearing on how students perceive their,
educational opportunity at.school. ,

VII -6
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Student perceptions of EEO were obtained from a student qUestionnaire that was

developed for the ESAA national evaluation by a panel of experts,in the fields

of civil rights, minoritygroup relations, and survey and evaluation research

(Coulson', Ozenne, Bradford, Dohertv, Hemenway, and Van Gelder, 1976). The re-

sulting School Climate Questionnaire is being administered to all students

participating in the ESAA national evaluation at the beginning and end of, each

school year, starting in the fall of 1974. Separate instruments were developed

for elementary and secondary schools, and two forms were developed fOr each level:

Form-A was designed to be administered in desegregated schools (less than,90

percent mingrity or majority enrollment), while Form B was designed'for segre-

gated sdhoOls (More,than 90 percent minority or majority enrollment).

Two multiple-item ecaleeof Student perceptions of EEO derived,from FOLm A of-

the School Climdte Questionnaire were used'in the in-depth analysis. The filtst

scale'is called Teacher-Student interaction and consists of six,items that

correspond to the on-site observational-measures of teacher reinforcement be-

havior'thatwere used'in the in-depth study. The-items in this scale cover

the following areas of teacher-student interaction:

a How often does the teacher say something nice to the student?

b. How often does the teacher call on the student in class?

c. Does the teacher give the student sufficient time to respond to.

questions?

d. How often does the teacher extend privileges to the student?

e. How much reSponsibility is the student given in the classroom?

The:second scale consis s Of three items related to students' perceptions of

'the principal:

a. Does the principal know the student by name?

b. Is the principal friendly to the student?

c. Does the principal treat the 'student fairly?

V11-7
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Student gain scores for the 1974-1975 school year were calculated for both
of the student perception scales. (Gain refers to the Stndents' perceptionof less discrimination or greater equality of educational opportunity.) The
amount of individual student gain was averaged to provide a schoolnlevel

_ _ . _

index.*

Tab1 eVII-J4,reports the dist ibution of desegregated elementary schools showing
positve ahd negative change in the Teacher-Student Interaction Scale and.the
Treatment by Principal Scale.

-

Tab1e-VII-4. Distribution of Gain Scores on the Teacher-Student
Interaction Scale and the Treatment by Principal Scale

Amount of Gain

Number of Desegregated Schools

Teacher-Student
'Interaction Scale

Treatment by
Principal Scale

'--- Positive Gain

No Gain or Negative Gain

Missing Data

8(50.0)

7(43.8)

1 6.

8(50.0)

7(43.8)

1

16(100%)

.(6.2)

16(100%)

*All schools showing positive gain were also at the median Or above
on pretest and po-ttest score.

Half of the desegregated elementary schools showed evidence of gain on both
scales during the 1974-1975 school_year. The gain scores did not appear to be
affected by the percentage of minori enrollment in the desegregated schools.

*As discussed in Chapter 11, the psychome ric properties of both scales are
somewhat problematic. However, both scales appear to have high face validity,
and, as will be shown in a later section of this chapter, the Ilacher-Student
Interaction Scale was found to be correlated with an observationV.,measure of_
teacher-student interaction.
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TEACHERS''AND PRINCIPALS' PERCEPTIONS OF EEO POLICY

Teachers and principals sere asked, n interviews about the importance they-

attached to school goals and policy decisions that might affect equality of

educational opportunity in the school. Six separateindicators_of staff

=perceptions of school policy in the area of EEO were obtained,

Teacher Perce ions the Im-ortanceof Iu.lementin. Intercultural

Curricula

Teachers were asked to rank seven decision areas in school policy from most

important through least important .(see Chapter III)4* One such area was the

implementation of intercultural curricula. Schools were ranked from high to

low in terms of the relative emphasis placed on implementing intercultural

curricula.

0
In most schools, this decision area was considered least important. For

example,=in 10 out of 16 desegregated elementary schools, teachers ranked

intercUltural curricula sixth or seventh among those listed. Teachers in

minority7segregated schools were more likelY to emphasize intercultural cr-

ricula;- only two of the seven minority-impacted elementary'schools- ranked

this decision: area last or next-to-last in importance.

Princi
Curricula

al Percetioñs of the Im.ortance o -:entin. Intercultura

Principals were asked to rank the same seven decision areas in terms of their

importance to sdhool paliCy. Principal rankings of intercUltural'curricula

yere Very siMilar to the (teacher rankings described above--in 10 of the

16 desegregated elementary schools, principals ranked this'decision area either

sixth or seventh'. principals also assigned a loW rank to intercultural cur-

ricula_in thtee of the seven, minority-segregatedschools.
Thus, in an over-

whelming nuMber of sites, both teachers and principals seemed to agree that the

implementatiOn of intercultural curricula had low priority as compared to other

decision areas.

*The seven decision areas were: selection of basic instructional materials;

student grouping procedures; student grading procedures ;.kinds and avail-

ability of cd-curricular activities; fOcus and eligibility requirements for

teacher inservice trainingi school-community interaction; and implementation

of intercultural curricula.

1 2 6
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Teacher Perceatioris of the Im.ortance of_p_ocialGoals

During the interview1 teachers in the elementary schools were asked to rank the
_five most important long-range objectives of their school from a list of 13
goals. As described in Chapter III, the list of goals had been developed to
reflect acalemic, psycho-emotional, social, and institutional objectives. The
social goals were stated in terms that appeared to assess EEO-related activities:

a. Helping students learn to live with persons of a different racial
or ethnic background.

b. Developing students' concern for others.

Helping studentsto appreciate the contributions of different
cultures.

d. DeVloping curricula that provide opportunities for meaningful
-interaction between .persons of different ethnic and racial
backgrounds.

,Teachers in all elementary (and-secondary) schools placed considerably less
emphasis on these school goals than on academic or psycho-emotional goals.
However, in-most schools, social goals were rated higher than institutional
goals.

In 10 of the 16 desegregated elementary schools, not more than one of the above ,

social goals was selected by teachers, and then it was rated last. Teachers in
minority-impacted elementary schools placed even less emphasis on social goals.

Prinoi al Perce tions of the Im ortance of Social Goals in School Polioy

Principals were asked to rank the same list of school goals that was presen_ed
to teachers. With few exceptions, principals ranked social goals considerably

\higher than did teachers. For example, in seven of the 16 desegregated elemen-
tary schools, principals ranked at least two social goals higherthan fourth.
However, principals in minority-impacted schools assigned almost no importance
to social goals.

'Teacher Pence tions of Their Participation_in_IEplementiag Inte cultural
Curricula

-

A related question in the in-depth analysis Of EEO concerns_the amount of
teacher participation in implementing intercultural curricula. Teachers were
asked to indicate on a five-point scale:the extent to which they participated
in this decision area, relative to school administrators.- in only one deseg-
regated elementary school Was teacher participation rated lowAsoore = 1,2);
teachers in nine-Schools rated their particiPation as moderateAscore .= 3);
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while six of the schools. Scored high in teacher participat on (score =

It is important to note that this item serves as an indicator of administrative

input in implementing intercultural curricula, as seen from the perspective of

the teachers. In other words, if teachers rate themselves low in.participation,,r,

they- are also saying that administrator participation is high. Somewhat greater

participation was reported by teachers in minority-segregatod schools. Over

half of these schools scored high,in teacher participation-(four out of seven),

while the remaining schools were scored as moderate.

rcu1tural

Curricula

Principals were also asked to indicate, on a five-point scale, the degree of

teacher participation in-implementing intercultural curricula. As a general

rule, principals tended to provide higher estimates of teacher participation

than did teachers, More Specifically, in 11 of.the 16 desegregated elementary

schdols,Aprincipals rated teacher participation high (score = 4,5); in four Of

the schools, teacher participation was judged moderate (score = 3); and one

principal indicated low teacher participation in implementing_intercultural

curricula.

Principals in minority-impacted elementary schools reported,a similar level of

teaCher participation. In five of the' seVen minority-impacted schools, teacher

participation was rated high; of the two principals in the, remaining schools,

one scored teacher participation as low, the other aS moderate. Again, prin-

cipal estimates of teacher participation ip the area of intercultural curricula

are defined as a measure of administrative input; in this ease, however, from

the perspective of the principal.
,

RAOIXL-ETHNIC REPRESENTATIVENESS OF PARENT VISITORS TO THE SCHOOLS

The racial and ethnic representativeness of parent visitor in desegregated

schools was assessed by asking teachers about:the parents who visit the class-

room, and by asking the principal about those who visit the school. Teachers

in 11 of the 16 desegregated elementary schools reported a high correspondence

between the raceor ethnicity orparente who visit the,classroom and that of

the students; teachers in two schools reported minority over-representation

(two schools had incomplete data). principals reported representative involve-

ment in eight schools, minority under-representation in six schools, and

minority over-representation in two schools.

Although one measure deals with the classroom and the other with the s h ol,

teachers' and principals! reports were expected to agree. They did not. At

nine schools parent-visitors were judged representative by either the teachers

or the principal, but not both. In only five schools did both the teacPers

and the principal report that parent visitors were representative.

VII-11
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Representative parent involverent was examined with respect to percentage of
minority enrollment. The nuMber of principals that estimated minority under-
representation was found to vary directly with the proportion of minority stu-
dents in school: that is, thejarger the.minority=student enrollment, the more
likely the principal was tOreport that minority-group parents were under-
represented.=

The foregoing discussion has introduced and described five major components in
the in-depth analysis of EEO: equality in educational practices; student inte-
igration in desegregated schools studentPerceptions of EEO; teachers' and
principals' perceptions of EEO policy at school:: and racial-ethnic representa-
tiveness of parent,visitors to the school. Ip the next section, each of these
dimensions of EEO is examined in relation to one another and in relation to
student achievement gains in reading and math.

RELATIONAL ANALYSES *

This section presents the nine major findings that emerged during the relati-nal
analyses of EEO in the in-depth sChools.

1. T122_21211122I2ILJEhools in the in-dpth study appeared to reflect a con-
sistent school-level- 7ttern with re-ard to e uality_.Ln educational
practices.

Interrelationships were observed among-three areas of equal educational
practice: segregated seating in desegregated classes; the use of multi-ethnic
material; and observed differences between minority and majority students in
their exposure to positive and negative teacher behavior. The strongest rela-
,

tionship was obtained from the association of multi-ethnic materials with-
teacher reinforcement behavior (Table VII-5). Specifically, schools that used
fewer multi7ethnic materials Were the 'same schools that=evidenced a bias against
minority students in the allocation of positive andnegative teacher behavior,
while schools that used more multi-ethnic materials did not evidence such bias.
In addition, schools displaying a racial seating pattern in desegregated classes
were somewhat less likely to use multi-ethnic materials and somewhat more likely
to showra bias against minority students in the teachers' use of negative and
positive reinforcement.

*Since the EEO analysis was based op only 16 schools, no phi values are
reported in this chdpter. Alpha levels were_calculated using Fisher's Exact
Test.
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Table VII-5: Orosstabulation of Minority Student Exposure to Negative
Teacher Behavior by Use of Multi-Ethnic Materials

Use bf Multi-Ethnic
Material_ _

More

Less

Minority Students More Likely to
Receive Ne ative Teacher Behavior*

Yes No

-0( 0.0) 7(100.0)

5(100.0) 0( 0.0)

7 ( 58.3)

5( 41.7)

5( 41.7) 7( 58.3 ) 12(100%)

a < ,.001

Operational Definitions.:

Use multi-ethnic materials
_

More ,= Multi-ethniC materials were used in all, or all but one,
of the observed classes.,

Le s At least two observed classes had no ulti-ethnic material.

Minority Students Mo Likel c ive Ave Teacher Behavior

Yes = Minority students in observed-classes received at least
10 percent more than their proportional share of negative
teacher behavior.

No - Minority students in observed classes received a proportional
share (or less) of negative t acher behavior.

*Four schools were dropped because of insufficient data to make racial-ethnic
comparisons.
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2. Some inequality in eduE2tia:21_212211E2_22peared to be present in : out
one-third bf the dese e ated elementary schools selected for in- ep_h
study.

The data presented in Table VII-5 indicate that of the 12 desegregated elemen-
tary schools in which observationS, were made of teacher behavior and the use..
of, multi-ethnic materials, five were scored,as having lowEECLon both items
(e.g., a bias against minority students in their exposure to:negative teacher
behavior, and two or more observed classes with no multi-ethnic materials).
This figure represents a little over 40 percent of the schools.that were
examined-Ion both dimensions.

Similar results were found inthe distribution of scores for each of the three
indicators of equality in eddcational practices. Thus, seven out of 16 deseg-
regated eiementary schools had two or more classes (out of six classes observed)
that did not use multi-ethnic materials; in five out of 12 desegregated elemen-
tary schools, minority students received a disproportionate amount of negative
teacher Oehavior; and seven out of 16 desegregated elementary'schools were shown
to have segregated seating patterns in at least one of the observed classes.

'Schools with segagated sea n atterns in dese-re ated classes wore_less
likely to have student mixing during recess and lunch (F-2. a < .02).

The relationship between segregated seating patterns and intergroup mixing is
strong and statistically significant. These data indicate that students in
schools with segregated seating patterns were less likely to be observed in
intergroup mixing during recess and lunch than students in schools with no
segregated seating patterns.

6

--
The next series of findings pertain specifically to teachers and principals of

0 .

desegregated elementary schools.

4. In
student inter rou mixin durin- recess and lunch was more likel to be
-observed (F- .07).

choole whose principals placed gEa_ater empha!is on sockak2T11321,
eachers were less likely_t2AlEpl_a_i_AAJAproportionately-high,amount o

negative behavior to minority students (F-4: a < .05).

6. Schools whose teachers r r ticiration in decisions e ard-
in intercultural curricula were i icantl more likel to make e _ensive
use of multi-ethnic ma erials F-5: a .01).

e o-ted eater a-

These findings indicate that statements .of EEO policy by princiPals and teachers,
tended to coincide with observations of EEO practice in the in-depth study. The



one observation item that was not related to the amount of empasis placed on

EEO policy was the use of multi-ethnic materis1S; Inspection of the data,
indicates_that desegregated schools with large minority-student enrollments
were-likely- to -have-multi7ethnio-materials=r-regardLess- of the relative emphasis

placed on social goals or intercultural curricula. However, while The degree

of emphasis placed on EEO policy was not-related to the observeduse of multi-
ethnic material, teadher estimates of their participation in decisions regard-
ing: intercultural curricula were strongly associated with the use of multi-

ethnic material. In addition, ft was found that when principals placed greeter
emphasis on decisions regarding-iniercultural curricula, segregated seating

patterns were less likely to be obserVO.

7. In schools wher 'rincials re.orted that arent visi or were
e racial and ethnic mix of the -Alden

hnic materials was obse-ed F- .07
tive

desenta-

ater use of multi-

,

The item assessing the raoial-ethnic representativeness of parent'visitors to-

the 'school came from the principal questiOnnaire. Of the seven principals who

reported that parent visits were not representative, six indicated that minor-

ity parents were less likely to visit the sehool. Consequently, the above

finding indicates that multi-ethnic materials were less likelTto be observed ,

in schools reporting thatminority parents visited the school in proportionately

low numbers. However, there is,no way of deterMining from theseEdata whether
representativeness of visits by minority parents results in greater use of multi7

ethnic materials, or whether the use of:these materials serves to encourage

viSits from minority parents. Perhaps the _epresentativeness of parent visits

is merely one component of a more general c1 imate of ENp that includes, among

other things, the use of multi-etbnie-materials;

At schools where nci-als re ed that a nt vis

e racial-ethnic mix h- s uden s --a

d ih
n enden

ro o tion

tüdents to report improved eacher-student interac ion F-

The same Caution that pertains to the interpretation of number seven above,

Should also be exercised when interpreting the relationship between represen-
tative parent visitS and student perceptions of teacher-stlident interaction.

That is, it is not possible to deterMine whether representative parent involve-

ment had an effect on teacher behavior or student perceptions of teacher
behavior, or whether representative parent involvement is simply part of a

more general climate of EEO at school.. What is known is that within the in-depth

study sample of desegregated,elemeptary schools, reports of representative

parent involvement Were associated with studehts' PercePtions that their teachets

-behavior was becoming more positive.
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cial-ethnic r esentativeness -ent_visits td, the school was not

Very little in_ the way of teacher or principal perceptions of school policy
was found to be related to the representativeness of parent visits. For
example, the degree of emphasis placed on social gOals or deciiions regarding
intercultural curricula and the degree of participation in-these decision areas
by teachers and principals was not associated with the representativeness of
parent visits.

ADDITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Two relationships were also found involving student perceptions of EEO a--1 stu-
dent outco-le measures. First, elementary students were more likely to show
gain on the, TeacherLStudent Interaction Scale_in schools where teachers did not
direct a disproportionately.iarge amount of negative behavior towards minority
students. It is important to note that the sample students in the desegregated
schools were minority. Thus, the relationship found between on-site observations
of bias in the exposure of minority students to negatime teacher behavior and
students' erce tions of such bias in teacher-student interaction is-suggestive.
In additiOn, it was found that elementary students were more likely to make
reading achievement gains in schools that did not, allocate a disproportionately
high share of negative teacher behavior to minority students (F-6: a < .07).
Math Achievement was also related to negative.2teacher behavior in the same
direction, although the relationship was not statistically significant.

SUMMARY

Results of the analysis-of EEO in desegregatedelementary schools showed sub-
stantial variabilitY. Observations of seating patterns within desegregated
-Classes, the use of multi-ethnio materials, and teachers' use:of positive and
negative reinforcement behavior seeMed to indicate that equality ih edeational
practices reflected a consistent school7wide policy. 'Most of the schools
appeared to have practices that provided equality of educational opportunity;
about a third of the schools showed a bias against minority students.

Observations of EE0olimate,at sdhool were shown.to be related tci teacher and'
principal'perceptions of EEO policy. Observations OfEE0._ practice were gen-,
erally more equitable when teachersand principals reported greater emphasis- on
social gbals and decisions regarding intercultural curricula.. .The amount Of
student intergroup mixing observed dtiring recess and lunch was shown to be
inversely related to the obServation of segregated seating patterna at school.

Perhaps the most imPortant dimension of EEO investigated in this study concerns
teachers' negative reactions to -student behavior. Schools in Which teachers b,

were observed to direct a disproportionately large.amount of negative reinforce-
Trient toward minority students were less likely to show gains on the Teacher-7:
Student Interaction Scale of the School Climate Questionnaire during the 1974-
1975 atudy year; the students in these schools were alsO less likely to show.
reading achievement gains.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE ANALYTIC PROFILE OF A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL

The in-depth study was designed to provide detailed descriptions of a group of

schools participating in the ESAA evaluation. The major objective of the study

was to identify program and contextual components that were related to student

achievement. To meet this objective, elementary schools that were more success-

ful in reading or math were compared to a group of schools that were less suc-

cessful in reading or math, but similar in_other respects, (It is important to

keep in mind that in the ESAA sample "succesSful" as well as inonsuccessful"

schools fell.below the median in national achievement scores.) Successful and

nonsuccessful schools were compared in terms of four major constructs:

Organizational climate

Parent and community involVement

Instructional practices used in reading and math, and
related teacher attitudes

Instructional resources used in read g and math

In addition to examining fac ors related to tudent achievement, the in-depth

study also examined factors related to equali -.01Ucational opportunity.
The result's obtained from descriptive and relational analyses have been reported

in detail in Chapters III through VII. This chapter provides a review and.sum-

mary of these findings, and presents additional results obtained from a multi-

variate analysis of the program componenta identified as statistically signifi-

cant in predicting student achievement.

REVIEW D SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

, ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

Ihe organizational climate of the school was investigated in terms of'*five major

dimensions:, long-range objectives, policy development, instruCticinal supervision

and guidanCe, support provided to teachers, and-teacher satisfaction. The major

results from this analysis were Obtained erom three interview items drawn from

.the areas of,policy development and ingtructional supervision and guidance it

was,found that:

Schools were significantly more likely to,show math achievement

gain when administrators assumed responsibility fOr selecing

basic instructional Materials.

Schools were significantly more likely tioshow math achievement

gain when the principal.emphasized deciSions regarding the

selection of basic instructionar-materials.,,,
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c. Schools were,significantly more likely to show math achievement
gain when teachers more accurately perceived the principal's
instructional norms.

The face validity and high intercorrelations among these items suggested a -

common underlying dimension, which we haVe interpreted as constituting adminis-
trative leadershipin basic skills instruction. The three itemS were combined
into an Administrative Leadership Index. It was found that:

d. Schools charadterized by st ong administrative leadership were signifi-
cantly more likely to raise math achievement and somewhat more likely
to raise reading achievement.

Another result from the analysis of organizational climate was obtained from
the
7

area of support Rrovided to teachers:

e. Schools were significantly more likely to show,math gain where greater
district-level,support for new teachers was offered. Orientation
courses, inservice training, and documentation of procedures were the

.

most common forms of teacher support at-the district level.

PARENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Two major issues were investigated in the analysis of parent aud Community
-involvement at school. The first iSsue was the degree to which parent involve-
ment Was associated with certain'promotional activities designed to increase
parent participation at school. None of ttle promotional activities examined in
this study, (e:g., holding open house, providing evening entertainmentt dis-'
tributing school'newsletters) were found to be associated with parent partici-
pation. ;However, it was found that parents Were more involved in schools where
the principal assumed more of the responsibility for establishing policy in the
area of parent-community relations.

The second issue involved the relationship between parent partiapation and
student achievement. Several interesting findings,were -obtained from this
an ysis, including:

a. Schools were_signifiCan ly more likely to shoW math gain when
parents were reported present in the.clasSroom (e.g., as paid
instructional aides, volunteers, or as visitors). The relation
to reading aChievement Was also positive, although no.t. statis-
tically significant.

The relationship bet4een paid parent aides and achievement doe
not imply a similar relationship between the general use of paid
instructional aids and achievement;-that is, where the typeof
aide was not specified (parent or non-parent), but where average
hours of empl8yment were compared, the use of aides was ncgative1y-

--,
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related to achievement gain. Where paid arent aides were used,

their hours of employment were typically short.

No relationship was found between parent participation outside

the classroom (e.g., as clerks or on advisory committees) and

student achievement.

READING AND MATH INSTRUCTIONAL P-_CTICES
-

Many instructional practice were examined in-the in-depth study, including ,

the use of individualized and small-group instruction, the use of behavioral

objectives and lesson plans, the adequacy of instructional practice and

guidance, the provision of feedback to students, and the use of positive and

negative reinforcement during instruction. Two attitudinal variables were

also investigated: teachers' expectations for student achievement, and

'teachers' perceptions of their responsibility for student learning.

No significant relationships were found kietween Student_achievement and either

the use of individualized and small-group inStruction or the provision of

in5tructional guidance by the teacher. Similarly, teachers' expectationt for

stAent-achievement and teachers!. perception's of their role andrebponsibility

in student learning were unrelated to achlevement'gain. -However, tile extent

to_ which teachers used behavioral objectives, and the extent to which they

provided students with opportunities for instructional practice 4nd feedba

(and attached importance to doing so), were found to be positively related-to

reading and/or math gain. The extent to which _teachers-provided certain kinds

of positive reinforcement to students was found to'be negatively related to

achievement gain. These findings are summaxized below.

a. Results related to the use of 12.e.hal_.Tiorectives showed that

schools were signifibantly more likely to show reading and math

gain when teachers made.greater use of behavioral objectives.

indeX was created to assess the importance and use pf behavioral

objectives during reading and math instruction. 'This,index con-

sisted of the following three items: (1) whether teachers

maintained student records that showed attainment of specific

instructional objectives; 2) whether teachers pladed a relatively

higth value onthe use of behavioral objectives; and (3) whether

teachers-plaaed relative emphasisf-on revising lesson plans (rather

than abandoning objectives) when instructional objectives were

not attained. .1'he association of this index with reading,'

and math achievement was strong and statistically significant.

; i. b. With regard 'to the use of practice sessions, results indicated

that schools were significantly More likely to show reading

gain when.practioe sessions were observed to include many"of

VIII -3
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Ass
the steps necessary for mastery of the lesson objectives, and
en pxacticssessidns were relevant to the lesson objective
oserver lidgments). No relationship was found'with math

achievement gain.

c. Results of,th9 investigation of feedback indicated that schools
.Were somewhat more likely to show reading and math gain.when
'teachers attached importance:to providing written and oral
feedback to students on their strengths and weaknesses. This
relationship wat not statistically, significant for eithe
criterion.. .

d. The,inveStigItion of the use of reinforcenent proddbed results
_ _ A

showing that<schools were significantly less likely to show
'reading achievement gain when teachers were observedpraising
students and singling out students as positiverole models
more frequently. The same inveree relationship was obtained
for math achievement,,but the reeults were not statistically
significant.

Therelationships between achievement and the use of behavJoral.4.Objectivese
providing adequate practice for students, and the importance assigned to pro-
viding informative feedback to students, (items a through c above), suggested
a model of the ifistrUctional process for successful schools. Tqtest the
model, a,combined measure of the instructional process was created by summing
the individual scores ofthe three instructional variables (objectives, prac-
tice, feedback): The crosstabulation of-the Instructional Process Index With
student achievement showed that schools that scored higher-On the index were
significantly more likely to show.gains in:reading and meth.

Regarding itemid above,,-additional analyses sugge_t that teachers who had
lower expectations-fOr their students were likely-to use mOre.positive rein-
forcement; that greaterAme of positive reinforcement was/associated with
greater emphasis-on psycho-emotional goals for the scho4; and that schools
that used more positive reinforcement were less task-oriented during.instruc-,
tion (i.e., they provided less practice time and'feedbaek).

IN5TRUCTiON2)L RESOURCES USED IeREADING AND MATH

A variety of i-eading and math resources and their use were analyzed including'
class size, instructional time in reading and math, istaffi44 practices, equip°
ment and materials, inserviee training, and teachers' education, The alloca-
tion patterns of these resources among the suecessfUl and less suceessful
elementary schools yielded two findings:
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Schools were significantly more likely to be successful in

raising math achievement when more,of their resources were
allocated to remedial specialists. The same relationship was

obtained for reading achievement, although.the results were
not statistically,significant.

Schools were significantly less,likely to be succesSful in

raising math achievement whervmore of their resources were
allocated to math instructional aides (as compared to remedial

specialists).

EQUNLITY OF EDUCAiIONAL OPPORTUNITY (EEO)

The analysis of EEO in the in-depth study was based:primarily on observed

patterns of intergroup relations in desegregated elementary,schools: Items

dealt with.segregated seating patterns, student intergroup mixing, the useof

multi-ethnic materials, and differential patterns of negatiVe and positive

teacher behaVior directed toWard minority and majority students Student

percpptions of EEO were a assessed in,terms of'students interactions with

teachers and the principil, as reflected in the School Climate Questionnaire.

'Teachers and principals were questioned about school goals'related to equality

of educational opportunity, about the importance of intercultural curricula.,

and about who made the decisions to implement intercultural curricula.

pe major descriptive findings from this analysis were as follows:

a. Slightly more than one-third of the 16 desegregated,elementary

schools were observed to have at least one segregated seating

arrangement within desegregated classes, while three schools

were observed to have at least one'segregated class.

b. 1 In nine of the 16 desegregated elementary schools, at least

four observed classes used some multi-ethnic materials.

c. Teachers were observed directing a disproportionate amount

of negative reinforcement to minority students in five

.schOols; majoritY students were observed to receive a dis-

proportionate share of negative teacher behavior in two

schools.

d. Student in ergroup mixing during recess and lunch was observed

in 12 of the 16 desegregated elementary schools.

e.
_ .

Eight of th_e 16 desegregated elementary schools showed improve-
.

ment in student perceptions-of EEO as measured by the School

Climate Questionnaire.
138
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The EEO analysis was alsb concerned with the interrelat onships among these
Items. Several findings emerged from this analysis:

a. Student intergroup mixing was significantly more likely to
be observed in schools that contained no segregated seating
patterns within desegregated classes.

Student perceptione of teacher-student interaction were
significantly more likely,to improve ih sChools where
parent visitors, were reported to be representative of the
racial and,ethnic compoSition of the student body.

c. Desegregated schopls,were significantly less likely to have
a disproportionate amount of negative reinforcement directed
toward minority students when the principal.placed greater
emphasis on social goals. 2

Desegregated schools were significantly more. ikely to use
multi-ethnic materials.when teachers reported greater partici-
pation in decisions regarding the implementation of inter-

,.cultural curricula. .

Desegregated schools were somewhat less likely to show improvement in student
perceptions of teacher-student interaction when teachers were observed directing
a disproportionate amount of negative reinforcement to minority students. In
addition, study.results indicated that desegregated schools Were significantly
less likely to show reading achievement gain (but not math gain) when teachers
were observed directing a disproportionate amount of negative reinforcement
toward minority students.

OLTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL SUCCESS

Up to this point,-the analysis of school success has been'based on a series of
bivariate relationships with student achievement. The objective was to identify
Program variables that appeared to be related to achievemmnt.gain. Two addi-
tional study objectives were (1) to determine whether these program components

!were significantly related to achievement gain independently Of student,back-
ground, and (2) to'develop a composite picture-of school' success. The bivariate
analyses reported in Chapters III through VII do,not provide this type of
information. Reaching these objectives required the use of a multivariate
amalysisof school success (condUCted in two steps) using several background
and program dimensiOns as predictors variables: in one integrated analysit.



Using the, criterion categories of successful/nonsuccessful in reading and math
achievemeht,a stepwise cliscriminant.Zunction analysis'was seledted for'these

purpose's.* The abjective of a discrimininunction analysis is to predict an
A priori classification of cases (e.g., successful schools versus nonsUccessful

schoo10_ based_on_s"-linear combination of predictor variables; The discriminant
analysis perforned in this Study is similar to a stepwise regression analysis

in which the dependent.variable is dichotomized. 'Thus', the interpretation of s

standardized discriminant_function coefficient is analogous to'the interprets
.tion of a standardized beta weight; each.disciminant,function coefficient
represents the relative contributian of its associated variable to the function
in question: The canonical correlation coefficient was used to measure the
degree of association between the function (i.e., the linear combination og
predictor variables) and.the variable,that defines grout) membership.

The discriminant analysis was conducted in two steps. All procedurei were per-
.

formed separately for reading and math achievement. In.the first step only
student,backgrouncr,characteristics (i.e.., percent minority enrollment, socio-
ecorlomic level of the student body,** and 1974 pretest score). were entered

into the equation. No significant relationship was found between the racial

Composition of the student body, 1974 pretest scores, the socioeconomic level

of the student body, and the reading criterion. *** -Consequently, the results

with respect_to.reading achievement (reported in Chapters' ;II through VI) do

not appear to be seriously affected: by,the student background characteristics

examined in this analysis. However, it is necessary ta consider the effects

of student background on math achievement, since systematic differences were,
found among successful ahd nonsuccessful schools in'racielcamposition and mIth

pretest score.
\

In the second-step,-each-program variable-found-t be-related to achievement gain

n the bivariate analysis) was added to the equation in a stepwise fashion.

'Program variables were entered into the_equation\based on their contribution to

the overall prediction capability of the function; which was determined by the

A parallel discr minant analysis was planned for the second Major Outcome

measure in the ESAA evaluation, student perceptionof EEO within desegre-

gated schools. However, the small.number of desegr ated schools (16)

precluded a reliable multivariate analysis orthe EEQ outcome measure (see .

Appendix A).,

The socioeconomic level of-the student body was measured by student, reports

of luxury items in the home.

As a precautionary measure, the tolerance 1eve1 that determined entry into .

-

the discriminant function equationyas reduced for the reading criterion

from a < .01 to a _ .10. However, the student background variables failed.

to reach-this minimum level of statistical significance.
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-
proportion of residual variance,explained by each variable.. Tables VIII-1 and
VIII-2,report 'the relatiOnships-obtained between the"reading and -Math criteria-
and the functions derived from the following prdgram variables:

Administrative 'Leadership

.b. District-level support for new teachers

C. .Parent Involvement in the Clarsroom Index

d. Behavioral Objectives Index

e. Adequacy of instructional practice-0-

f. Less frequent use of-positive reinfo- el nt.

g. Per-pupil Cbsts for remedial.reading/math speciali- z

A summary of these findings is provided below for both reading and
achievement.

READTNG ACHTEVEMENT

The optimal combination,of,program variables for predicting the reading cri-
-terion--!listed in-itirdeit'Of their relative contribution to the total function
score, was: (1) adequacy of instructional practice; (2) parent involvement
in the classroom; (3) the use of behavioral objectives during readiA instruc-,
tion; (4) leSs frequent use of positive reinforcement; and (5) per-pUpil costs
for remedial reading speciilisits.

'The program-variables listed above are ranked in order of their relitive,con-
tribution to the total functionscore. Thus, adequacy of instructional prac-
tice made the largest Contribution to ths prediction equation, followed closely
by parent involvement in the classroom. The relative contributiona of be-
havioral objectives, less frequent use of positiVe reinforceMent and remedial,
reading specialists were considerably lower; however, each of these program
variables was significantly related to the reading criterion.
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Tab1e,VIII-1. Discriminant Function. Analysis of Selected

Program Variables and Reading AChievement*

Var ab es in Func ion'

Standardized Discriminant
Function Coefficients_ _

=

Adequacy'of Instruc ional

_

Piactice * * .65

Parent involvemen in the

Classroom .62

Use,of Behavioral Objectives
in,Reading Instruction . . .32

Use of Positive Re.nforCement -.29

Per-Pupil Costs for Remedial
Reading Specialists ., * .23

Correct Predictions Number (Percent)

Successful Schools (N=9), 9 (100-

Nonsuccessful Schools (N=15) 15 (100%)

TOtal (N=24) . 0 6 p * 24 (100%)

Correlation 6

Significance** C .001

The student background variables of percent minority, pretest score,

and socioeconomic class were not significantly related to the reading

criterion; they did not 'remain in the' prediction equation even though

they were the first variables entered.

**Significance 'level fox the discriminant function is based on the chi-

square distribution with 5 degrees of. freedom:
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Table VIII-2. Discriminant,Function hnalysis of Student
Background Variables, Selected Program'
Variables, and Map Ach1evement

Variables in Function
Standardized Discriminant
Function Coefficients

Percent Minority Enrollme * . -,46,

Per-Pupil Costs for ReMedial
Math Specialists c

' * * ** ' !
.44

Parent InvOlvement in the
Classroom * .39

Pretest Math Score

.Use of Behavioral Objectives
in Math Instruction

.25

Administrative Leadership .20

District-Level Support
'for New Teachers .

Correct Predictions

Co

Succes Ail Schools (N=14) .

Nonsuccessful Schools (N=10)
.

Total (N=24) .

rela = 9

fixficance* .001

Number (Percent)

14 (100%)

10 (100%)

24 (100%)

*Significance level for the discriminan- function is based on the-
chi-square distribution with 7 degrees of freedom.

fi
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Based on the infOrmation contained n thisequation, all 24 elementary Schools
were, cbrrectly classified as succesgful or nOnSuccessful; the canonical
correlation was .86. The success of this equation in predicting the reading
criterion is particularly noteworthy, since the entire function consisted of
program variables,that are subject to policy intervention.

MATH ACHIEVEMNT

-The optimal prediotion-equation forthe-math criterion conibined-five:program_
and two'background components. .These components, listed in order Of their'
relative contribution to the total,function score, are: (1) percent idnority

enrbllment; (2) pet-pupil costs for remedial math specialists; (3) parent

involvement in the classroom; (4),math pretpst score; (5) the use Of behavioral,

-objectives during math instruction,-(6) administrative leadershipvand (7)
district-level support for new teachers.

The relative contributions of per-pupil copts for remedial math speclaiists,
parent involvement, and percent ,minority enrollment (with opposite sign),

were virtually identical and accounted for approximately 60 percent Of the
total function. Pretest-math score, the use of behavioral objectives, admin-
istrative leadership, and district-level support for pew teachers ranked-, '

somewhat lower.

Perfect prediction of the math criterion was Obtained from the in formation
contained ih this equation;.the canonical Correlation was .90. It is important
to note that this function, like'the reading equation described above, was
weighted heavily by program variables that can 4e-influenced by edudational
policy. When only the background Variables of percent minority enrollment and
pretest score were used to predict the math criteriOn, the correlation was .57

and the nuMber of misclassi-fied schools was 7 out of 24 (70.8 percent accuracy);
Lgtwhen the five-Program variables were added, the correlation was .90 and no
schools were misclassified.

PROGRAM COMPONENTS COMMON TO BOTH READ NG AND MATH ACHIEVEMENT-

Aside from the fact that these prediction equations are 100 percent accurate,
one interestingobservation is that both equations contain a siMilar set of

prOgram compoAnts although the relative contribution of each component
differs from one equation to the other. Thus, in,the ESAXin-depth schools,
the key elements Of success in both readingand math achievement included:

(1) parent participation in the classroom; (2) the use of objectives; and
(3) relatively high per-pupil costs for remedial specialists.

.It should be noted that two program components did not remain in the reading
equation (Administrative Leadership Index, and district-level support for new

4
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teachers), while two different coMPonents did not remain in the math-equa-
tion (frequent-use of positive reinforcement, and the adequacy of practice).
These results are consistent with the findings derived from the cross-
classification analyses-reported earlier. In the tabular analysis, admin-
istrative-leadership-and district-level-support-wee related to-math gain
but-not to reading.gain; similarlY, less frequent use of poSitive reinforce-
ment and adequacy of practice were related to reading gain but unrelated to
math gain.

SECONDARY. DISCRIMINANT AN IYSIS

A,second discriminant analysis was conducted using only those variables that
were excluded from the first series of predictor equations.. This was done in
order to insure that the non-relationships'reported above did not result f om:

db.

a Multicolinearity among the independent variables (i.e. , two
or more independent va 'ables being highly intercorrelated)

.

The small sample size and its associated effect on the "degrees
of freedom" in the analysis.

A laCk'of residual variance in the dependent vari:_ le.

The results obtained from the second.discrim nant analysis were largely con-
sistent with the findings reported earlier. The only variable in the secondary
analysis that was significantly related to aChievementv:gain was the use of
positive reinforcement. Less frequent use of_ positive reinforcement was asso-
ciated with math achievement. However, as Table VIII-3 indicates, the con-
tribution of.this variable to the total functiOn score was small.

DISCDSSION AND SUMMARY

Thn 1974-1975 in-depth study waS designed and conducted as an explorato
investigation of program and contextual factors related to achievement.,
study was conducted in conjunction with the National Evaluation of.the
Emergency Schocil Aid Act. The analysis of school success was guided.by a
conceptual model that identified four key dimensions of a reading anclIMe.
program, each of which were found to be-significantly related to reading or
math gain, independent of studentbackground.characteristics. These tour
dimensions are:
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Table VIII-3 nant Function Analysis of Siudent Background Variables,
.Useof.Positive Reinforcement, and Math Achievement

Variables _in Function

-Percent Minority Enrollment

Pretest Math Store (1974)

Use of PositiVe Re nforcement

Co: ect Predictions

Successful Schools (W-14)

NonsucceSsful Schools 01=-10

-Total (W--24) .

Correlation

jqfljfjfl* < .0

Standardize4 Discriminant
F 'on Coe ffiients

-.82

-.91

0
-.33

pNalber (Percent)

(05.7%)

*.. 6 (60.0%)

(75.0%)0 0 0

*Significance level for the discriminant function is based on the chi-square
distribution with 3 degrees of freedom.
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-9rganizational Climate, which produced a composite index'of
administrative.leadership and a measure of district-level
.segport for new teachers'that predicted math gain.

Parent and Communit Involvement, which Produced an indeX-of
-parent participation in the olass_oom that predicted both reading
and math gain.

Reading and Math Pro3ram qh,erecteristic, which resulted in three
indices that predicted achievement gains: the use of behavioral
jobjectives, the provision of adequate instructional practice, and
less frequent use_of positive reinforcement.

adin and Math Resource Use which uncOvered a relationship
ween achievement gain and per-pupil costs for remedial

specialists.

le;

Strong relationships were observed between program variables and studefilt.
'achi e vement, and a multiva iateildisicrIminant---turietrea-

pelardd''
to confirm ,the predictive dpability of seven program components:

Parent involvement in the classrodm

Per-pqpil costs for remedial specialists.

c. The use of behavioral objectives

d. Adequacy of practice

e. Administrative leadership

f. District\support for new _eachers

g. Iás frequent use of pos_itive reinforcement
.\

It must be emphasized that the success of the analyses reported above does not
demonstrate causality between these program components and student achievement.
The in-depth study was not based on a rigorous experimental design, and the
study sample was relatively small and non-ran,domly selected. Thus, one or rnoe
of the above findings could,be spurious', reSulting from sampling error or
systematic "non-programO differences that existed among the successful and non-
successful Schools prior to the in-depth study. On the other hand, it Should
be noted that the pre-existing differences that were examined (percent
minority enrollment; socioeconomic level of the student body, and pretest score)
do not appear to explain the relationships obtained in this analysis.



The-findin rePortea in this study tend to support results of prev,Xous studies.

For example, HawkIdge, Chalupsky 'and Roberts (1968) revieWed 18successful

programs and 25 npnsuccessful programs, and identified 91 separate treatment-
variables-that were categorized in terms of personnel, method, servipe, and

equipment. Their arftlysis identifred six major-components that appeared to be .

more characteristic of successful programs than of unsuccessful ones: -

(1) instructional objectiveS/careful planning; (2) teacher training;, (3) small-

'group or individualized instructions; (4) relevande of,instruCtion; (5) high
treatment-intensity; and (6) active pareat involvsement.

More recentl Wargo, Tallmadge, Michaels, Lipe and Morris (1972).conducted a

similar rev*w in which 21 successful programs were examinT1, using.the same

s x components identified by Hawkridge and associates. Tindings from this

review largely substantiated the Hawkridge study. For example, 16 of the 21

succesful projects used instructional objectives and'employed _eachers-who

were specifically trained in the methods of the designated ins ructional

approach., Similarly, 18 of thesp projects made use of individualized instruc-

,
tion, while 14 projects were judged to provide instruction relevant to lesson

objectives. In the same study, Wargo and associates reviewed f.indings .from six

additional studies. The use of lesson objectives, parent involvement, and :

individualized instruction.were again identified as key components of successful

compensatory programs. .

Results from the in-depth study seem to be cOnsistent withcprevioUs.findings.

The use of behavioral objectives and parentpartiCipation in the classropth are

two cases in point. SimilarlY, the adequacy of instructional practice as a

component of successful compensatory proqt;ams also-received support from the-

in-depth studY. However, other program,components that were,found to be,Crit-

ieal in previouS-studies (variations in-teacher training, or sma117._groUP and

individuafized instruction) were not:identified with sohool '$(1-66-ess in-the

in-depth study.

-VIII-15
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APPENDIX A

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES USED IN 1HE ZN-DEPTH STUDY

One of the major objectives of the ESAA in-depth study was tO identify and

describe the characteristics'of successful instructional programs and the con-

texts invhich they.operate. To helP identify the unique characteristics of
successful programs, a *mall number of schools.with nonsuccessful programs have

been compared to schools with successful programs. During--Fehruary and March,

1975, trained observers spent two weeks at eacti-site observing-classroom and .

school-level behavior, distributing and-collecting self-administered question-

naires, and conducting interviews with selected teaching and administrative

staff.

Chapter I pr vided a brief overview of the in-depth study methodolOgy-,'including

the bases for gite selection, instrument development, selection and training of

field staff, and data collection procedures. Chapter II described in'greater

detail the unit of analysis and the criteria,thatmere used to define school

success in reading,and math achievement. ThiS appendix provides a more:detailed
C17.

account of the data analysis techniques that were used in the in-depth study.

The basic design of the in,depth study included a selection measurdiof reading
and math achievement that was obtained from the adjusted gain scores for 1973A_-

1974. Program data were then collected during mid-academic-year 1974-1975.
The major-thrust of the in-depth analysis has been to relate the-se program
descriptions to achievement gains in 1974-1975.

One of the most important considerations in determining,the choice of statisti-
.

cal techniques was the Size of the sample in the in-depth study. Since the unit

of analysis was the school, a maximum of only-24 capes were examined. Con-

aints of data characteristics and level of measurement determined the use-of.

seVeral nonparametric statistical* tests that were applied to crosd-
classification tables like Table A-1-shown below.

*The term "nonparametric statistics" refers to statistical tests that require
fewer assumptions about population.parameters. Nonpdrametric techniques were
specifically designed for application to'data with unknown distributias and/

, or research data tnat'are measured in terms of categories or rank (e.g., high,
medium, low) rather than intervals'. .For an excellent discussion of non-
parapletric statistics and thelr relation to classical tests of-statistical
significance and asSociation, see Bradley (1968: 15-44).
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Tabl A-1. Crosstabulation of Administrative Leadership Index
by Math Achievement Gain 1974-1975

Administrative
Leadershi Index

High

Low

Math AchieveMent Gainr _

High Low

11(84.6) 2(15.4)

3(27.3) 72.7)

14(58.3) 10(41.6)

= .49 a < .02

13(54.2)

11(45.3)

24(100%)

The eight different statistical tests used for various purposes.in the in-depth
analysis are briefly described below.

1. Chi-S e T Statistical Si ificance

The chi-square test (x 2 ) assesses the probability that a given relation-
ship between twp variables is due to chance. (The formula for x2 can be
found ia any introductory statistics bOok.) This test was used to infer
whether two groups of schools (e.g, successful and nonsuccessful) diE-fered in terms of some program characteristic. For the data in Table A-1,2'x provides a probability estimate of a chance relationship of a <
ince the probability that this relationship was due tochance is quite

small (i.e., 2/100), we have inferred that it is "statistically signifi-\cantI (The traditional decision rule for determining statistical
significance is a _<_.05). Although x2 is a nonparametric test of sta-
tistidal significance, it will become\unstable when the number of casesis quite small. Yates (1934) developed a technique for correcting x2 in
small sample analyses, c_td Yates' correCtion factor has been routinely
applied.

x2 estimates whether two variables are assoeiated with ane another in a con
gency table, but says very little about how strongly the two variables!are
associated. x2 is partly deXermined by the number of cases being analyzed, and
by the number of cells in the table. The estimate of the strength of the rela-
tionship is more adequately provided by the phi ooefficient (described below)
which is a function of x2.

151
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2. Fisher's Exact Test

Fisher's Exact Test (Fisher, 1934) was used when the number of cases was

less than 21. Fisher's test calculates the exact probability (a) with

which a given pattern of frequencies occurs under the condition of chance

or random association. Like x2, Fisher's test is a measure of statistical
significance rather than of the strength of the relationship. The

formula for the Fisher's Exact Test can be found in Seigel (1956)

Bradley (1968).

Phi Coefficient of Statistical Association
_ -

For 2 x 2 tables, the phi statistic (0) was used as a measure of the

strength of a relationship. As noted above, 0 is a function of x2 that

serves as a correlation coefficiaat. As such a coefficient it generally

ranges from -1.0 to +1.0 and is interpreted in a manner similar to all
product-moment correlation coefficients, but is generally evaluated

for statistical significance through its relationship to x2.*

44 -ndall's Coefficient of Concordance

A
One of the analysis-objectives in the study of Organizarional Climate

was to desCribe the level of agreement among teachers with respect to-

the organizational goals of the school. To provide a probability inter-

Pretation for the amount of teacher agreement,,Kendall's coefficient,of

concordance (W) w s used (Kendall, 1970).-

W assesses the probability that the correspOndence among a set of rankings

occurs as a result of chance probability. This test does not measure the amount

of agreement on each alternative being ranked, but the overall agreement of the

respondents' rankings. Unranked alternatives were augmented by calculating the

average rank scora for the remaining alternatives, and assigning this value to

the unranked categories. W was then computed on the augmented ranks Tied

ranks were handled in the manner prescribed by Seigel (1956: 217) . Significant

agreement among.the set of rankings is inferred when the probability for chance

or random agreement is quite small c 45)

5. S ea
'

The Spearman coi4e1ation assesses the degree of correspondence betweex ,two

sets of rankings assuming at_least an ordinal level of measurement This

test was used to iassess the level of agreement-between teacher and princiPal

rankings in two areas of organizational climate: policy development and

long-range objectiyes.

-re lat ion Coefficient

*However, this study, reports phi values without the sign, indica_ing the

, strength of a relationship only. Direction is always explicit in the

accompanying statement.

A-5
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Spearman's rank ord r correlation is a nonparametrio.analogue to the popular
Pearson correlation =efficient. The rank order correlation has a range of
values extending from +1.0. A value of 0 indicates that na relationship
-,(ists between the two sets of rankings, while a perfect positive or negative
relation is signified by +1.0 and -1.0. The computational formula for the
Spearman correlation can be found in Seigel (1956).

6. t test

In the resource allocation analysis (Chapter VI), several relation-
ships with student achievement were examined using Une t test (based
on the assumption of independent samples). The t statistic is a
arametric test of the "significant difference" between ture or more

arithmetic means, and assumes equal- interval measurement. This test
was used to assess the probability of chance or random differences
occurring among successful and nonsuccessful schools in terns of
standardized per-pupil expenditures for selected program resources
(see Appendix El). The computational formula for the t test- can be
found in any introductory statistics book.

Confidence Inte
Enrollment

or -ch 1- evel Pro r ions in Minorit Stu

One of,the key research questions in the analysis of EEO was whether
segregated classes were observed-in the desegregated elementary schools.
In the in-depth';study, desegregated schools were arbitrartly defined
as those having'less than 90 percent minority or, majortv student
enrollment.

One problem in this analysis vas that the proportion of minority/majority
students observed within a given class is partially determined by the proPor-

on of such students in the school at large. Thus, in ordier to dctermine
-whether minority or najority students Were dispropbrtionately grouped in edit-
ferent classrooms, the proportion of rainorityYmajorLy students observed in
a particUlar classroom had to be compared to the sCh8O1-level proportioh,

rfo provide a probability interpretation for the occurrence\ef a particular
number of minority students ina class, 95 percent confidehce\intervals were
calCulated for the school-level proportion of minority/majority-students, The
proportion of minority students in the observed classes were thencompared to
the lower and upper limits of the confidence interval for the school-.-, Rtatis-

\
tical evidence for the existence of segregated classroom vas based on'the
finding that the class level proportion did net fall within the critical Values
of the confidence interval calculated for the school. The oomputational forMula
fox calculating confidence intervals for population proportions can be found in
most introductcry statistics books.



Discr.4,-Miant kurction_knalysis

Diseriminant function analysis is a multivariate technique for testing
the abilitY of a set of predictor variables to discriminate (i.e., predict)
between tWo or more groups of Cases. A discriminant analysis was per-
formed in this study to assess the predictability of two grouns of schools;
those that were academically successful and those that were less successful.
In a discriminant analysis a linear prediction equation is'calculated that
differentially Weights a series of predictor variables so that maximum
prediction is obtained. Results from the discriVinant analysis were used
to assess the relative contribution of each program dimension to school
success, and provided a statistical basis for an overall evaluation of
the ooneeptual model adOpted for in-depth study. Cooley and Lohnes (1971),
Tatsuoka (1971) and Van de Geer (1971) discuss the mathematical theory
and application of discriminant function analysis.

The specific type of -discriminant analysis conducted in the indepth 'analysis
is similar to a step-wise regression in which the dependent variable.is dichot-
omized. The interpretation of a standardized discrimination function coeffi-
cient is analogous to the interpretation of a standardized beta weight. Thus,

each discriminant function coefficient represents the relative contribution of
its associated variable tn the-function in Question.

The disoriMinant analysis was performed in two steps. In,the first Step only
the student background characteristics of percent minority enrollment, 1974
pretest score, and the socioeconomic class of the student body were entered

into die equation tn the second step of the.analysis the program variables
of interest were added to die equation in a stepwise fashion. Program varia-
bles were entered into the equatiOn based on their contribution to the over-
all prediction capability of the function, which was determined by'the
proportion of residual variance that was explained by each variable. This

procedure reF:ulted in a prediction function that maximized die amount of
e:Tlained.variance in the reading and math criterion. The minimum tolerance
level that determined entry into the equation was set at 0 4 .01. A Bayesian

adjustment was also made to account fox the differential probability of group
membership based on the nuMber of cases in both criterion gnoups.

A parallel discrirninant function analysis was also pla_ned for the second
major outcome variable in the ESAA evaluation,-student perceptions of equal
educational Opportunity (EEO) within desegregated schools. Alowever,' the
number of desegregated elementary schools inthe in-depth ,study was quite
mall (16), and only two program variaoles were found to'be significantly

related to the EEO criterion (oRe of.which had missing data orl four of_tlie-,

16 schools). ConseqUentlY, the discriminant analyses intended for the EEO
criterion was abandoned because: of an insufficient number of-Cases.

A-7
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RESOU

APPENDIX B

CATION AND COST METHODOLCGi

The in-depth study resourcearld cost analysis was desigmed to provide informa-

tion on three questions important to educational policyl

What were the major types of instructional resources Used in
providing readingend math instruction tp ESAA students, and
how were the resources utilized?

Were there systematic differences among successful and non-
successful schools in the way these resources were used during
reading and math instruction?

What were the resource cost differences among successful and
nonsuccessful program; that is, did successful sohols spend
their money differently than the less sUccessful schools?

TWo verY different approaches can be used whep answering these types of ques-

tions. One approach is based on school district budget or expenditure data,

collected from district accounting records and year-end financial reports to

_the state and federal goVernments. When district-level ner-student costs are:

used to atsess the type and level of resource use within a school, one must

assume uniform resource allocation among all students in the school and

district. However, this assumption is usually contrary to actual practice; :

schools will frequently allocate a disproportionate share of the resources to

students with special needs (e.g., cognitive or nutritional need-, among

others).

Aa additional problem in using bUdgetary data to assess tne type and quantity

of resoUrce use is that such data only reflect recently purchased instructional

resources. Many instructional resources are inherited from previous programs

or years of operation. Using budgetary data prohibits the identification of

these inherited resources, and hence distorts one's view of the resources that

are actually used within a school or program.*

A isore appropriate Strategy for assessing resource use is based on class-level

information. Instead of focusing on district-level average expenditures, this

approach focuses on the types and quantities of resources actually used by

teachers who provide reading and math services to the sapple students.

The major advantage to th E approach i9 that it is not necessary to assume that

all students in a school receive the sane instructional exposure. The resource

allocation estimates derived from the classroom can also be used to calculate

*For an excellent discussion of the measurement and analytic problems when

looking at the impact,of resources on student achievement, see Spady (1973).



the program costs associated w th providing reading and math instruction inthe observed classes. For these reasons, this latter approach was adopted forthe in-depth &nalysis of school resources.

The instructional resources of primary conce n in this study include thosethat bear on the provision of 'reading and math instruction, including:

a. reaching Staff-cla.ssraom teachers, reading special Ms,
math specialists, instructional aides, and resource teachers.

SuppfTt_Staff--psychologists, counselors, speech therapists,
principals, and librarians.

Equiplent--tape.recorde-- record players, projectors,
teaching nachines, contro led readers, and listening centers.

Matexials--self-instructional progra
instructional games, and supplies.

on-text b o

Staff Development--reading and math inservice traini

on the Above resources were collected from the teacher self-administered
noaire and through classroom observation. Teachers were asked how much
ey used special instructional equipment and materials during reading

and how much time they devoted to reading ancLmath instruction in
beerved classes. Similarly, estimates were obtained regarding the amount
me support staff assisted teachers and students in the observed classes.ch case, data on classroom resources were aggregated to the schoel in order

compare su cessful schools with less successful schools.

To control for variations resulting from cost-of-living differences among
districts, standtardized prices were used for each type of resource includedin he in-depth analysis. (Standardized prices are averages, calculated from
a range of prices for each type of resource.) The procedures used to determine

andardized prices for each resource varied somewhat. For classroom teachers,
a standardized (average) salary scale was constructed from salary information
collected from each district participating in the in-depth study. Table 13-1
lists the standardized salaries used to calculate teacher costs for providing
reading or math instructiOn.

Each teacher's cost for teaching reading or math was calculated loy'multiply ng
the proportion of time spent in reading or math by the teacher's average annual
salary. The school's overall teacher cost for providing reaaing and math to
sample students was calculated by summing all teacher costs for reading and
math.

15 1
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Table 8-1 'Elementary Classroom Teacher Salary Scale Used in the

In-Depth Study (Includes Fringe Benefit Factor of 15%)

Years' Experience B.A. Degree M.A. Degree

1 or less $ 90006 $ 9,967

2 9,466 10,504

3 9(926 11,021

4 10,366 11,538

5 10,646 120)55

6-10 11.766 13,069

11-15 120666, 14423

16-20 13,606 15,157

Over 20' 14,526 16,191

A Similar procedure was followed in

school staff. Salary information for
instructional aides, etc., were colle
for calculating average salaries. Talol

salaries.

T- 1 8-2. Average Salary Schedule
in the In-Depth Study (In

ulating the average salari-s of other
incipals, math and reading specialrsts,
d from each site and used as the basis

presents these additional average

Other Elementary Sch6O1 Staff Used
udes Fringe Benefit Factor of 15%)

Staff Type Average Salary

principal $ 20,900

Math Specialist 12,915

Reading Specialist 13,552_

Instructional Aide 4,304

School Counselor - 14;092

School Psychologist 17,952

Speech Therapist 13,235

Librarian 13,193



The average Salaries in Table B-2 were calculated without regard for level of
formal education or previous experience. A quantitative estimate of average
salary and the amount of time each person devoted to the observed classes
formed the basis for calculating the cost contribution of these additional
staff to the math or reading program.

Instructional equipment and material costs were calculated in a somewhat dif-
ferent way. The cost for each type of equipment and material includes an
estimate of the average annualized capital cost of GIL(' item,.as well as an
estimate of the average annual maintenance cost assc-__:iated with the use of the
item in the classroom. Using the life expectancy )r each type of equipment--
which ranged from 5 to 10 years--the aVerage anni _ized capital cost was calcu-
lated by dividing the total capital cost per unit by the life expectancy.* Thc
average annual naintenance costs associated with using each type of equipment
was 'Calculated by using a standardized factor. Haggart (1971) has proposed
using a standardized factor of 15 percent of the total cost of a piece of
equipment. However, due to recent inflation, a factor of 20 percent of the
average cost for each unit of equipment was used. Table B-3 presents the
standardized prices for each type of equipment included in this analysis. Equip-
ment costs were determined by multiplying the amount of time each teacher used
a pa tioular type of equipment by the average annual operation and maintenance
cost figures. These cost figures were summed to the school level to obtain an
estimate of equipment costs for teaching reading and math in each school.

Although only limited information was collected on the instructional materials
used in the observed-classes, standardized prices were used to estimate the
costs of-materials. For non-text books, instructional games, and other supplies,
amnual use costs were calculated on the basis of annualized capital costs and
replacement costs per unit. The standardized annual use cost for non-text books
and instructional games are 79 cents and $1..16 per unit; respectively. The
total cost for each type of material was calculated by multiplying the quantity
of resources available in each classroom by the standardized annual cost. The
,results were sumned to obtain a school-level cost estimate.

"A. standardized figure of $7.99 per student.was usedofor other teaching supplies.
This estimate represents an average calculated from information obtained from
ten randomay selected districts participating in the in-depth study. This
figure was multiplied by the number of students in the observed classes to
determine the overall Lanual costs of teaching-supplies for the observed classes
in each school.

*For each type of equipment, an average price per unit was used instead of the
actual price. This-was necesaary because information was not collected on
specific brands and models in the schools. The list of standardized (aveJ7age)
prices is base =on RMC's 1973 list of educationalaquipment adjusted for an
-annual rate of'nflation of 8.5 percent (Dienemann, Flynn, and Al-Salam, .1974).

I 5
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Table 8-3. Standar iz d Un t Equipment Costs Used in the In-Depth Study

Eqprnt Type
Average

Cor,t Per

Un t

Life
Expectancy
(in Years)

Average
Annualized
Capital Cost

Per Unit

Average
Annual

Maintenance
Cost

Average
Annual
C & M
Cost

Recorder 109.55 5 $ 21.91 $ 21.91 43.82

rd Player 79.74 5 15.95 15,95 31.90

Movie Projector 562.13 10 56.21 112.43 168.64

Slide rojector 127.71 10 12.77 25.54 38,31

Opaque Projector 324.58 10 32.46 64.92 97,38

Overhead Projector 128.65 10 12,87 25.73 38.60

T.V. 239,45 10 23.95 47.89 71.84

aPo1roid Camera 149.29 5 29.86 29.86 59.72

Tape Unit 1e989.00 10 198.90 397.80 556.70

Filmstrip 99.10 10 9.91 19.82 29 73

System 8 236.49 5 47.30 47.30 94.60

Hvadeets 3,31 5 .66 .66 1.32

Filmloop Projector 167,31 10 16.73 33.46 50.19

Hoffman Reader 455,13 10 45.51 91.03 136.54

Control ed Reader 291.33 10 29.13 58.29 87.40

Listening Center 72.54 10 7.25 14.51 21.76

dio 55,87 5 11.17 = 11.17 22.34

'le Camera 140.40 5 28.08 28.08 56.16

Film Prew-lewer 27,0 5 5.50 5.50 11.00

Language Master 310,D5 10 31.01 62.01 93.02
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A general estimate of reading and math inservice costS for cl.esroom teachers ,

was calculated by multiplying eaFh teacher's hourly rate by the tal hours
of training received during the past year. Districts vary in t.erms of their
policies for compensating teachers for inservice training. SoMe districts
directly compensate their teachers for participation or allow them to partici--
patb on released time; other districts expect teachers to participate in
ingervice training on their,own time. the purpose in using an hourly rate to
estimate inservice training costs was to obtain a consistent cost metric on
which schools could be compared.

An additional problem with the inservice
reflect teacher costs for attending, and
implementation costs associated with the
these latter costs was not available for

training cost estimates is that they;
thus do not iniude be planni6 and
training programs. Lnformation on
analysis.

Along with quantitative resource data, the procedures outlined 4.bove were uSed
to develop a set of comparable program cost estimates for each elementary
school participating in the ESAA in-depth study. Since only six secondary
schools are included in this study, a comparative cost analysis at the
secondary level was not possible.

-8
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Table C-1. Nrbc of Schools Showing Varying Degrees

of nphasis Placed on School Goals

-Number of Schools

- Some -
-----

25-50

Psycho-emotional

,titutional

social

ational Defintifl and 'rocedures

:ondents were peenc4 w4h a list of 13-School goals and asked to

.1e1ect ancl rank five in terms of their importance. Meights were assioAd

o ranks as followsz

:of scores poss

IZEL2t....2V1

Academic
Psycho-emoti nal
Institutionia

Social

1st place = 50
2nd place = 40
3rd place = 30
4th place = 20
5th place = 10

each type of goal were ag follo s:

NuMber of
Goals Listed Parige of Scores

3 Otol2D
2 O to 9p

Q i;o

4 I Oto!40

-4

acher ranks were av aged over all teachers,at a'school,, which resultd

a small number Of ranks. Goals receiving tied ranks were assigned

eighted score rep 'ng-the average between the tied rank and the

ceeding rank Ee,g,, tV goals tied for''2nd rank, both received the

pyerage of 2nd and 3ra rank,= 35).

Scale scores were creates by summing. cores across all gOals of th6 sAne

type. No adjdatmet was made for the fact that potential maximum_scotes

varied from one goal type to another; However, the scores-do ProVide a

relatIve ranking,. since jal no case..was the least possible maximum cote

(90) exceeded.

C-3
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Table C-2. Distribution of Scores on the Administrative. ,uidance Scale

vs-

Scores

0-2

3-5

6-8

of S

3 (12.5%)

(33.3%)

f3 (54.2%)

24 (100%)

ional Procedures

Scores on the Administrative Guidance Scale were obtaind by summing
teachers' and principals'- responses to the following items

Yes Nq,*. No

o Many faculty meetings are devoted 2 1 0
to a discussion of goals and
methods.

The administrationarranges to 2 1 0
have inservice training'proirams
that stress the kinds of teacher
behavior desired by the admin-
istration.

*Ng re e-s to less than two-thirds agreement among teaors
(i.e.., no consensus).
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Table C-3. Degrees of hccuracy in Teachers' Perceptions-

of Principal'e instructional Norms

Nuniber of Principal's
Instructional Norms-That

Teachers Correctl Perceived

e

0

1

2

3

4

5

Number of Schoo

2 (8.

. 1 (4.2%)

3 (12.5%)

4 (16.7%)

10 (41.7%)

4 (16.7%)

24 (100%)

Opa.tiol lrocedures

Number of principal's instructional norms that teachers correctly

perceived was determined by calculating the number of timer At least

two-thirds of the teachers accurately perceived the principl's agree-

ment or disagreement- to the following lnstuctional practices:

With many students, basic skills should be set aside until the

students are ready to learn.

Teachers should-carefully plan their instruction in terms of

specific, short-term objectives.

Teachers should try tp tailor ins -u tion to the needs of

individual students.

Teachers should use diagnostic testing and concentra e on

students' weak ax.eas.

Teachers 5houlii avail themselves of special help whore needed

(e.g., riedial teachers, counselors, etc.).
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Table C-4. Numbers-of Procedures to Integrate New Teachers

Number of
ocedures

0-1

2-3

4-5

6-7

8-710

NuMber of Schools

School-Level

PrincipalS'
Reports.

1 (4.2%)

District-Level:

Teachers'
Reports

11(45.8%)

Pr ipals'
-

R/ eports

5(20.8%)

Teachers'
Reports

4(16.7%)

8(3-3%) 6(25.0%) 11(45,8%) 7 (29 .2%)

11(45-8%) 5(20. 2 (8.3%) 2 (8.3\%)

0 6(25.0%) 0 7(29.2%)
1 (4.2%) 6(25.0%) 12

1

24(100%) 24(100%) 24(100%) 24(100%)

)

0perptionalrocedut

Teachers and principals were asked indicate whether the:following
district-level and school-level prOcedures for integrating new teachersexisted at theirschOol:

Orientation courses

Conferences with administre ive staff

Conferences with other facullty

Assignment of other faculty to provide guidance, ,etc.

Special documentation
1

Assignmentof special
record-keeping

Observation by other faculty

Committees meeting in referen

Inservice training

on pro

cleric

edures and regulations

1 or administrative help for

mber ::wp

classes o

u edures equals the sun of
'

special pro lems of stude

-,er faculty m

responses.

C-6
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Number of

_Inconsistent
Responses

0-2

3-4

5-6

7-6

9-10

Nimbers of IncensAstent ResponseS Given by Te exs

and Principaas to a List of Procedures to integrate

Uew 'Teachers

Nuilber of SchooLs

2 (8.3%)

3-7.5%)

7(29.2%)

6(25.0%)

0

24(100%)

erational Froce ures

Di:strict-Levea P

6(25.40%)

13(54.1%)

3(12.5%)

1 (4.2%)

1 (4.2%)_

24(100%)

Number of inconsistert responses equals the sum of ite _ see TabLe

fox which the principal and at least two-thirds ofthe teachers gave

different responses.'
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Table C-6. Numbers of Specialist-Teacher Contacts

Number of Contacts
vith ;

Reading Specialist

0-1

2-3

4-5

umber of Con
with

Netb Specialist

Number Of Schools

Teacher Reports

4(16.71)

15(62,5%)

5(20.8%)

24(100%)

Principal Reports

-cts Number of Schools

0-1

2-3

4-5

4(16.7%)

11(45.8%)

9(37.5%)

24(100%)

Teacher Reports Principal Repor

14(58.3%)

8(33.3%)

14 (58.3%)

8(33.3%)

2 (8.3%) 2 (8 3%)

24 (100%) 24 (100%)

erational Procedure

conacts equals the sum of "yeS" responses to the following tems:

Students are assigned on a regular basis to the specialist.

The specialists can be called in to come in and help out in
claSs.

Students canbe sent to the specialist at any time.

The specialist confers with teachers on instructional methods
ahd materials on a regular basis.

The specialist confers with teachers on special problehs, as
requested by the teachers.



Table C-7. Numbers of Opportunities for Professional Developm

Number of
Opportunities

Number of Schools

Teacher Reports Principal Repo- s

0-1

2-3

4-5

6--

0

1 (4.2%)

4(16.7%)

8(33.3%)

21(45.8%)

24(100%)

0

2

7(29.2%)

15(62.5%)-_-_-_-__

24(100%)

0 erational Procedures

Number of professional develor-711-
opportuoities provided by the sch

equals tte sum of " responses to tk o. following:'

Subscribes to education 1 journals

Gives teachers leaVe to attend professional meetings

Relps defray expenses for meetings or covrses

Provides onthe-jol) training courses

Holds in-sohcol meetings on educational theories and co p s

(may be associated with faculty oeeting

Provides summer courses

Brings in outside educational experts _ to provide lectures or

seminars for.teschers

Ensures that teachers receive pu

and materials

shers' en o -cements of tex

Allows teachers discretion in m&tcrials bo be used in cla s

Provides weekend coui.7ses
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able C-8. Crosstabulation of Principal's Emphasis on Decisions
Regarding Selection of Basic Instructional Materials
by Reading and Math. Achievement Gain

Decisions R ardin
Selec

Instructional Material

High

Low

Principal's_Ers High
on Decisions 13a9,1,2f1Laa

Selec_Hon of Basic 1,4ow_ -
Instruc;tionel Matextals

Math Achievement Gain

High Low

12180.0) 3 (20.0)

2(22.2) 7(77.8)

14 (58.3)

15 (62.5)

9 (37.5)

10(41.7) 24 100%)

(15 .48 a < .02

Reading AChievement Gain

High Low

7(46.7)

2(22.2) 7(77.8)

9(37.5)

0 = .16, NS

15(62.5)

15 (62.5)

9(37.5)

24(100%)

1. Principal's emphasis on decisions regarding selection of basic
instrlictional materials;

Hign --- Ranked first among seven decision areas

Low Ranked second or lower among seven decision areas

2. Reading and math achievement gain 1974-1975;

Hi h = At least two of three grades testPd showed imnpovomant in
national percentile ranks.

At least two of three grades teste =howed no improvement in
national percentile ranks.
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Table C-9. Crosstabulation of Administrative Responsibility

for Selecting Basic Instructional Materials by

Reading and Math Achievement Gain

Administrative
11qP.pciniAtil f9_r

Instructional_
Materials

Administrative
Responsibility fop
Selecting Basic
Instructional
Materials

Hi -h

h Achievement Gain

High

2(16.7)I10(83.

4(33.3) 8(66.7)

12(50.0)

12(50.0)

14(58.3) 1 (41.7) 24(100%)

0 = .42 .02

Reading Achievement Gain

High

6(50.0)

3(25,0)

9(37.5)

0 = ,13, NS

6(50.0)

9(75.0)

15(62.5)

12(50,0)

12(50,0)

24(100%)

1, Administrative responsibility for selecting basic instructional

Materials:

gh = =-:eachers' esti
median sc e (3.4) and below on 5-point

Low = Teachersestimates:
Above -tiledian score on 5-point scale

2, Reading and naLb achievement gain 1974-1975:

ale

High .2At Least two of three Trades tested showed improvexiient in

national percentile ranRs.

= it Least two e three çrades _ested showed no improvement in

national percentile ranNs.

C-11
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Ta le C-10. Crosstahulation of Accuracy of Teachers' Perceptions
pf Principal's Instructional Norms by Reading and-
Math Achievement Gain

ath Achievement Gain

11(78.6) 3 (21-4) 14(58.3).11Esaa.c_i_aK

Z922-J'21-1122.L.LLa:ZLVLial

3(30.0) 7(70.0) 10(41.7)
of Principal:e
Instructi nal Norms

14(58.3) 10(41.7) 24(100%)

(f) = .40 <_ .05

Readi Achieve- nt Gain

High Low

acof 7(50.0) 7(50.0) 14(58-.3)Teacins
10(41.7)-2(20.0) 8(80.0)of Princi al's

Instructional Norms

9(37.5) 15(62.5) 24 (100%)

4 - .22, NS

0 erational Definitions

1. Accuracy of teachers' perceptions of prin pal's instructional norms:

High = Teachers perceive principal's point 6f view on
four or more of f ve specific teaching practices.

Low = Teachers perceive principal's point of view on
less than four specific teaching practices.

2. Reading and math achievement gain 1974-1975:

_14 gh = At least twO of three grades tested showed improvement in
national percentile ranks.

Low = At least two of three grades tested showed no improvement in
national percentile ranks.

2
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T- _e C-11 Crosstabulation of Principal's Errhasis on Selection of

Basic instructional Materials by Administrative Responsi-

bility for Selection of Basic Instructional Materials

Administrative Responsibility
_

for Selection of
asic Instructional Materials

High

High 10(67.7) 5(.33 15(62.5)

on Selection of
Basic Instructional 2(22.2) 7(77.8) 9(37.5)

Materials .

12(50.0) 12(50,0) 24(100%)

.34 a = .10
_

Operational fin__Lt_i_22-

1. Principal's emphasis on-decisions regarding selec ion of basic

instructional materials: [.

High =- Ranked first among seven decision areas '

Low = Ranked-second or lower among seven decision areas

2. Administrative responsibility for selection of basic instructional

materials:

gh = Teachers' estimates:
Median score (3.4) and be n 5-point scale

Low = Teachers' estimates:
Above median score on 5-point scale
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Table C-12. Crosstaiu1ation of Administrative Responsibility for
Selecting sic Instructional Materials by Accuracy of
'Teacher eptions of Principal's Instructional Norms

Administrative
Responsibility_SaL
Selecting_Basic
Instructional,
a erial

ertiona1 Definitions

High

Low

Princi al's Instructional Norms

High

.11(91.7) 1 (8.3)

3(25.0) 8(75.0)

14(58.3) 10(41.7)

.59 a < .005

'Adm_nistrative.resp ility for 'selecting -basic instructional
Materials:

High Teacher 4 ates:
Median score (3.4) and below on 5-point scale

Low Teachers' imates:-
Above median score on 5-point scale

12(50.0)

24(100%)

Accuracy of teachers' perceptions of-principal's in _ uctional norms:

High Teachers paroa ve principal's .point of view on
four or more 0f five'specific teaching practices.

Low = Teachers perceive principal's point of view on
less than fegur specific teaching practices.

C-14
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Table C-13. Crosstabulation-of Principal's Emph
Regarding Selection of Basic Instru
by Accuracy of Te'achers Perceptions

Instructional Norms

terials
ipal's

Accuracy of Teachers" PeFceltions of
Princ' al's Ins- u ion Nor s

High Low

Principal's Ehphatis Higt; 2(80.0) .0). 15(62.5)

On Decisions Re atdin
.Selection of_Basic Low 2(22.2) 9(37.5)

'Instructional
Materials 14(58.3) 1- 41 24(100%)

= .48 .02

0 erational Definitions

Principal's emphasis on decisions re arding selectiOn of basic

instructional materials:

High - Ranked first amongoseven decision areas

Low Ranked second or less among seven deci.olon areas

Ac urady of teachers' perceptions- f-prihcipal'sAmstructioAal norms:

High - Teachers perceive principal's point of .4. on

four or more of fivc, specific teaching prac

= Teachers perceive principal's point of view
less than four specific teaching practiCeS'.

C-15
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Table C44, CrosstabUlation of 0 t Ct-Levei Support for New
Teach.e. Math Achievement Gain

oh

Achievement Ga.

- High Low

2fm

d'

High

a c .02

Achievement Gain

-Low

.5)

.28, NS

15(62.5)

13(54.2)

11(45.8)

24(100%)

13 54.2)

11 45.8)

24 (100%)

0-erational

District-leVOI suppo

io

neW teach

High = Eeahers report two or more of the
inquired about see Table-C-4),

Teabers report less than.two

Reading and math achievement ga.in 1974-

High ht least
national

At least
. national

0 forms of support

of support inquired about.

two of thkee grades .ested showed improvement in
perdentile ranks.

two of three grades
percentile ranX0.

ed showed n6 improvemen_ in

7 6
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Table D-1-. Crosstabulatron of the'Parent rootion Index
by Frequency of ParentnTacher Meetx.ngs

F u

Paren -T

Parent
Prornotion
Index

= .50 czO2

0 e a nal Definitions and Procedures

Frequency of parent-teacher meetings:
/

High = 9 or more per year

=.8 or less per. year

Parent-Promotion Index=

H gh,=, 10- to 24

Low 0-to 9

.N.there it were scored as follows:

Notify alkparents of ope 'hou
for visiting classes

Send home newsletters and other
communications

Hold pot-luck dinners

Open the school evenings for
-c6mmunity discussions df civic

'interest

Sring inspecial speakers for -
evening forums

vide evening entertainment
lms, plays, dance, ilusic, e

Provide classes for:parents

Never.

Higiiet P*s

2

2

2

More than
once year

2

2

e Total = 24





Ole D2 Crosstabulation of PeJ.q Parent Aides by Number
of Decision At.=2,as in which Parents Participate

Paid
P:rent
Aides

Yes

No

Number ot Decision Areas in
which Parents Parti,cipate

_

:Hany FeW

12(66.7)

1(16.6) 5(8

13 (54.-2) 11(45.8)

= .34 a = .10

18(75.0)

6(25.0)

24(100%)

pperational_Definitions

1. Paid parent aides:

Yes = At least one teacher reports piu parent aides in the
classroom.

No = No teacher reports paid parent aides.

Numbe,- of decision areas in which principal xeports r.,arents
-pw2ticipaLe -e..

et teachers) :
curriculum, budget, and hiring and fiting

any = 2 or 3 dreas

Few = 0 or 1 area



Table D-3. Cross-abulation of Number of Decision Areas in which

Parents Participate by Number of Capacitid::5 in which

Parents Work at School

Number of Decision
Areas
Par-nts Partkc_LELt

Kany

Few

2perati nal Definitions

'a -ci ies in which

Many

10(77.0) 3(23 0)

4 7(6

14(5-..3)

.33, NS

10 (41.7)

13(54.2)

11(45.8)

24(100t)

Number of decision areas in which principal reports parents

participate (i.e., curriculum, budget, and hiring and firing

of teachers):

Many 2 or 3 areas

Few 0 or 1 area

Number of capacities in which principal reports parents work at

school (i.e., teacher aides, clerks, volunteers, and advisory ;

committee memberS):

Many 3 or 4 capacities

Few = 0, 1, or 2 capacities
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Table D-4. Crosstabulation of Number of Capacities in which Parents
Work at School by Number of Homes Teachers Visit

Number of Ca acities Many
in which Parents
Work a_t School Pew

Numbe,

Many

-)mes Teachers -it
Few

8(57. 6 (_,...8)

1(10.0) 9(90.0)

9(37.5) 15(62.5)

= .39 - .0T

Operational De initions

Number of capacities in which principal reports parents work at school
(i.e., teacher aides, clerks, volunteers, and advisory committee members)

Many 3 or 4 :opacities

Few = 0, 1, or 2 capacities

er of homes t-achers visit per month:

Many 2 or rv ho

Few = 0 Or
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Table D-5. Crosstabulation of Administrati _esponsibility for

Policy Decisions in General. by ,itent Participation

A .nis rative
Responsibility foi
Ealia_Decisions
in General

pperational Definitions

Parent Partii-ation .

High

High 10(66.7) '5(33.3) 15 (62.5)

1,ow 2(22.2) 7(77.8) 9(37.8)

12(50.0) 12(50.0) 24(100%;

Low

= .34 .09

1. Administrative respc'isibi1ity for policy decisr'ons in general:

High = Teachers' estimates:
1.0 to 3.4 on 5-point stale

Low = Teachers' c. timates:

3.5 to 5.0 on 5-point scale

Parent participation:

High Median score (10) and above on
Parent-School interaction Index

Low = Below median score on
Parent-School Interaction Index

D-7
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Table D-6. Crosstabulation of Administrative Responsibility for
Selection of Basic Instructional Materials by:Parent
Participation

Administrativ
Responsibility
for Selection of
Basic Instruction 1
Mate ials

Hi

Low

Parent. Partici- ation

High Low

9(75.C') 3(25.0)

3(25.0) 9(75.0)

12(50.0) 12(50.0)

(I) .43 .04

-rational Definitions

Administrative responsibility for selection of basic instructional
materials:

High = Teachers' estimates:
Median score (3.4) and below on 5-point scale

Low = Teachers' es imates:
Above median score on 3-point scale

Parent participation:

h = Median score (70) and above on
Parent-School _uteraction Index

= Below median score on
Parent-School Interacti n Index



Table 0-7, Crosstabulation of Administrative Responsibility

for Decisions Concerning School/Community inter-

action by Parent Partic4tion

Administrative
Respons_ibility for
Decisions Concernin
Scho ommuni

Interaction

High

High I.4ow

8(67.7) 4(33.3)

4(33.3) 8(67.7)

12(50.0) 1 (50.0)

(I) = .33, NS

erational Definitions

12(50.0)

12( 0.0)

24(100%)

1. Administrative responsibility for decisions concerning school/

community interaction:

High = Teachers' estimates:
1.0 to 2.9 on 5-point scale

Low = Teachers' estimates:
3.0 to .7.0 bh 5-point scale

2. Parent participation.

High = Median score (10) and above on
Parent-School Interaction index

Low Below median score ,7.4x

Parent-School Interaction Index
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Table D-8. Crosstabulation of the Subset Index of Parent Involvement ,
in the Classroom by Math and Reading Achievement Gain

Subset Index
Parent Involvement
in the Classroom Low

High

Subset Index of
Parent Involvement

the Classroom

High

Low

-a h Achieve

Hi h

Gain

Low

11(84.6) 2(35.4)

3(27.3) 8(72.7)

14(5

`4)
-49

10(41.7)

.02

Readin Achievement Gaip

-High Low

7(53.8), 6 (46.2)
.,:

2(18.2)

9(37-5)

= .28, US

15(62.5

13(54.2)

11(45.8)

24(100%)

13(54.2)

11(45.8)

24(100%)

Operational Definijons

1. Subset Index L Z'aren,, Inv ivement in the Classroom (see Table D-9):

H__gh f=7 5 or 6

Low = 0. to 4

2. Reading and math achievement gain 1974-1975:

High = At least two of three classes tested s- ed improve e t in
national percentile ranks.

Low = At least two of three classes tested show d no improvement in

natina1 percentile ranks.

13-10
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Table D-9. Distribution of Scores on the Subset if.dex

of Parent Involvement in the Classroom

Scores Nunber of Schools

0-2 5 (20.8%)

3-4 6 (25.0%)

5-6 13 (54.2%)

24 (100%)

0 -ational Definitions and Procedures

Idex of Parent. Involvement in the Classroom was crea ed by

summag scores to the followiny items;

The school employs paid parent classroom aides!

2 = Yes

0 = No

Parents visit the classroom at the teache

2 Yes, two or more visits per month

1 = Yes, one visit per month

0 Less than:one visit per month

Parents lr it the classroom at their own initiative:

2 Yes4 two

1

a

-e visits per month

1 Yes, one visit per month

0 Less than one visit per month

D-11
(Page D-12 blank)
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APPENDIX E

TABLES FOR READING AND MATH INSTRUCTIONAL

PR:tCTICES AND TEACHER ATTITUDES
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Table E-1. Crosstabulation of Use of Interrelated Objectives in

Lesson Plans by Use of Reading/Math Records Showing

Attainment of Specific Instructional Object ves

Use of Interrelated
Objectives in
Lesson Plans

Yes

No

Use of Interrelated Yee

Objectives in
Lesson Plans NO

OperatioivJ. Definitions

Use of inte lated

Use of Reading Records Showing

Attainment_ of Spec
Instructional Oblec

Yes

4(45.8)

4 = .50

ic
ives

No

1(12.5)

12(75.0)

13(54.2)

a = .01

Use of Nath Records Showing'
Attainment of Specific
Instructional Objectives

Yes No

5 (62.5) 3(37.5)

5 (31.3) 11(68.7)

10 (41.7)

4 .21, NS

8(3-.

16(66.7)

24(100%)

8 (33,3)

16(66.7)

14(58.3) 24(100%)

le pl- ( bserver inspec ion

Yes Interrelated objectives a c:ntined in reading and math

lesson plans.

No Interrelated objectives are abnt from readin and/or math

lesson plans.

Use of records showing attainment of specific instructional objectiveE
erview);

Yes Teachers maintain records.

MO = Teachers do not maintain records.

E-.1s



Table E2. Crosstabulation of importance of Behavioral Objectives_
by Use of Reading/Math Records Showing Attainment of
Specific Instructional Objectives

of Reading Records Showing
Attain ent of S ecific
Instructional Objectros

Yes

Importance High 8(66. 4 12(50.0)
Behavioral
Objectives --)w 3(25.0) 9(75.0

J

12(50.0)

11(45.8) 13(54.2) 24(100%)

Iliportance o
Behavioral
Obj_ectives

High

Low

.10

Use of Math Records SY!cwing
Attainment_of_ Specific.
Instructional ObjectilteP

Yes

7(58.3)

3(25.0)

10(41.7)

rl=

5(41.7)

9(75.0)

No

14(58.3)

12(50.0)

12(50.0)

24 (100%)

Operatio_ al Definitiono

Impor ance teache s attach to behavi ral objectives:

High Median score and above

Low 7-7 Below median score

Use of records showing attainment_of specific instructional obj tives

(intiew):

Yes = Teachers mai. ntain records.

No = Teachers do not maintain records.
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Table E-3. Crosstabulation of Import Revising Lesson Plans

by Use of Reading/Math P.c. ,)wing Attainment of

Specific Instructional

Importance Teacher
Attach to-Revi-ing
Lesson Plans

Use of Reaciin Records Silo

Attainment of STIsifjc
Instructional Ob'ec'ti

ing

High 7(70.0 3(30.0) 10(41.7)

Low 19(71.5) 14(58.3)

13(54.2)

ance Teachers High

Attach to Revising
Lesson Plans

gps._EaLio-

Low

11(45.8)

= .33, NS

Use of Math oacords Showing
Attainment of Specific
Instructional Objectives

Yes NO

7 (70.0) .0)

3(21.4) 11 (78.6)

1.0(41.5) 14(58.3)

24(100%)

10(41.7)

14(58.3)

24(100%)

1 DeIinitions_

Importan e tca hers attach to revisinq 1e. plans:

Hign Item sco e .30 and above on scale of t 1.0

Low = Item scorei .29 and below on scale of 4" 1.0

2. Use of records showing attainment of specific instructional objectives

(interview):

Yes = Teachers maintain records.

'No = Tea-hers do not maintain recrds.

E -5
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Table E4. Crosstabulation of Use of Objectives.for Reading/Meth
Instruction by Reading and Math Achievement Gain

Use of Objectives
for Reading
Instructi

Use of Obylctives
for-Matl-r-

- Instruction

High

Low

High

Reading Achieve ent Gain

High

8(66.7) 4

_i_

, 11(91.7)

9 (37.5)

12(50.0)

12(50.0)

1 2.5) 61(100%)

= .52 a < .01

Math Achievement Gain

Low

10 .-.0.9) 1 (9.1) 11(45.8)

9(69.2) 13(54.2)

8.3) (41.7) 24(100%)

!

Ope_ nal Defipitiorts

T ojective- for reading/math instr c

High = Index 2 or 3

Low = Index score: 0 or 1

.52 .01

:Reading and math achievement gain 1974-19751

see Table v,2

h = At'least two of three grades tested showed improvement in
national oPvcentile ranks.

1 --

how = Atileast two of three grades tested showed no improvement in
na-diOnal. percenti1e ranks.

94
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Tab - 5. Co.stabultjon f Use of Readirio1'Math Records Shr

Attainment of Specific rnstruc- nal Objectives by

F ading and Math Achievement Cain

J-e of Readin Records
Showing_Attainment o
S ecific InStrurtional
Objectives

of Math Records
Showing Attainment of
Speci
Objectives

ionai

sdina Ach Gain

High Low

Yes .6) 4(36.4) 11(45.8)

Mo 15.4) 11(84.6) 13(54.2)

9 (37.5) 15(62.5) 24 (1002i)

= .41 .04

Yes,

Math Achievement Gain

High LOFT

9(90.0) 1(10.0)

5(35.7) 9(64.3)

14(58.3)

.46

Ope atrcnal Definitions

1. Use of records showing att
(interview):

1,7)

.03

of soeci.ic instructional

. _

Ye3 Teachers maintain r As.

No - TeacThers do not maintain records.

Reading and math achievement gain 19744975:'

10(41 7)

14 (58.-3)

24(100'0

two of three grades tested showeA improvement in

national percentile ranks.

7 At least two of three grades test, ) improvement

flticflal per entile ranks.

E
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Table E-6. Croastabulat- on of Adequacy of Practice
by Reading Achievement Gain

Adequacy of
Practice

Yes

No

Reiding Achievement -a'

High Low

9(56.2) 7 4

0 (0-0) 8(100.0)

9 (37-5) 15(62.5)

16(66 7)

8 (33.3)

(2011

_Deratiorial initions

Adequacy of practice dtring both reading and math instruction.:

High = Item score: 3 or 4

Low = Item score: 1 or 2

Reading achievemont gadn 1974-1975:

High n At least two of three grades tested showed improve -ent in
national percentile ranks,

LOW At least tao of three gTades tested sha ed no impr-veme-t in
national percentile ranks.

E -8
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'Table E-7. Crosstahulation of Task-Oriented Feedback
by Reading and Math Achievement Gain

Ta ien
Fa-dbac

Task-Oriented
Feedback

Hi.gb

Low

High

Heading Achievement Gain

High

8(50.0) 8(50.0)

37.5)

0 .27, N_

16 (66.7)

8(33.3)

15(62.5) 24(100%)

Math Achiel.ament Gain

High Low

11(68.7) 5(31.3)

3(37.5) 5(62.5)

4(58.3) 1.7)

(I) = .21, NS

16(66.7)

8(33.3)

24(100%)

O.ertiozLa1 De±irtitioris

1. 'Task-oriented feedback:

Vigh =1 Use or three forms offeedbaok

Iow Use of less than three forms of fe aback

2. Read ng and math actieveMent gal_ 1974-1975:

Nigh --A At le two of three grades tested showed ipovenent in
natiorial percentile raiks.

low At least two of three grades tested showed nAD improvement in

national percentile ramks.

E -9
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Table E-8. Crosstabulation of [Ise of Prai by _ din- Achievement Gain

Use of Praise
Infrequent

Frequent

Readiro Achie

High

Gain

Low

8(57.1) 6(42.9)

1(10.0) 9(90.0)

9(37,5)

.39

erational Definitio

1. =iJse of 'praise :

Infrequent ---- Item score: 1 or 2

Frequent item score; 3 or 4

2. Reading achievement gain L974-1975:

15(62. 5)

14(58.,3)

10(41.7)

24(100%)

High At least two of three grades tested showed improvement in,
national percentile ranks.

At least two of three grades tested s1iow d no imnproveInert in
national percentile rank.
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E-9. Crosstabulation ,of Pointing Out Students as Pos ive odels

by Reeding and Math Achievement Gain

E211-2L.11La___°ut
Students as
Positive

Infrequent

1-leading Aci "evemn Gain

Low

7(58.3 ) 5(41.7)

2(16.7) 10(83.3)

15(82.5)

= .34 a -09

Math Achievement Gain

9(75.0) 3(25.0)

5(41.7) 7(58.3)

10(41,7)

12(50.0)

12(50.0)

24(100%)

12 (50.0)

12(50.0)

24(100%)

tional Defin&tiO

1

Pointing out tuert s as positive models:

Infrequent = Item s ore.: 1 or 2'

Frequent = Item soore:' 3 or 4

Reading and math achievernent gain 1974-1975:

Eigh = At least two oZ three grade- tested showed irnprovemrit in

national perc.entlle ranks.

low = At leasttwo of three grade
national percentile ranks.

ted showed no improvement in
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11 -1_ E-10.: Crosstabulation of Use of Praise and Pointing Out 8tudents
as PosLtive Models by Reading and Math Achievement 6ain

P_

Infrequent

Frequent

Reading Arhieveinrit cain

Low

7(70.0) 3(30.0)

2(14.3)

9(37_5)

.48

12(85.7)

15(62.5)

a < .02

10 1.

14(58.3)

24(100%)

Math Achievemen

High LOW

Use of Pralse Infrequent 0.0)' 2(20.0) 10 (41 7)
arid Pointing Out
8tedents as Frequent 5(42.9) 14 (S

Pcsitive dels
14(58.3) 10(41.7) 24 (100%)

.29, NS

al Definitions

. Use of pr_i e and pointing out stuaerits as positive trio els:-

Infreq.ien = Item sco e: 1 or 2

Frequent ---,Item Score: 3 or 4

Beadirg and math achievement gain 1974-19751

High At least two ef three grades tested s o ed Iraprovernejit in
national percentile ranks.

= At least two of three grades test_d showed no irnprovewaerit
national percentile ranks.

E -12
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Table E-11. Crosstabulation of Teacher Expectations for Qrdei..eve1

Achievement by Use or Praise and by Pointing Out Students

as Positive Models

TeacIerEecttions_fcr
Grade-Level Achieverneat

frigh 'Low

f equerit

ise

6) 3(21.4) L4(S

Frequent 4(40.0) 6(60. 0) 10(41.3)

15(62.5) 9 (J17. 5) 24(106t)

4 = .31, NS

Teachei Expectations fol._
Grade-Level chievenent

High

10(83.

5(41_7)

15.(62.5)

.34

LONA/

2(16_7)

7(58.3)

9(87_5)

a < 09

12(50.0)

12(50.0)

24(100%)

ion 1 _tefinjtjns

-use GE praise/poLniinc out studerts as positive models:

Infrequent Item scora: 1 or 2

Fxequent ,--- item o or 4

reacber expectations for gide-leveL aihieveinenit:

Ugh -,-- Scale score: 1,0 to 2.0

Low Scale score: 0 to-.83
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Table E-12. Crosstabulation of Emphasis by Teachers on Psycho En1otiQia1
Goals by math Achievenent Gain

EJ110-15.LL.s_Ja
Teachers on
psycho-Ernoti n
Goals

Low'

High

Aohievemen Gain

High Lew

, )

,

2(18.1)

/ ) 8(63.1)

14 (58.3) 10(4

0 .35 a =,

11(4

33(54.2)

24(100%)

Opeationt Defini tions

1. Emphasts by tcachrs on ps 10-emotional goals C-1):

Low Score: 0 to 75

High m Score: BO to 90

nath achievement gain 197471975:

High = At leas ,. two of three grades te tad showed improvement in
national percentile ranks.

.

Low m At least two of three grades t_

national percentile ranks.
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Table E 13. Crosstabulation Of Adegliacy of Pr&tie by Use of _ aige

Ade_quacXH?L
Practice

High

Low

Imfrequent Prequent

L2(75.0) 4(25.0)

2(25.0)

L4(58.3)

= ,739

6(75.0)

10(41.7)

Operational_ Definitions

1. Adequacy of practice during _Tuoth reading arid. iea-th i_nsruc

Hiqb = Item scores 3 or 4

Low = Item score: 1 or 2c,

Use of praise:

Infrequent = Item score: 1 or 2

Freqlaent = Item score: 3 or 4

200
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Table E-14. Crosstabulati n of Use of Positive
Reinforcement by Task-Oriented Feedback

VS8 of Positive

Reinforcement .- _

LOW

High

1-ien ed Fee aok

Vigh

11(91.7)- 1 (8.3)
_

5(41.7) 7(58.3)

16(66.7)

-0 - 44

8(33.3)

a < .0

12(50.0)

12(50.0)

24 (100%)

6 erational. Definitions

1. Use of positive reinforcement:

Low to less than- 8,0% of observed reinforcement was positive.
High At'least 801 of observed reinforcement was positive.

raskLoraentd feedback:

HIgli --, Use of three forms of.feedbaOk

LOWE Use of less than three forne of feedback

E
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Table E-

2"ITeac

Expec ations

Crosstabulation of Teachers' Expectatiom for st4,*pt
Achievement by Importance At ached to Use of
Behavioral Objectives

or S ud Ti

Achieveme

High

L w

Importance of
pehayioral 0bieotive

High Low

10(62.5) 6(37.5)

:\

2(25.0) 6(75.0)

12(50.0) 12(50.0)

= .33, NS

e.6 (6 7)

8(334)

24(100%)

erational Definitions
\

1. Teachersexpectations for sudent achievement ( btaining high sch601

diploma)

High ----Scale score: 1.0 to 2.0

Low Scale score: 0 to .99

Importance teachers attach to behavio al objectiVes:

'High Median score or above

Low ,-- Below median score
r-

E-17
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Table E- 6=. drosst uiation of. Teacher$' E:uectetions for Student
Achievement by Adequacy of practice and T .k-Oriented

-...Feedbaok

Teaclhers'

fAE-tat!L5._karl
for Student
Achievement

High,

LOz

and Ta5W-Orielted Feedba

High .4' ow

10 . 6 (37,5)

1(12.5) 7 (87.5)

1(45.8) 13154.

.06

20Iationa1 Definitions

Teachers' expectations for student achi
diploma):

High = .cale score 1.0 to 2.6

Low = Scale score: 0 to .99

ement (obtaining high school

Adequacy of practice arid task4oriented eedback:

High - Practice.adequate (item score: 3 or 4) in both r4ading
and math, and feedbal rated hig1 (three forms of
feedback praVi.ded).

Low = Practice hot. adequate (item sco . 1 or 2)-in either
reading or math, and/or febdbac not high (less than thZee
forMs of-feedpack provided).

2 0 3

-1.8
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Table -1. Crosstabulation of Intergroup Mixing During
Recess by Intergroup Mixing. During Lunch

-InStEaLl2EgiftLALLS-
-Yes-

Durin Recess
No

Intergrouk_Mixing During Lunch'

Yes

12-(92.1) 1(7.7)

1(33.3) 2(66.7)

1.2) 3(18.8)

a < .07

13(81.2)

3(18.8)

16(100%)

Siperatione1 Definitions

Items assessing intergroup mixing during recess andA.unch were based on'

observer judgments-:
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Table F-2. Crosstabulation of Student Intergroup Mixing by
Segregated Seating Patterns in Desegregated Classes

Segregated Seatirs
Patterns in
Desegregated Classes

Yes

Student Inter Lou Mixin

No

3(42.9) 4(57.1)

0.0 D 0.0)

12(75.0) 4(25.0)

.02

7(43.8)

9(56.2)

16(100W)

0 e ational Defin- ions andProcedures

Student intergroup mixing:

Yes = Student intergroup mix'ng was observed during recess
and lunch.

No = Student intergroilp mixin- -was not Observed during recess,
and/or lunch.

Segregated seat ng patter s in desegregated classes:

Yes = Chi-square or Fisher E it Test of seating charts
indicate6 non-random seating arrangement in at least

,one observed class that was desegregated.

No = Chi-square or Fisher's Exact Test of seating_oharts
indicates random seating arrangement 'in all observed
classes that were desegr gated.
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Table F-3. Crosstibulation of Principal's Emphasis on Soaial

Goals by Amount of Student Intergroup Nij,ting

principal's_
Emphasis on
Social Goals

High

Student_Intergroup frthcirig

Yes

7(100.0) 0)

_. 4(44.4)

12(75.0) 4(25 0)

.07

7(43.8)

9(56.2)

16(100%)

Operational DeE initions

--ipal s emphasis on social goals:

-1-) -4 At least two social goals ranked higher than fourth

out 'cifa list of,13 school goals. -

= Less:than two social goals were r_ k d higher than fOurth

out 9f a list of 13 social goalp.

2. Student i tergroup mixing:

Yes = Student intergroup nixing was -observed during recess

and lurich.

,No = Student intergroup nixing was not obseived during recess

and/or lunch.
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Tahte F-4. CrosstabulatiOn of,Yrincipal's Emphasis on Social Goals by
'Minority Students' Exposure:to Negative:Teacher Behavior

_

Emphasis on
Social Goals High

e ative Teacher Beh vio

,Ye

6(85.7).

1(20-0)

7(58_3)

'No ,FP

7(58.3)

5(41.7)

5(41-7) 12(100%)

a _05

0 erational Defilaions

1. Prin ipal's emphasis on social goals;

= Less than,two social goals were ranked highe _an fourth
out of a list of 13 school gOals.

two social Oals ranked higherHigh :ourth
list of 13 school goals.

2.

= At least
out of a

ority students likelyto receive negative teacluer he aviox:

Yds Minority'students in observed
10 percent more,:thin their pr
teacher behavior.

No Minority students in observed
proportional share or lees of

classes received it least
porticm 1 share of Wegative

classes received their.
negative t_acher behavior.

*Analysis _ four desegregated elementary schools was not possible because
f insufficient data on negative teacher hehavior.
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Ti. Crosstabulation of Teacher ParticirTtion in
Decisions Regarding Intercultural Curricula
by_CbseXved Ilse of VlpitiEthnic Materials

Teacher Partioipatio_ High

in Decisions liegarding
Intercultural Curricula Low

More Less,

6(200.0 ) 0 (0.0)

3(30.0) 7(70.0)

9 (56.2) 7(43.

6(37.5)

10(62.5)

L6 (1:-60t)

rational Definiticha

Teacher partIcipation in devisions regarding ihtercultal c icula:

High Teacher estinates:
4 or 5 on 5-point scale

Lcw Teacher estivateS
I to _ on 5-point scale

Observed use of_ulti-ethmic materials:

More Not more thax one of the observed classes had
ethnic materials.

o nultL-

Less = At least twoJof the observed classes had no v -etbnic

materials.
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Table F-6. Ci.tabu1aticn ofqmpresentative Parerit Visjtr. t(D.

'.hool bv Observed Use of Multi-tthriic Platrial%

Parent VIsits

Baroat!LizIal
EAEiAlanIlla.11La
2Lig_grA.=!1?.*

i-trirjic M.it

6(75 25

2(25.0) 6(75.0)

8(50.0)

8(50.0)

8(50.0)

16(100%

9'anLI-2L121-22.1initicils

1. Ftepreentativenes at pazent visits to school!

Yes-= Princtpals report that parent visitore were representative
of the racial/ethnic mix of the student body.

\Principals report that parent visitors were nat_ representative
of the racial-If/ethnic max,of the stuaent body.

2. ObserVed use of lti-ethnic naterial

More At least one class uses a great deal of material depic'ting
racial/ethnic interaction.

Less =, No classes use a great deal of material d _'eting.
racial/ethnic interaction.

2 1 0
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Iable Crosstalculation of Representative Parent Visits to Schoo1

by Student Perceptions of Teacher-Student Interaction

Pare isit Were

Re resentetave of

'Yes

RaciahnicZix No

of Stzudant Bad

_wdent Fercptions of
Teacher-Student Interaction*

Negative
Positive Galh or No Galli

6 (16-7) 1(14.3)

2 2 6(75-0)

7 (46.7)

-03

1. Representativeness of parent visits to qohool:

7 (46.7)

53.3)

15(101A)

Yes ri ipals report that parent visitors were representative

of the,racial/ethnic mix of the student hody.

No Principals report that parent-Visitors wex6 not representati

of the racial/ethnic Mix-of-the student body.

Student perceptions of teacher-student interacti--

posi-tLve Ca_in -4 AVerage sdlool-level, gain Score' or the
, .:

leacherl!LStUdent Irte action Scate was

positive.

Ne-ative or No Jri'---A Average School-level, gain score on be
Teacher-Student Interaction Scale was
negative or showed nid gain-

*Teacher-Student Interaction'data was misking for oae school.
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T,ible I 8: Crosstabulation of Vinority Student Expos_re to Negative
Teacher Behavior by Reading hchievernent,Cain

gi_neTitY_tudents_
ldbrre 41(9-1Y to_
Receive Negative
Te1acher Behavior*

erational De firitions

Readihg_Achievement qain
_ _ _ _

High

0 (0.0) 5(100.0)

4 (57.1) 3(42.9)

4(33.3)

.7)

7(58.3)

8(66.7) 1.2(100%)

07

inority students more likely to receive negative teacher behav

Yes Minority students dif observed classes received at least m
10 percent more thah-theix t3ropOrtiolia1 share of negative
acher

_

Minority students,in obsexVed classes received the4
proportional Share 'Or less oi negative teacher beliavier

J,

2,,.Reading achievement gain 1974-1975:

.High t. At least two of three, grades tested s1owed improvement
nationa4 percentile ranks.

Low = At least- two of three grades teste.d did not shnw imnprverm1ent in,
national percentile ranks.

1,Analysis in four desegregated,elehentary Schools
of insufficientdate. on negativeteacher behavior.
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